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Data are reported on two reìated studies of headache-mood

covariation. ln Study t, 305 (ì36 ¡1; 169 F) introductory

psychology students ( l'1 age ì9.50) completed the Beck

Depression lnventory (BDl) and a Headache History

Questionnaire (HHQ; tnompson 6 Collins, 197Ð in groups of

approximately 40. Severe/recurrent headache was reported by

35.\Z of the sample, with typical episodes comprising mixed

(migraine-tension) features. Rated severity, but not

chronici ty or frequency, predicted BDI score, F (1,303) =

13.865, p <.OOO2, as did four HHQ dimensions derived by

principal axis factoring.

ln Study 2, J6 subjects (.l8 |4; l8 F) who reporred

frequent headache on the HHQ self-monitored headache

features and depressed affect three times dai ly (lO:OO a.m.,

4:00 p.m., l0:OO p.m.) over 28 consecutive days, using a

modified form of the Headache Frequency Record (HfR; Bakal g

Kaganov, 1976) and the Depression Adjectives Check Lists

(DACL; Lubin, 1967). Two models of headache-mood

association were evaluated: (a) Diamond's (ig8¡) conception

of headache as a somatic manifestation of masked depression;

and (b) Sternbachrs (197\, 1976) view of depression in

headache as a secondary consequence of chronic pain. The

ABSTRACT
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severity-continuum model of headache (Bakal, 1975;

Featherstone, 1985) was adopted, with no attempt to select

or d i fferent i ate on the bas i s of headache typoì ogy.

Severe,/recurrent headache \^ras reported by 90.3?6 of the

subsample, who endorsed a common symptom profi 1e of mixed

headache. Verbal and visual anaìogue severity measures

intercorrelated highly, ( ! = .908, p <.OOO), and taken

together were predictive of DACL scores, F (1,78.l) = 73.827,

p <.000. Twelve subjects (6 ¡1; 6 F) evidenced a weak

severity-mood association, with no uniform temporaì pattern.

Neither explanatory model of the association h,as clearly

supported. Reported fami ìy prevalence of headache on the HHQ

differentiated among subjects who did and did not evidence

the association, F (3,2Ð = 3.ì04, p <.046. lt was

concluded that headache-mood covariation did exist in some

subjects, but that no uniform temporal pattern was evident.

Future research should attempt to isoìate differentiating

characteristics among cl inic and non-cl inic headache

popuìations seìected with reference to both reported

headache frequency and measured depression.
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PART T

A REVIEU t)F THE HEADACHE LITERATURE



The extant I iterature concerned with headache in its various

clinical forms suggests a relativeìy high prevalence of the

disorder within the general popuìation (Bakal, 1975¡

Friedman, 197Ð ¡ actual estimates have ranged from

approximately l5Z of adult men to 2O'4 of adult women

(Newland, I I I is, Robinson, Batchelor, E Waters, 1978; Waters

1970; Waters 6 0rConnor, 1971). The vast majority of these

headache complaints are not directìy attributable to known

physicaì causes. Although severe recurrent headache

constitutes one of the most frequent complaints of adults

seeking outpatient medical services (Cypress, l98l),

prevalence estimates vary widely from source to source. As

such, current figures must be regarded as prel iminary. The

picture is further compl icated by the suggestion that onìy a

small percentage of complaints leads to medical consultation

(Andrasik, Holroyd, E Abel, 1979; Banks, Beresford, f'lorrell,

Wal ler, ê Watkins, 1975; Waters E 0'Connor, 197Ð, an

observation that invites concern about the

representativeness of cì inical samples general ly (llerskey,

.l982). There does appear to be broad consensus, however,

that recurrent or chronic headache constitutes the most

common health complaint facing modern community medicine.

INÏRODUCTI(]N
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0ver the years, several authoritative texts and papers o

the descriptive and biological aspects of headache have

appeared in the medical literature (e.g., Appenzeller, 1976;

Dalessio, 1972i Lance, 1978; Ryan E Ryan, 1978). For the

most part, these have confined themselves to matters of

classification and diagnosis, biological etiology, and

medical intervention. ln contrast, the present review is

concerned wi th contr i but i ons to the headache I i terature

derived from psychological investigations -- specifical ly,

research concerned with a purported relationship between

depressed affect and headache activity.

The first chapter of the review examines issues of

classif ication and diagnosis. llajor idiopathic headache

syndromes are rev i ewed br i ef I y, as are prob I ems of

definition and differentiation, and known or suspected

etioìogy. The second chapter focuses on psychological

investigations of headache. Specifical ly, the chapter

examines issues of headache research from the perspective of

appl ied psychology, particularly the process of headache

assessment. The third and finaì chapter of the review

exam i nes the I i terature concerned wi th persona ì i ty and

affective variables in headache, and the findings of

psychometric and related investigations.

3
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Pa i n has been def i ned br i ef l y as, "An unpl easant sensory

and emotional experience associated with actual or potentiaì

tissue damage, or described in terms of such damage¡r (IASP

Subcommittee on Taxonomy, 1979, p. 250). This definition

both conveys the multidimensional and subjective nature of

pain, and permits a distinction between pain as a sensory

experience and the psychosocial phenomenon of 'rpain

1. REVIEW t)F CLINICAL HEADACHE SYNDRI]ffiES

complaint" -- the act of presenting with the symptom of pain

(Sternbach, 1976). This distinction underl ies a number of

diff¡culties inherent in classifying and measuring headache

as a variety of pain (e.g., Bradley, Prokop, Gentry, van der

Heide, E Pr ieto, l98l) "

Ph i I i ps (lgll) proposed a tr i -component perspect i ve on

head pain, encompassing: (a) physiological change (muscle

contraction, peripheral vasoconstriction or di latation); (b)

subjective concomi tants (di stress, fati gue) ; and (c)

behavioural and motivational correlates (attention-seeking,

self-medication). Not al I components need appear in, or be

associated with, the cì inical presentation of headache.

lnter-component associations are assumed to be mediated by

psychological factors -- personaì i ty, atti tudes,

expectat i ons, and the I i ke.

-4-



Headache complaints can be differentiated along several

descriptive dimensions, such as site, rapidity of onset,

duration, severity, frequency, and association with

neurological signs (Lance, .l978) . ldeal ly, classification

and diagnosis are firmly grounded in contemporary knowledge

of pain mechanisms. Such has not always been the case,

however, as considerations of taxonomy have taken precedence

over those of etiology (Saper, 1983). There are several

difficulties evident in headache classification schemes

generally. While rigid inclusion and excìusion criteria are

desirable, they serve to exclude the larger number of

atypical cases observed in cl inical practice (Pearce, 197Ð,

particularly those characterized by mixtures or combinations

of syndrome-specific symptoms (Saper, ì983). cl ¡nical and

experimental investigations of headache have been hindered

by definitional imprecision with regard, for example, to the

number of symptoms requ i red to establ i sh d i agnos i s (01 eson,

I 978) .

Currerrtly, the most frequently employed diagnostic scheme

in both research and cl inicaì practice is that first

proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee on the Classification of

Headache (1962) of the National I nsti tute (U.S.) of

Neurological Diseases and Bl indness. Through incorporatíng

then current cl inical and experimental research findings

with both inference and consensual validation among its

members, the Committee defined and del ineatea (faOle ì)
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1j major varieties of headache disorder. For the purposes

of this review, a distinction is drawn between those forms

secondary to known physiological causes (Categories 5-15),

and those not readi ly attributable to specific causes

(Categories l-4) . Respectiveìy, these forms correspond to

the taxonomic classes of "organic" (secondary) and

rridiopathictr (primary, essential, functional) . The present

review is confined to discussion of the latter class of

headache -- migraine, muscle-contraction or tension

headache, mixed or combined headache, and psychogenic

headache -- as it is among these forms that psychoìogical

factors have been most often impl icated.

Migraine Headache

l4igraine is commonly defined as a headache disorder

characterized by recurrent episodes of intense head pain of

sudden onset -- migraine is often referred to as

rrparoxysmal" in nature -- varying widely in frequency,

intensity, and duration (Lance, 1978). ln its various

cì inical forms, migraine is estimated to affect between 152

and 30% of the adult population at one time or another

(t"larkush, Karp, Heyman, E 0rFallon, 1975¡ Waters E 0rConnor,

197Ð. Prevalence estimates of pediatric migraine range from

2.5% of all chíldren under age seven or l.4Z of alì

pre-adolescents (gille" 1962, l98l), to 5.jZ of all children

under age eleven (Oster, 1972). The disorder is more often

seen clînicalìy in women than in men, though approximateìy



I
602 of all pediatric cases are male (Prensky E Sommer,1979;

Raskin E Appenzel ler, 1980), a deveìopmental trend that

reverses in the direction of higher prevalence among females

after age eleven (Bi I le, l98l) .

ln most cases, migraine episodes appear uni lateral ly at

onset, and may be associated with ìoss of appetite, nausea'

and vomiting. 0ften, these are preceded by neurological or

mood disturbances -- what are referred to as r¡prodromatarr.

The disorder is polysymptomatic in nature, typical ly

comprising central, peripheraì, and autonomic features

(Friedman, 1976). ln fact, head pain is not invariabìy the

key clinical feature. ln the absence of actual headache

complaint, there may appear sensory, motor, ophthalmologic'

or behaviouraì manifestations. f'lany'¡migraineurs" report

the beì ief that their episodes are precipitated by any

number of specific or non-specific stimul i or events, such

as fatigue, intense or fl ickering I ight, ingestion of

certain foods, exposure to high altitudes, or meteorologic

changes.

þJhere head pain is the centraì feature of the episode' it

is most often experîenced uni ìateraì ly in the frontal and

temporaì regions, but may radiate through other regions of

the head, or project downward into the neck and shoulders

(Lance, .l978). Typical ly, pain qual ity is described as

rrdull¡rat onset, increasing rapidly in severity, and

assuming a pulsating orrrthrobbingrrquality that wanes as



the episode progresses. Headache duration is typical

24 hours, though exhaustion and lethargy may persist

thereafter. Episodes are relatively infrequent (l to

month), but may occur at any time of the day.

The Ad Hoc Committee (1962) identified five variants of

the migraine syndrome: (a) classic migraine, characterized

by a sharply-defined prodromal phase, uni lateral throbbing

head pain, loss of appetite and nausea or vom¡ting; (b)

common migraine, which is not accompanied by clear

prodromata, and may be uni lateral ly distributed and of

longer duration than the classic form; (c) hemiplegic

(ophthalmologic) migraine, in which head pain is associated

with ipsi lateral visual phenomena, extraocular muscle palsy'

and temporary hemiparesis or hemiplegia; (d) basi lar artery

mi gra i ne, wh i ch i s assoc i ated wi th severe and throbb i ng

occipital head pain and vomiting preceded by clear

prodromata; and (e) cluster headache, characterized by

uni lateral head pain, flushing of the skin, perspiration,

lacrimation, and rhinorrhea.0f these, the common, classic,

and cluster variants have been the most studied.

ln its classic form, migraine occurs bi-phasical ly. The

initial or prodromal phase may appear transientìy and

inconsistentìy, or regularly, developing sìowly over i0 to

6O minutes preceding head pain (Friedman, 197Ð. The most

commonly reported pre-headache'rwarning" symptoms include

visual disturbances -- fortif ication spectra, hemianopia,

9
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hemianopic scotomata, i I lusions of moving I ights, zig-zag

patterns -- which appear anywhere from lO seconds to 60

minutes prior to head pain onset, These may affect both

visual fields sequential ly (Wakefield, 197Ð " Also common

are sensory distortions (e.g., numbness or tingl ing in the

face or hands), aìterations of consciousness or awareness

(e.g., an undue sense of well-being despite prior experience

with phasic headache symptomatology), or motor phenomena

(e.g., temporary hemiparesis) . Whi le the precise pathology

underìying these alterations is not wel I understood, there

appears to be consensus in favour of cerebral

vasoconstriction as either a cause or concomitant. The

headache phase of the migraine episode most often involves

unilateral head pain as described above, and appears to be

associated with a 'rreboundr¡ vasodilatation, perhaps mediated

by autoregulatory mechanisms that serve to restore full

blood flow to regions partially deprived during the

vasoconstrictive prodromal phase (Wakef ield, 197Ð .

Current evidence suggests that headache associated with

age of onset during childhood to early adulthood is usually

migrainous; onset in midl ife is more suggestive of the

partial influence of psychoìogical factors and tension

headache symptomatology, whi le onset during later years may

indicate organic pathology (Kunkel, 197Ð . The various

subtypes may affect the same individual over the I ifespan'

but the common variant is far more prevaìent than is the
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classic (l^/aletield, 197Ð " The symptom profi le in pediatric

migraine closely approximates that observed in adults (Ryan

6 Ryan, 1978), but is more likely to be characterized by a

preponderance of abdom i na I and gastro i ntest i na I features

over actual head pain. With age, a general increase in

headache symptomatology is accompanied by a corresponding

diminution of abdominal complaints.

The prognosis in pediatric migraine is general ly

favourable. Approximately 332 of confirmed cases show

complete remission on fol low-up in adolescence; the

remainder show at least some improvement (Prensky ê Sommer,

1979i Saper, 1983). There is also evidence that males show

substantial ly greater improvement wi th age than do females;

prevaìence estimates are sl ightly higher for male chi ldren,

whi le the majority of aduìt migraineurs are women (Bi I le,

l98l; Hockaday,1978; Rothner,197Ð. Sex differences in

prognosis may be attributable in part to the provoking

impact of estrogen in females on migraine predisposition

(Saper, 1983) .

Musnle-Cnnfnanfion

I'luscle-contraction or tension headache is generally thought

to be the most common form of head pain complaint in adults

(Friedman, 1979; Kudrow, 1976; Lance, 1978; Þlartin, 1972) .

Estimates of its prevalence in the adult general population

range fron 202 to 252 or higher (0stfeld, 1962; Waters 6

(Tension) Headache
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0rConnor, 197Ð. While the disorder is also thought common

in chi ldhood, most forms of pediatric headache appear to be

vascular (Rothner, 1979; Ryan 6 Ryan, 1978).

l'lartin (1972) provided a graphic description of the

syndrome:

Usual ly, the muscìe contraction headache is
described as being a steady nonthrobbing ache.
Pat i ents may descr i be the sensat i on of
"t i ghtness", "pressure", rrdrawi ng", and
"soreness" . Usua I I y these head pa i ns and the i r
related sensations are bi lateral and most
frequently center about the occiput and posterior
cervical regions. They may extend to the temples,
jaws, portions of the face, or top of the head.
Frequently, a ilband-l ikeil constriction about the
head is noted. Th¡s may be compared to the
sensation of pain by prolonged wearing of a hat
that is too tight. Commonly the scalp is tender,
and the patient may complain that combing or
brushing the hair intensifies the distress. Such
headaches may be fleeting or they may persist for
days. Tension headache most frequently occurs in
the afternoon or evening, but may be present after
what has seemed to be a sound sleep. (p. 16)

ln this conceptual ization, severity of head pain is assumed

to be a direct consequence of, and in direct proportion to,

the degree of contraction present in impì icated muscle

groups (Ostfeld, 1962). Thus, a causal link is drawn between

a putative physiological state and a resul tant subjective

experience of pain (Philips, 1980).

Unl ike migraine, tension headache is generaì I

experienced as bi lateral and occipi tal-suboccipi

than frontal and uni lateral-frontal-suborbitaì ¡

dul I and aching rather than throbbing, frequent

infrequent in occurrence, and lacking in identif

ta I rather

n location,

rather than

iable



prodromata. Typically, headache onset is gradual' and

perceived to coi ncide wi th or fol low emotional or

situational stresses (Friedman, 1979; I'lartin, 1972).

Conbined (ffi igraine-Tensjon) Headache

Combined headache comprises a syndrome marked by

conccmitance of both migraine and tension headache symptoms

(A¿ Hoc Committee, 1962; Kunkel, 197Ð. Clinical

presentation may comprise any combination of vascular and

muscle-contraction features, but the most common complaint

is of a tension-like headache. Episodes may occur daily or

almost dai ly, and are periodical ly accompanied by transient

migrainous symptoms or other vascular phenomena. ln certain

cases, acute migrainous features may appear against a tonic

background of tension headache symptoms.

13

The syndrome is relativeìy rare in chi ldren, but becomes

more prevalent during the adolescent years (Rothner " 197Ð.

Actual estimates of prevalence in both pediatric and oìder

populations have been difficult to obtain, primari ìy because

the syndrome presents a complex diagnostic picture.

Psychogenic Headache

Aìso referred to as headache of delusional, conversion, or

hypochondriacal states, psychogenic headache has been

defined as a syndrome in which, "the prevai ì ing cl inical

disorder is a delusional or a conversion reaction and a
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peripheral pain mechanism is nonexistentrr (na Hoc Committee,

1962, p..l28). Some disagreement exists as to the prevalence

of the disorder; while some writers have noted the relative

paucity of pre-adoìescent cases (e.g., Barlow, 197Ð, others

have described psychogenic headache as the most common

variant among pediatric cases, suggesting a prevalence as

high as 2\?4 of all extant headache compIaints (Rothner,

1979; Ryan ê Ryan, 1978) .

To the extent that the experience of pain is generally

associated with some alteration in affeetive state, all

forms of headache can be said to invoìve a "psychogenicil

component (Weatherhead, ì980). For this reason, confusion

has persisted with regard to use of the category; it has

been appl ied to vi rtual ly every variant of idiopathic

headache in which psychological factors have been observed.

Packard (1976) reported that most physicians surveyed

appl ied the diagnosis to tension-ì ike headaches having no

ostensibìe organic basis, and to headaches perceived as

secondary to stress. None regarded migraine as a psychogenic

var i ant.

Weatherhead (1980) proposed that the mere perception of

psychogenic factors couìd not be taken as the defining

feature of the disordern and that the diagnosis shouìd not

be appl i ed to tens i on- ì i ke headache per se. Rather , the

term should be used only in reference to a predominately

psychoìogical disorder in which headache is the chief
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presenting complaint" Variants of the syndrome include

tension-l ike headache associated with general ized anxiety,

hyster i caì forms of headache compl a i nt character i zed by

conversion symptomatology, and headache secondary to

rrreactiveil depression. Evidence of psychogenic

precipitation generaìly suggests the need for evaluation of

current and long standing personal ity functioning.

l,lhile ¡ts status as a diagnostic entity is currently in

question, considerable confusion and error might be averted

by restricting appl ication to cl inical presentations of

headache that closeìy approximate the syndrome as defined by

the Ad Hoc Committee (1962).

Problems g[ Headache Classi fication

The preceding reviews of the idiopathic forms of headache

are drawn from several authoritative sources (Ad Hoc

Committee, 1962i Friedman, 1976; Kudrow, 1976:' Kunkeì, 1979;

l^/eatherhead, .l980) . Actual cì inical presentations seìdom

conform to rrtextbook" descr i pt i ons, however, and severa l

authors have commented on the problems inherent in

attempting to differentiate clearly among individual

headache complaints (Friedman, 1979; Lance, 1978; fjlartin,

1972; Waldbott, 1962; Waters, .l970).

According to Ziegler (197Ð,rrThe first unsoìved problem

in the field of headache relates to terminoìogy. ls any

specific headache migrainous or tension? Cl inicians have
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long dealt with this problem by defining many episodes as

rcombinedr, but this begs the fundamental questionrr (p.

444). Headache special ists have tended to accept the

val idity of the Ad Hoc Committee's (1962) classification

scheme, which Ziegler (1g7g) cautioned serves at best to

differentiate only among headache complaints for which there

are determinable organic bases, such as head pain secondary

to trauma or ocular disease. Among the idiopathic variants'

etiology is largely undetermined or multifaceted. Cl inical

presentation often comprises a mixture of symptoms

suggestive of several diagnostic forms (Lance, i978;

Waldbott, 1962) " As such, differential diagnosis is often

compl icated by symptom heterogeneity.

Classification o:E migraine headache. The current

conceptual ization of migraine, which in the main resembles

that first proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee (1962),

comprises I ittle more than a cl inical description of the

typical vascular episode (Waters 6 0rConnor, 1971). At

present, there is no definitive "test" for migraine, and

diagnostic accuracy is dependent on the depth and clarity of

the pat i entrs symptom report. Wh i I e there i s some evi dence

for specific vascular changes either during or between

episodes, the disorder is widely regarded as functional to

the extent of not being I inked to any known pathophysiology

(Appenzel ler, Davison, E l'larshall, 1963; Walshe, 1969;

Wolff , 196Ð. Electroencephalographic (EEG) studies have
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reported some mi ld abnormal ities in migraineurs relative to

non-migraineurs (Hockaday ê Whitty, 1969; Hoefer, 1967; Lees

E Watkins, 1963; Seìby E Lance, 1960). 'lnese findings may

not be general izable, as they were derived from

self-selected cl inicaì popuìations (Parsonage, 1975) . ln

conclusion, the vaìidity of the migraine variant has not

been enhanced by attempts to i dent i fy any un i que under I y i ng

pathophysiology.

Bakal and Kaganov (.|979) examined symptom profiles among

"chronic" and I'non-chronic" migraine and tension headache

sufferers. Those who reported frequent and severe episodes

were found to be equally familiar with symptoms and head

pain locations thought characteristic of, and specific to,

one or the other syndrome. This finding suggests that, in

several respects, migraine and tension headache patients may

be more similar than dissimilar. To the extent that this is

So, differentiaì diagnosis may be compì icated by symptom

heterogeneity where relative specificity is expected. The

cl inician or researcher may be faced with the task of

determining, b)¡ whatever criteria, which and how many

uniquely migrainous features are required to establ ish a

diagnosis. To date, attempts to identify isolated defining

characteristics have been problematic (e.g., Ziegìer,

Hassane i n, E Hassane i n, 1972) .

0lassification ul tension headache. The use of the term

r¡tensionrr is intended to highlight the distinct features of



the syndrome (0lton 6 Noonberg, 1980): the subjective

experience of head pain; a sustained contraction of

musculature in the scalp, neck, and shoulder regions; and

certain personal ity characteristics or rrl ifestyle¡r features

of the patient. To a degree, evaluating the tension headache

I i terature i nvolves f i rst determi ni ng an authorrs i ntended

usage of the term. The orientation or focus of a given

publ ication is largely dependent on the author¡s particular

fieìd of expertise; speciaì ists in psychosomatic medicine

might be expected to hold somewhat different views on the

dynamics of tension headache than those common to neurology

or psychophysiology. Evaluation of the I iterature rel ies in

part on the standardization of key terms. ln this respect,

the criteria first proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee (1962)

are not sufficiently specific to faci I itate the degree of

consistency required for general ization across different

studies and populations.

t8

It is widely held that sustained muscle contraction

constitutes the principal defining feature of tension

headache (Ziegìer, 197Ð . Recent psychophysiological

studies, however, have demonstrated that eìevated muscle

contraction is no more characteristic of tension headache

than of other i d i opath i c var i ants (Acosta, Yamamoto, 6

Wi I cox , 1978; filagora, lilagora, E Abramsky, 197\; Ph i I i ps,

1977' Pozniak-Patewicz, 1976) . ln fact, Bakal and Kaganov

0977) reported higher resting levels of muscle tension in a
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group of migraineurs relative to tension headache subjects,

Al though both groups showed h i gher rest i ng tens i on I evel s

than did non-headache controls, they did not differ

s i gn i f i cantl y from one another "

Phi I ips (lgZA) derived and evaìuated seven key

assumptions impl ied i n the Ad Hoc Commi tteers (1962)

conceptual ization of tension headache:

t. Sustained contraction of key musculature in the

scalp, neck, and shoulder regions is a necessary

precondition for the development and maintenance of

the disorder. The Ad Hoc Committeers (1962)

descr i pt i on impl i ed a d i rect correspondence between

muscle tension and head pain: "lt is associated with

sustained contraction of skeletal muscles in the

absence of permanent structural change, usual ly as a

part of the individualrs reaction during I ife stressrl

(p. ,l28). This statement has often been interpreted

as implying a causal I ink. Overal l, the muscle

contraction hypothesis has received only partial

confi rmation (e.g., Bakal E Kaganov, 1977) and, as

such, elevated tension cannot be regarded as the key

defining feature of the disorder.

2" A strong association exists among headache severity

and frequency, resting levels of muscle tension, and

behaviours motivated by head pain. Uti I izing

self-medication rate per unit of time as a measure of
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pa¡n-motivated behaviour, Phi I ips (1977) reported a

weak association between medication frequency and

headache activity; medication frequency and resting

muscìe tension were inversely related. These findings

have not since been repl icated, however, and have

been discussed only briefly in the author's more

extensive reviews of the psychophysioìogy of tension

headache (pfri I ips, 1977, .l980) . To the extent that

medication frequency provides a vaì id and sensitive

measure of pain-motivated behaviour, Phi I ipsl

preì iminary observations seem somewhat puzzl ing.

Whether, as Phi I ips (lgZB) has maintained, the second

assumption of the tension headache model is inherent

in many contemporary treatments (e.g., relaxation

training), an emphasis on medication habits aìone

offers I ittle to further our understanding of the

association between muscle contraction and head pain.

Given the widespread acceptance of this assumption,

however, it shouìd be of greater interest to

researchers.

3" Dur i ng headache, ã cl ose correspondence exi sts

between pain intensity and tension or contraction in

the impì icated musculature. Phi I ips (lgll) fai led to

demonstrate signif icant elevations from normal

resting Ievels in any of four muscle groups monitored

-- neck, trapezium, frontaì is, temporal is -- during

either headache or non-headache measurement periods.
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Several investigators have failed to link head pain

and muscle tension (e.g., Epstein E Abel, 1977:"

Ëpstein, Abel, Col I ins, Parker, 6 Cinciripini " 19781

llartin 6 llathews, 1978; Thompson, Haber, 6 Tearnan,

l98l) . llarti n (1983) reasoned that these f i ndi ngs

reflected partial rrcontamination" of tension headache

samples by psychogenic cases, suggesting the need for

more r i gorous pretreatment eva I uat i on. I n any event 
'

there is ì ittle conclusive evidence for the third

assumpt i on.

4. Frontal is muscle tension alone can be taken as

indicative of the individual's muscle-contraction

profi le. Although frontal is (forehead) tension is

widely regarded as the principal determinant of pain

in tension headache, it cannot be assumed to be

predictive of tension in other sites in the manner

impl ied (Phi I ips, 1977, 1978) . General ization of

muscle tension and relaxation is an issue central to

the evaluation of relaxation-based interventions

(Stoyva, 197Ð, but remains largely unresolved at

this time. 0nly further research wi I I estabì ish the

val idity of the fourth assumption.

5. Elevated tension is a tonîc (sustained) condition,

and should be evident in resting musculature, even

during headache-free periods. Tonic abnormal ities are

observed in few cases (Phi I ips, 1978), and some

i nvest i gators have reported fa i I ure to demonstrate
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even phas i c (trans i ent) musc I e tens i on responses to

subject-defined stressors (Bakal E Kaganov, 1977;

Philips, 1977)" As such, the fifth assumption is not

suppor ted .

6. lncrements from resting tension level are associated

wî th head pa in. l,lh i le there is some evidence that

experimental stimulation of sustained muscle tension

is associated with pain complaint, the actual

intensity of pain elicited by these techniques is

substanti al I y I ess than that typi cal I y reported by

headache sufferers, even though absolute tension

levels during simulation procedures are actual ly

higher (ehitips, 1977) " These observations contradict

the sixth assumption.

7" I nduced decrements i n tens i on are assoc i ated wi th

reduct i ons i n headache sever i ty and durat i on;

long-term reductions in tension lead to lower

headache frequency. This assumption is widely held

despite, for exampìe, evidence that muscle relaxants

are general ly ineffective in the treatment of tension

headache (0stfeìd, 1962) . Severaì studies have

reported vi rtual ly no relationship between muscle

tension levels and treatment outcome (Andrasik g

Hoìroyd, 1980; Epstein E Abel, 1977; Haynes, Griffin,

l'looney, ê Par i se n 1975l' Hol royd 6 Andras i k, 1978.

Hol royd, Andras i k, 6 Westbrook, 1977) . A ì though

reductíons in muscle tension may be associated with



reductions in pain íntensity, the two variables

evidence different rates of response, suggesting

theìr dissociation in the clinical presentation of

headache.

Phi I ips (1978) concluded that tension headache and

migraine subjects could not be clearly differentiated on the

basis of muscle tension. ln general, the psychophysiological

approach to tension headache is somewhat problematic, in

that the individual may not evidence either an abnormal

muscle tension, or an association with headache complaint

(Pni I ips, 1980) " These studies have assumed a certain

homogeneity of pain behaviour among patients assigned the

same diagnoses, largely ignoring the subjective dimensions

of headache. llost often, there has been fai lure, either to

support the muscle-contraction model, or to identify

alternative pathogenic mechanisms (t4artin, 1983) .
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Alternatives lo TWolqical Classìf ication

Although the classification scheme proposed by the Ad Hoc

Committee (1962) has clearly demonstrated its utility in

d i fferent i at i ng between pr imary and secondary forms of

headache, it has proven more problematic in the del ineation

of idiopathic subtypes (Ziegler, 197Ð. Nevertheless, it has

met with widespread acceptance in both the cl inical and

research communities, and few competing systems have emerged

s i nce i ts i ntroduct i on. There have, however, been promi s i ng

deve ì opments .



Ziegler, Hassanein, and Hassanein (1972) examined

i nterrel at í onsh i ps among mi gra i ne symptoms through factor

anal ys i s. A group of 300 pati ents presenti ng wi th recurrent

headache was administered a 27-item symptom questionnaire.

Principal components analysis yielded a smal I number of

factors comprising distinct symptom clusters, characterized

by: nearly constant head pain, with some tension, but no

migrainous, features; uni Iateral head pain focused above the

eye¡ nausea before and during head pain; and focal

neurologi cal symptoms before, dur i ng, or after head pai n. No

single factor comprised aì I of the essential features of

migraine -- uni lateral head pain, nausea, visual prodromata

-- and the symptom clusters obtained did not correspond

closely to cìinical descriptions of the disorder.

Using a simi lar approach, Kroner (lg8¡) administered a

comprehensive health questionnaire containing 82 headache-

related items to a group of J02 chronic headache patients.

Factor analysis yielded two stabìe symptom clusters,

corresponding closely to the Ad Hoc Committeets (1962)

descriptions of migraine and tension headache.

2\

Aì though i nnovat ive, these approaches were neverthel ess

problematic. Rather than deveìop al ternatives to typological

classification, the authors chose not to chal lenge the

authority of the existing scheme. For example, Ziegler'

Hassanein, and Hassanein (1972) interpreted certain of their

factors as more or less descriptive of migraine or tension



headache, and simply excluded from further analyses what

they assumed to be rrirrelevantr¡ factors. As such, their

interpretations, and those of Kroner (lgAl), were bound by

extant conceptual izations of headache.

lbe Diagnostic Process ançl Headache ClassificatÍon

The medical diagnosis cf headache has been described in

detail by Kunkeì (191Ð and Saper (1983) as comprising a

cl inical interview, a comprehensive headache history,

physical examination, and specific diagnostic studies as

indicated. Throughout, the process is subject to errors of

se I f-report and retrospect i on.

Diagnosis usually begins with a detaiìed clinical

interview, addressing the patientrs health background,

family history of headache, dietary habits, substance use or

abuse, and detai ls of current dai ìy activities including

employment (e.g., are there specific stressors associated

with the patientrs work or work environment?) . A

comprehensive headache history should foì low, focusing on

the patient's pain complaint, incìuding age and

circumstances of initial onset (e.g., early onset in
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chi ldhood or adolescence is more suggestive of migraine);

head pain location; frequency (e.9., migraine is supposedly

episodic and relativeìy infrequent, whi le tension or

psychogenic headache may occur almost dai ìy); duration; pain

qual ity; diurnal qual ities; prodromal features and



associated symptoms; precipitating, exacerbating, or

rel ieving factors; and other pertinent information.

Physical examination is required to rule out organic

pathology. !,lhere secondary headache is suspected, specif ic

diagnostic studies (EEG, Computerized Axial Tomography,

angiography) are usual ìy ordered. There are, however, no

specific tests for idiopathic headache.

Headache diagnosis is subject to several errors

(Friedman, 197Ð. The patientrs headache history is most

often varied, and not clearly suggestive of any specîfic

syndrome. He or she may dispìay different headache features

at different times, and ¡t is râre for a migraineur not to

experience tension-l ike or combined headache on some

occasion. llore problematic is the observation that mi lder

headache complaints are seldom the focus of cl inical

presentation (Andrasik, Hoìroyd, ê Abel, 1979; Banks,

Beresford, l,lorreì1, Wal ler, ê Watkins, 1975; 0lton è
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Noonberg, 1980; þJaters E 0rConnor, 197Ð. The more numerous

and intense the symptoms experienced, the more I ikeìy is the

patient to seek medical attention. As such, clinical samp'l es

are by def inition non-representative.

There is little hard evidence bearing on the validity or

rel iabi ì ity of headache diagnosis (Hoelscher ê Lichstein,
.l984). Blanchard, 0'Keefe, Neff, Jurish, and Andrasik

(.l98ì) compared the diagnoses of a certified neurologist
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with those of a psychologist for a group of adult headache

patients seeking treatment. They reported moderate to high

concordance on diagnoses of migraine (8\.22 agreement) anA

combined headache (61.59¿ agreement), suggesting good

interdiscipl inary reì iabi I ity in headache diagnosis where

strict inclusion-exclusion criteria are appl ied.

Differentia,l diagnosis. ln practice, headache complaints

are differentiated on the basis of symptom prof ile. f'tigraine

and tension headache, for example, are usual ly

differentiated on the basis of such factors as pain location

(uni lateral versus bi lateral distribution), qual ity

(throbbing or pulsing versus duì I and aching), onset

characteristics (presence versus absence of prodromata), and

associated symptomatology (presence versus absence of visual

or gastrointestinal complaints) . Clear differentiation may

not always be possible, however, in that the patient often

presents a varied symptom profiìe (0lton 6 Noonberg, 1980t

Ziegler, Hassanein, ê Hassanein, 1972). Among migraineurs,

for exampìe, vascular episodes are often associated with' or

preceded by, tension-like head pain (Pearce, 1977). ln some

cases, tension headache may be a precursor to migraine.

Because symptom heterogeneity is so common, clear

guidel ines for differential diagnosis are needed (Friedman,

197Ð. These should be based on estabì ished knowledge of

both the mechanisms and expression of head pain, and on

rel iable and verifiabìe headache history data derived from



defined populations, Because primary diagnosis of

idiopathic headache is based on verbaì reports of pain

rather than specific diagnostic tests, differentiation is

often a process ofrrdiagnosis by exclusion"" Thus, tension

headache is often diagnosed by rul ing out migraine through

absence of prodromal features or associated symptoms"

S imi I arly, adequate cr i ter i a are I ack i ng for the

differentiation of tension and psychogenic headache. ln a

sense, the emphasis placed on the migraine-tension dichotomy

has served to obscure both the combined and psychogenic

variants (Thompson E Figueroa, .l983). There is mounting

evidence that a substantial ly greater number of chronic

headache patients meet the diagnostic criteria for combined

headache than for either migraine or tension headache

(Anderson E Franks, l98l; Cohen, 1978) , and that tension

headache samples employed in cl inical research are often at

least partial ly contaminated by combined or psychogenic

cases (Haber, Kuczmierczyk, 6 Adams, .|985; Hartin, .l983).

Wol ff's ear I y i nvest i gat i ons of headache dur i ng the

1930's and .l940's (cited in Daìessio, 1972) reported the

presence of tension headache symptoms in many migraineurs.

These symptoms were thought to be secondary to migraine, and

no causal significance was ascribed to their occurrence.

From Wolffrs time forward, the bel ief in a clear
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migraine-tension dichotomy persisted, wi th few chal lenges.

ln recent years, and particularly since the publ ication of a
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critical paper by Bakal (197Ð, several studies and reviews

have chal lenged this conceptual ization (Anderson ê Frankso

198ì; Andrasik, Blanchard, Arena, Saunders, E Barron, 1982;

Bakal I Kaganov" 1977, 1979; Gannon, Haynes, Safranek, E

Hamilton, ì981; Haynes, Cuevas, E Gannon, t982; Kaganov,

Bakal, 6 Dunn, ì981; Philips, 1977, 1978; Philips ê Hunter,

1982; Sutton E Belar, 1982, Thompson 6 Figueroa, 1983;

Thompson, Haber, Figueroa, 6 Adams, .l980). Bakalrs work is

discussed at greater length in a later section of this

review; it need only be noted here that the usuaì approach

to differential diagnosis has met with recent criticism.

Bakal and Kaganov (1977) had tension and migraine

headache subj ects mon i tor headache act i v i ty and pa i n

locations daily over a 2-week period. All were found to be

equally familiar with symptoms and locations beìieved

characteristic of one, but not the other, headache type.

Symptom heterogeneity was evident in both groups' as were

relatively unique symptom profi ìes, regardless of prior

diagnosis. Simi larly, Bakal and Kaganov (197Ð compared

symptom profi les of occasional versus chronic headache

sufferers. Those init¡aì ly diagnosed with migraine were

fami I iar with al I symptoms and pain locations, and reported

experiencing these more often than did subjects initial ly

assigned the diagnosis of tension headache. Further,

migraineurs reported a greater frequency of tension headache

than vascular symptoms. These findings were repl icated by

Thompson, Haber, Figueroa, and Adams (ì980).



Kaganov, Bakal, and Dunn (1981) reported similar

observations of symptomatology in a non-cl inic population.

The data suggested that, the more headache was perceived as

bothersome, the more I ikely it was to comprise both tension

and vascuìar features, the latter being associated with more

severe episodes. 0verall, symptom profiles were similar

among problem and non-problem headache subjects. There was

no evidence of symptom clustering consistent with

typological groupi ngs.

I n recent years, psychophys i ol og i cal assessment

techniques have been increasingly employed in efforts to

clarify the distinction between migraine and tension

headache. \^leatherhead (.l980) proposed that, because the pain

mechanisms underlying psychogenic headache are either

undetectable or non-existent, differential diagnosis with

tension headache must rely on the evaluation of key

physiological variables, such as muscle tension. He further

noted that s i ngl e-s i te response measures -- frontal i s

electromyographic (Et"lG) activity, f or example -- were

i nadequate to the task of d i fferent i at i on.
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0veral l, psychophysiological investigations of headache

have yielded conf licting f indings Ì^,ith regard to

differentiation (Anderson E Franks, l98l; Bakal E Kaganov,

1977, 1979; Cohen, 1978; lvlorley, 1977; Vaughn, Paì1, E

Haynes, 1977), reflecting in part the paucity of studies

comparing headache disorders along physical dimensions. To
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date, the major í ty of these has reported mai nly frontal i s

El'lc in tension headache subjects (e.g., Bakal ê Kaganov,

1977; Vaughn, Pall, 6 Haynes, 1977), or indirect measures of

vascular activity in migraineurs (e.g., Cohen, 1978; l'torley,

1977) . Pozn i ak-Patewi cz (1976) reported h i gher rest i ng

levels of tension in the scalp and neck muscles of

migraineurs relative to tension headache subjects, during

both headache and headache-free periods" He concluded,

however, that muscle-contraction was of only minor

significance in both types.

Anderson and Franks (ì981) compared migraine, tension,

and headache-free individuals on a variety of

psychophysiological measures during simulated conditions of

stress and relaxation. Under resting conditions, tension

headache subjects did not evidence higher frontal is or

forearm EHG activi ty, or di ffer i n blood pressure, heart

rate, per i pheral temperature, or el ectrodermal activi ty

(EDA). liligraineurs exhibited a non-signif icant trend toward

lower peripheraì temperature and higher heart rate during

rest, in a manner suggestive of a general ized vasomotor

abnormal ity. No group differences were reported for any of

the measures, in either dispìacement from resting to stress

ìevels, or a\rerage levels during stress. Overaì l, there was

no clear evidence of any relationship between headache

activity and frontal is tension in tension headache subjects;

the findings for migraineurs were ìess conclusive.



Evidence to date suggests that psychophysiological

measures, particularly f rontalis EflG, have only limited

utility in the differential diagnosis of idiopathic

headache. ln fact, there have been reports that some

migraineurs display higher resting levels of muscle tension

during headache-free intervals than do tension headache

patients (Phi I ips, 1977), suggesting that muscle tension may

not be the appropriate criterion for differentiation.

Further, the episodic nature of migraine renders ¡t

d¡fficult to investigate through psychophysiological means

(Botney, l98l). Sti I l, the approach is common to much of

the cur rent assessment and i ntervent i on I i terature.

ïhe Psychobiolc¡gical Model qE Headache
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Thompson and Figueroa (i983) noted two significant

developments in the conceptual ization of headache during the

preceding two decades. The first of these comprised the

system of classification proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee

(1962), prior to which idiopathic headache was believed to

indicate an underìying neurological disorder. Theirs was

the first attempt to develop a systematic headache typology,

one which would meet with and maintain widespread acceptance

in the medicaì community.

The second important conceptual i zation of headache

appeared in the earìy writings of Bakal and his associates

(Baka1, 1975, 1980, .l982; Bakal ê Kaganov, 1977, 1979;
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Bakal, Kaganov, 6 Demjen, .l983; Kaganov, Bakal, å Dunn,

l98l) . ln the I'psychobiologicalil modeì (e.g., Bakal , 1975) ,

headache disorders are conceived as existing along a

continuum of severity, rather than in terms of a

symptom-determined typology. Differences among major

idiopathic variants are viewed as quantitative rather than

qual itative.

As is noted above, headache patients seldom display

symptom prof i I es cons i stent wi th textbook descr i pt i ons.

Simi larities in reported features among headache patients

suggest common mechanisms in the development and maintenance

of the disorder (Bakal, Kaganov, E Demjen, 1983). ln

Bakal's model, headache resuìts from a complex interplay of

environmental, physiological, genetic-biochemical, and

psychoìogical factors. This perspective has faci I itated a

shift in emphasis away from hypothesized psychological

antecedents toward the processes that mediate and maintain

headache.

Central to this conceptual ization is the notion of a

psychobiologicaì r¡predispositionl for headache, which

emerges in the presence of stressful stimul i or events, and

plays a critical role in headache episodes that seem to be

precipitated by identif iable antecedents (e.g., psychosocial

stress, illness, ingestion of certain foodstuffs), or that

seem to appear spontaneousìy. The transitîon from episodic

to chronic headache results from an increasing autonomy of
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underlying physiological mechanisms. Over time and repeated

episodes, the individualrs predisposition for headache may

come to function more or less independentìy of the

psychosocial stresses that, in earlier stages of the

disorder, play a triggering or precipitating role"

ln so-cal led tension headache, persistent muscle

contraction may arise as a physiologicaì response to

perceived stress. Over time, this response may come to

function independently of stress.0n examination, the

individual may report a persistent sensation of tightness or

pressure in the head and neck regions, and the perception

that his or her headaches are no! prec¡pitated by

recognizable causes. ln this manner' a pattern of repeated

episodes may estabì ish i tself, reflecting the interaction of

an apparent inability to ef fectively cope \r,ith head pain of

mi ld to moderate severity during early stages of the

disorder, and progressive involvement and precedence of

physiological mechanisms that mediate headache and headache

predisposition.

Over time, vascular features may also appear in

headache prof i I e, accompan i ed by a var i ety of

autonom i ca I I y-med i ated symptoms, such as nausea or

Chronic headache thus represents one extreme of a

continuum, rather than a unique disorder distinct

frequent or severe forms (Bakal E Kaganov, 197Ð.

psychobiological processes are assumed to underl ie

the

vomiting.

sever i ty

from I ess

Similar

al I
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chronic headache complaints, though actual mechanisms of

head pain may differ from case to case"

Evidence fff fhe psychobiolqical ndel. Accordins to

Featherstone (ì985), rtThere is increasing, undÎsmissable

evidence that idiopathic headaches are a single continuum of

a mul tiple-symptom process, of varyi ng sever i ty and of

varying symptom combinations, which is satisfactorily

described by the headache severity modeìr' (p. 197). The

author proposed a variation on Bakal's (lglÐ model, in

which headaches of mild severity are characterized by few

associated symptoms; as severity increases, so too do the

number and var i ety of symptoms.

Severaì I ines of evidence converge in support of the

severity-continuum perspective. Hany studies have reported

that both muscle contraction and vascular symptoms are

associated more with head pain severity than with specific

headache syndromes or types (Bakal ê Kaganov, 1979; Deubner,

19771 Drummond E Lance, .l984; Featherstone, 1985; Kaganov,

Bakal, 6 Dunn, l98l; Newland, lllis, Robinson, Batchelor, F'

Waters, 1978; Waters, 197Ð. Symptoms believed specific to

migraine -- nausea, vomiting, unilateral head pain having a

throbbing qual ity -- have also been reported in supposedly

confirmed cases of tension headache (nl len 6 Weinmann, 1982;

Thompson, Haber, Figueroa, E Adams, 1980). Both variants may

be assoc i ated w i th musc I e tenderness dur i ng headache

(0leson, 1978¡ Tfelt-Hansen, Lous, 6 0leson, 1981).
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Biological investigations of headache have establ ished

certain simi larities between migraine and tension headache,

on measures of El4G (Baka ì E Kaganov, 1977 ;

Pozniak-Patewicz, 1976), blood platelet (fluck-Seler,

Deanovic, & Dupel, 1979; Rolf, Wiele, ê Brune, l98l), and

vasomotor (Cohen, 1978) activities. The only consistently

reported physiological difference has been the observation

of a di latation of the scaìp vasculature during the headache

phase of migraine (Featherstone, ì985) .

Studies of personal ity and other psychoìogical variables

are examined in Chapter 3 of the present review. lt need

onì'y be noted here that personal ity differences between

tension headache and migraine patients have not been

rel iably demonstrated (Andrasik, Blanchard, Arena, Teders, E

Rodichok, 1982; Kudrow E Sutkus, 1979; Sternbach, Dalessio,

Kunzel, E Bowman, l98O; Werder, Sargent, 6 Coyne, l98l).

Simi larly, treatment outcome studies have documented few

differences in effectiveness among different headache

treatments; cl inicians have reported equal success in

treating both migraine and tension headache with analgesics,

tricycl ic antidepressants, or non-steroidal

anti-inflammatants (Carasso, Yehuda, 6 Streifler, 1979;

Diamond ê l4edina, l98l; Hathew, l98l; Saper, 1978). 0nly the

ergot compounds (e.g., ergotamine) have proven specificity

of action in the treatment of migraine (Cohen, 1978) .
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Taken together, the above observations seem most

supportive of the severity-continuum perspective on

headache, as a viable and heuristic alternative to the

typological approach. General ly speaking, however, the

medical community has been slow to accept a unitary model of

headache mechanisms (Bakal, ì980). Whi le the occurrence of

tension headache symptomatology in migraineurs is widely

acknowledged, it is most often interpreted as evidence of a

suscept¡bility to other headache disorders; that many

tension headache patients also experience vascular symptoms

is usuaì ly overlooked or ignored.

EtiolqÍcal Factors jn Headache

Current interventions for headache tend to be

symptom-focused rather than prophylactic, and fai I to

adequately account for either antecedents or consequences of

headache activity (llartin, 1983). lf, for example, depressed

affect were found to be a consistent antecedent of headache,

then it might be desirable to devise a treatment that wouìd

fac i I i tate greater sens i t i vi ty to, and control over, mood

status. ldeal ly, treatment would be directed at underìying

causes rather than presenting symptoms alone, the uìtimate

goal being prevention. The process would need to begin,

however, with the identification of etiological factors.

ln examining the etiology of headache, it should be noted

that idiopathic head pain is a relatively non-specific
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complaint, suggestive of a potential ly broad range of

medical conditions (Friedman, 197Ð. Neither location nor

intensity of pain provide rel iable clues to etiology, and

none of the idiopathic variants is consistent with regard to

these and other features. A variety of factors can interact

in the precipitation, exacerbation, maintenance, and

al leviation of headache (Korczyn, Carel, E Pereg, 1980) "

One approach to examining etiology involves the study of

associations among head pain and other physical complaints

or disorders. Featherstone (lg8l) reviewed the medical

records of .l,4.l4 
I ife insurance appì icants, and obtained 200

cases of confirmed or suspected idiopathic headache. The

complaint of recurrent head pain was associated with higher

prevalences of hypertension, vertigo, gastroesophageal

reflux, peptic uìcer disease, depression, anxiety, and (in

men) irritable bowel syndrome. There have been further

reports of associations among headache and disorders of

vestibular function (Kuritzky, Toglia, E Thomas, ì981;

l'loretti, I'lanzoni, Caf faira, 6 Parma, .l980), essentiaì

hypertension (Graham, Bana, E Yap, 1978), and depression and

anxiety (Cox g Thomas, l98l; Ziegler, 197Ð.

Etioloçy gE migraine. Over the years, several

etiological models of migraine have been proposed. Wolff

(cited in Dalessio, 1972) posited a mechanical or chemical

stimuìation of peripheral pain receptors. Sicuteri, Ansel im,

and Fanciul laci (197Ð postulated the role of a
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hypersensitivity to serotonin in the central nervous system,

whi le Dalessio (1978) impl icated inflammatory responses in

extracranial tissue. None of these models has generated

supportive research.

To date, a study reported by Bi I le (.l981) constitutes the

only systematic ìongitudinaì investigation of the

inheritance of migraine in the headache ì iterature. A

ZJ-year follow-up was conducted on a group of former

pediatric migraine cases, greater than 50? of whom currently

had at least one chiìd aged four or younger.0f these,

approximately 30% had one or more chi ld with migraine. The

examination of hereditary factors in migraine is compl icated

by the fact that a positive fami ly history is itself

employed as a diagnostic criterion; the majority of pat¡ents

examined wi I I therefore report a positive fami ìy history

(lvlcGrath, .|983). Further, determination of inheritance is

usual ìy accompl ished through patient interviews rather than

by examination of relatives or their medical records. The

role of heredity in migraine remains largely unresolved, and

progress rel ies in part on developments in other areas of

research (Sm i th, I 980) .

Although ¡t is widely bel ieved that migraine is I inked

psychosociaì stress, there is I ittle supportive evidence

this association (Anderson, .l980). Henryk-Gutt and Rees

(197Ð reported that 5\% of headache episodes in an adult

sample were perceived as secondary to stress. Several

to

for
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authors have suggested that both migraine and tension

headache patients report greater life stress because of

personal ity styìes that consistently draw them into confl ict

with their environments. Among these individuals in

particular, stress is often perceived as a headache

precipitant (Anderson, .l980; Andrasik, Bìanchard, Arena,

Teders, Teevan, 6 Rodichok, .l982; Friedman, 1979;

Henryk-Gutt E Rees, 197Ð. Bakal (1975, .l982) might argue

that migraine initial ly perceived as secondary to stress

could be expected to develop functional autonomy over time,

such that both vascular features and the anticipation of

head pain might themselves act as stressors, provoking

further pain. To date, a I ink between migraine and stress

has not been concìusively demonstrated.

There is some evidence, based mainly on cl inicaì

observations, of fami ly environments characterized by

rigidly enforced norms of behaviour, emphasis on individuaì

achievement, and the use of subtle forms of punishment for

nonconformity or noncompliance (Friedman, 197Ð. ln this

view, the migraineur perceives no outlet for the expression

of negative emotion, particularìy anger, and this confl ict

emerges as a major precipitant of head pain. ln the absence

of control led prospective studies on the fami ly envi ronments

of migraineurs, however, the hypothesis is difficult to

eva I uate "



The etiology of migraine appears complex; any purported

'rcause'¡ is probably too simpìistic. The wide variety of

hypothes i zed causes suggests a d i vers i ty of pathol og i ca I

mechanisms in the disorder (Pearce, 197Ð .

Etiolqy O[ tension headache. Historicaììy' the etiologv

of tension headache has been presumed largely

psychophysioìogical; head pain is viewed as secondary to

sustained contraction of key muscles in the head, neck, and

shoulder regions. Pikoff (.l984) and Haynes, Cuevas, and

Gannon (1982) summarized the evidence for this model as

fol lows: Experimental investigations of muscle contraction

in tension headache subjects have yielded inconsistent

findings. Although elevated muscle tension is significant in

some cases, it does not account for a majority of the

variance in headache activity. Simi larly, studies of

vascular factors have been equivocal; it is not clear

whether tension headache is associated more typically with

local ized vasoconstriction and ischemia, or with local ized

vasodi lation. Overal l, research to date has ìacked

sufficient specification of primary and differentiaì

diagnostic criteria, making comparisons among different

stud i es and popul at i ons d i ff i cul t. Further, the stress

analogues typical ly empìoyed in simulation studies have

usual ly comprised discrete physical or cognitive stimul i,

whereas pat i ent-def i ned prec i pi tants of headache are more

often tonic, psychosocial, and environmental in nature

(Diamond E Dalessio, 1978).

4t
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The cl inical presentation of tension headache comprises a

striking degree of individual variation in extent of

association between psychophysiological variables and head

pain complaint, and it is not possible to infer causal links

among these factors (Haynes, Cuevas, E Gannon, 1982). To

date, no study has adequately accounted for the possibi I ity

that tension headache itself produces changes in both

vasomotor and musculoskeletal functioni ng.

Precipitants EE headache. Hany headache patients,

particularly migraineurs, identify specific stimul i or

situations as precipitants or aggravants of headache. The

I ist of factors impl icated includes substance use or abuse

(e.g., alcohol or drugs), interpersonaì confl ict, emotional

upset, fatigue, model I ing of headache-associated behaviours,

secondary gai n for head pain complaint, anxiety, tension,

depress ion, i ngestion of certai n foodstuffs, menstrual

period, exposure to bright I ight or loud sound, and

meteorologic changes (Blanchard, Andrasik, 6 Arena, l98l+;

Kunkel, 197Ð .

ln migraine, dietary factors are of ten impìicateC. i{any

mígraineurs claim that specific foods can trigger vascular

headaches. There is some evidence that vascular head pain

may fol low the missing of a meal (Dexter, Roberts, å Byer,

1978), or the ingestion of foods containing tyramine (e.g.,

chocolate, cheese, red wine). Tyramine is bel ieved to

provoke a general ized vasoconstriction, probably through
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stimulation of norepinephrine release (Dalton' 1975; Ghose,

Coppen, E Carroll, 1978; l\edina E Diamond, 1978; Ryan,

1974). Knowledge of these mechanisms is incomplete, however,

and the role of tyramine is itself in question. The few

control led studies reported have not been general ly

supportive of the tyramine hypothesis (lttoftett, Swash, ê

Scott, 197\; Shaw, Johnson, 6 Keogh, .|978).

Korczyn, Carel, and Pereg (1980) examined the

relationship between head pain and a variety of potential

physical precipitants :- anemia, elevated bìood pressure'

disturbances of visual acuity and intraocular pressure --

among headache-free and migraine, tension, combined, and

undiagnosed headache subjects. No associations were found

between head pain and any of these stimuli. Simiìarly,

Drummond (lgg¡) studied patient perceptions of headache

"triggers" in migraine, tension, and combined headache"

iligraineurs reported a greater number and variety of

triggering stimuì i (e.9., I ight glare, alcohol ingestion,

menstrual cycle) than did other patients, and a greater

range of variables that aggravated ongoing headache (e.g.,

head movements).

Sumnary Csments gn CIhapter L

I n assess i ng the I i terature on headache descr i pt i on and

classification, several issues emerge. From the perspectives

of both research and cl inical practice, the current system



of classification (ld Hoc Committee, 1962) seems

unsatisfactory. Derived original ly from cl inical

observations and impressions, it has garnered I ittle

empirical support since its introduction. l'lost problematic

is the widespread observation of symptom heterogeneity among

what were formerìy thought of as distinct headache

syndromes, particularly those of idiopathic etiology.

There are at present no specific or cl inical ìy feasible

diagnostic tests by which to classify idiopathic headache,

and the task of differential diagnosis is subject to errors

of self-report and retrospection. Researchers and cl inicians

have disagreed on interpretation and operational definition

of diagnostic criteria such as I'tension". These problems, in

turn, suggest a number of critical areas for further study:

the rel iabi I ity of primary and differential diagnostic

criteria; the comparative psychophysiologies of the major

idiopathic variants; and the development and evaluation of

specif ic diagnostic tests.

44

Despite the difficulties inherent in the use of

retrospective symptom reports, and the relative infrequency

of rrpure" headache syndromes in cl inicaì practice,

prel iminary evidence does suggest a fairly reasonable degree

of interdisciplinary concordance on diagnosis when clear

inclusion-excìusion criteria are employed. Nevertheless, the

perspective of migraine and tension headache as discrete

diagnostic entities now seems untenable. ln response, some
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investigators have proposed the severity-continuum

perspective as an alternative to typological classification

(Bakal, 1975, 1980, 1982; Featherstone, 1985).

According to Lechin and van der Dijs (1980), rtThe great

quantity of physical and biochemical disorders reported in

headache patients correspond to phenomena which are

fragments of a whole process. Consequently, whatever

hypothes i s i s formul ated regard i ng the phys i opathol ogy of

(migraine), it shouìd explain satisfactori ìy the greatest

number of these phenornena in order to win minimum

acceptabi I ityr' (p. 8l-82). Review of the I iterature to date

suggests that satisfactory etiologicai models of idiopathic

headache have yet to be advanced.



Conceptual ly and operational ly, the psychologicaì ì iterature

concerned with headache can be classified as fol lows: (a)

early investigations of psychosomatic factors (e.g., Wolff,

cited in Dalessio, 1972); (b) studies of personaì ity and

affective variables in headache (e.g", Arena, Andrasik, E

Blanchard, 1985; Kudrow E Sutkus,1979; Hartin, 1972); (c)

psychophysiological investigations (e.g., Bakal ê Kaganov,

1977i Cohen, .l978; Epstein ê Abel, 1977¡ l4artin 6 l'lathews,

1978); and (d) cl inical trials of behavioural ìy-based

interventions (e.g., Budzynski, Stoyva, Adler, E llullaney,

1973; Chesney ê Shelton, 1976; Cox, Freundl ich, 6 Heyer,

1975; Haynes, Griffin, f'looney, ê Parise, 1975; Holroyd,

Andrasik, ê Westbrook, 1977). l'lartin (1983) reviewed 136

psychological studies of headache publ ished between 1972 and

1982. The majority (752) concerned treatment; fewer focused

on etiology (lSZ) or classification (l0U).

General ly speaking, psychologicaì studies of idiopathic

headache have adopted and ma i nta i ned the preva i ì i ng med i ca I

view that migraine and tension headache are distinct

2. ISSUES IN PSYCH(]LOGICAL RESEARCH t]N HEADACHE

disorders with different etiologies. This chapter examines

basic issues in the first two categories of headache

investigation identified above, with regard specificaì ly to

-l+6-
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inclusion-exclusîon criteria, subject selection and

assignment, and headache assessment" The reader is referred

to the sources cited for more detailed reviews of the

psychophysioìogical and intervention I iteratures.

General Issues j¡ Headache Research

Defining Ínclusion-exclusion criteria. chapter I

examined issues of headache classification and diagnosis,

and identified a need for greater clarification. Not

surprisingly, the application of diagnostic scherna in

headache research has proven problematic, in particular the

derivation and specif ication of inclusion-exclusion criteria

(0lton 6 Noonberg, 1980). Two principal trends have been

evident: (a) rel iance on the independent diagnoses of

qual ified medical personnel; and (b) derivation of criteria

from specified clusters of headache symptoms (e.g., Ekbom,

Ahìboorg, E Schele, 1978; Kroner, 1983; Price ê Tursky,

1976) . Nei ther strategy has fac i I i tated the establ i shment of

homogeneous subject groupings, in that both are based on

criteria that have not been empiricalìy validated (0ìton ê

Noonberg, 1980).

The diagnostic scheme proposed by the Ad Hoc Committee

(1962) was designed in part to stimuìate treatment outcome

research, by permitting comparisons among different headache

populations. lts criteria, however, lack the degree of

specificity required for adequate evaluation of validity and
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rel iabi I ity The problem is compounded by the fact that so

few studies have correctly or adequately appl ied the

criteria as specifieo. Thompson (.l982) revîewed a total of

50 headache treatment studies publ ished between 1971 and

1979.0f these 569é fai led to specify inclusion criteria, 2l+'Á

provided only vague criteria, and only 20?< reported specific

criteria. ln the last of these groups, there was

considerable variation in the criteria employed. Within the

total group, 20? employed specific medical tests. 0f these,

222 reported using neurological examinations (the actual

tests performed were reported in fewer than half of the

studies); 6Z reported other specific medical procedures.

Fai lure to correctly apply diagnostic criteria has

greatly hindered comparisons among different studies and

populations. lt is possible that the samples employed were

relatively heterogeneous. Vi rtual ly a1 I of the studies

reviewed by Thompson (i982) classified headache cases as

either migraine or muscle-contraction; few were classified

as combined or psychogenic.

To the extent that migraine represents a discrete

disorder characterized by a distinct symptom profile, it

should not often be confused with other idiopathic variants.

Few studies (e.g., Feuerstein 6 Adams, 1977; Sturgis,

Tol I ison, E Adams, 1978) have actual ly differentiated

migraine subtypes, or addressed the possibi ì ity that

treatment outcome might differ among these.
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Tension headache is unquestionably the most frequently

studied idiopathic variant. Despite the common assumption of

an underlying pathology involving sustained contraction,

only one study (Epstein E Abel, 1977) out of f0 reviewed by

Thompson (1982) employed psychophysiologicaì measures in

defining headache groups. Overall, ìittìe attention has been

devoted to the physiological basis of tension headache

complaint, and few studies (u.g", Phi I ips, 1977) have

examined combined headache subjects.

Subject selection and control procedures. The combined

headache category has proven particularly problematic i n

treatment outccime research, as it has not been possible to

ascertain whether observed change has been due to

alterations in either or both the migrainous and tension

components. As of Thompson's (ì982) review, onìy a small

number of single case studies had reported monitoring

changes in headache activity by headache type (Feuerstein 6

Adams, 1977; Sturgis, Tollison, E Adams, 1978) " Headache

intervention has become a particularly active area of

research i n recent years, wi th several revi ews appear i ng i n

the behavioural I i terature i n particular (Adams, Feuerstein,

ê Fowler, 1980; Beatty E Haynes, 1979; Blanchard, Ahles, ê

Shaw, 1979; l'lartin, .|983; Phil ips, i978) . Generally, these

have reported somewhat conflicting findings in outcome by

technique, and have attributed the confusion in part to

methodological errors -- problems of subject seìection,
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i nadequate or i nappropr i ate pre- and posttreatment

evaluation; and questionable data interpretation.

According to Friedman (197Ð, individuals who present

cl inical ly are not representative of the general headache

population. Usual ly, they report more marked frequency'

intensity, and duration of headache activ¡ty, and ìess

rel ief of pain through self-medication. lt is I ikely that

subject selection in pain intervention research general ly is

confounded by the bias inherent in self-selected cl inical

sampìes (Crook, Rideout, 6 Broì¡rne, 1984; Èlerskey, ì980).

There is clearly a need for more rigorous psychological

character i zati on of the pa i n popu I at i on exam i ned; the

further the subject base varies from a random sample, the

more "abnormal" is any subject I ikel y to appear (l'lerskey,

1982) . ln recent years, considerable evidence has amassed of

abnormal i ì lness behaviour among chronic patients presenting

in pain clinics (Pilowsky 6 Spence,1976)"

Selection problems have confounded vi rtual ly al I studies

of personality characteristics of pain patients (l'1erskey,

.l982). Representativeness has been a particularìy criticaì

concern. Severa I headache treatment stud i es have recru i ted

subjects through media advertisements (e.g., Budzynski,

Stoyva, Adler, 6 l'1ul ìaney , 1973; Chesney ê Shelton, 1976;

Holroyd, Andrasik, 6 Westbrook, 1977) " ln the absence of

normative data, there are hazards in attempting to

5o



generalize from recruited samples to the larger popuìation

of headache sufferers (Belar, 197Ð.

Blaszcynski (.l984) argued the need to control for chronic

pain per se as a determinant of personal ity, particularly in

research aimed at demonstrating ì inks between these

variables. Sternbach and Timmermans (197Ð reported the

existence of rrneuroticil traits secondary to chronic pain in

a medicaì population. These were noted to subside with pain

fol I owi ng successful surgery and rehab i I i tat i on. Woodeforde

and llerskey (1972) simi larìy reported evidence of changes in

persona I i ty secondary to chron i c pa i n.

A second distinct issue in subject assignment involves

the drawing of comparisons among headache types. Treatment

studies have typicaì ly compared migraine and tension

headache subjects to 'rheadache-freerr controls; seldom have

simultaneous comparisons been made among individuals

reporting different symptomatologies (Bakal, .l980) 
.

0verall then, much of the psychological literature on

headache to date has been confounded by criticaì

methodological flaws, including problems of classif ication

and assignment, pâFticuìarly with regard to the appìication

of diagnostic criteria; bias in subject selection; and

fa i I ure to empl oy appropr i ate control groups or cond i t i ons.

ln light of these observations, the material examined in

Chapter 3 of the present review should be interpreted with

5l
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caution. The investigation of personal ity and emotional

variables in headache represents a tentative approach to the

study of headache, one subject to potential pitfal ìs.

ffiethds o:[ Headache Assessnent

Measuring pai¡ And jl$ correlates. Problems of defining

and assessing pain phenomena were alluded to briefìy in

Chapter l. The first major issue in assessment concerns the

lack of a generally accepted operational definition of the

variabìe in question -- pain can be conceived as either or

both a sensory and an affective experience. The former

conceptualization effectively precludes any di rect measure

of pain, and although psychophysical scaling provides a

quant i tat i ve method of eva I uat i ng sensory phenomena (e. g . ,

Blanchard, Andrasik, Arena, ê Teders, 1982i Gescheider,

1976), the investigator is more or less rel iant on

self-report, or indi rect physioìogical or behavioural

measures. The latter conceptual ization offers potential ly

more promise for researchers concerned with the behavioural

dimensions of the pain experience. ln any event, pain cannot

be reduced to a unidimensional event, and quantification is

therefore often problematic.

It is precisely because of its inherently subjective

nature that pain is difficult to evaluate consistently. The

individual's perception of the pain experience is subject to

several infìuences: early learning experience; personal ity
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focused on the experience. The evaìuation of pain measures

can be problematic because, in the final analysis, onìy the

individual can accurately assess the qual ity and intensity

of his or her pain experience (Huskisson, 197Ð. Some

writers (e.g", Hendler, l98l) have gone so far as to

conclude that pain is essential ly unmeasurable. Though this

position is somewhat extreme, many authors have voiced

serious reservations about existing pain measures (e.g" 
o

Sternbach, 1976; Tursky E Jamner, 1982i I{olff, 1980),

Beecher (.|959) defined pain as a multidimensional

experience comprised of the interaction between: (a) a

sensory component, defined operational ìy through measurement

parameters (quaìity, intensíty, location); and (b) a

reactive cornponent, involving affective responses to

nociceptive stimulation, fears about its significance, and

concerns about coping potential. Historical ly, pain

researchers have emphasized the former component,

particularly the parameter of intensity (l'lelzack, 1980).

Consistent with the multidimensional perspective,

Richardson, HcGrath, Cunni ngham, and Humphreys (.l983)

proposed that pain be conceptualized in terms of distinct

cogni tive, physioìogical, and behaviouraì response modes.

Whi le the first of these is necessari 1y subjective and

difficult to access, behavioural responses, though

reflective only indirectly of the pain experience (l4elzack,
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1980), can be assessed in relatively objective ways (e.g.,

medication rate, frequency and duration of pain complaint)

From a different perspective, pain can be conceived as a

predominately psychological event, subject to personal ity

and emotional influences (Tursky E Jamner, ì982). Assessment

may involve deriving individual pain profiìes. While this

approach does I ittìe to clarify pain severity, it may

suggest individual differences in tolerance and coping

capacity. Fordyce (1978) noted that, because the experience

of pain is usual ly accompanied by distinct observable

behaviours -- assuming intact sensory and processing

apparatus -- it can be defined operational ly in terms of

these behaviours. This perspective impl ies objective

description and measurement, but the behaviours in question

must be regarded as correlates or concomitants of pain' and

do not define the individual's pain experience per se.

Ihe assessment PEaae$s in headache Pesearch. Assessment

plays a critical role in headache research general ly

(Thompson E Figueroa, 1983). For exampìe,

psychophysiologicaì assessment can, in some cases, aid in

determining the mechanisms underlying head pain (Andrasik,

Blanchard, Arena, Saunders, ê Barron, ì982; Raczynski,

Thompson, ê Sturgis, ì982), the effectiveness of ongoing

treatment (Haber, Thompson, Raczynski, 6 Sikora, 1983

Thompson, Raczynski, Haber, E Sturgis, .|983), or the process

of appropriate subject selection (Raczynski, Thompson, E

Sturg i s, 1982; Thompson, I 982)

54
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Despite recognition that classification is probìematic

for headache research generally, only recently have issues

of diagnosis been seriously considered (Raczynski, Thompson,

ê Sturgis, 1982). As is noted above, several studies have

fai led to specify or correctly apply inclusion-exclusion

criteria" ln reviewing the assessment ì iterature, Thompson

and Figueroa (lg8¡) noted onìy one treatment study (Epstein

6 Abel, 1977) in which El'lG measures r^/ere employed as

inclusion-exclusion criteria for determination of tension

headache. Few studies have specified either migraine

subtypes or the cr i ter i a by wh i ch mi gra i neurs were

d i fferent i ated from tens i on headache cases. These f i nd i ngs

suggest the need for more rigorous pretreatment evaìuation

of headache activity. To the extent that the success of any

treatment is ultimateìy dependent on the correct

identification of the target disorder and its parameters,

accurate diagnosis must precede intervention (Friedman,

1979; Lake, i98ì; Thompson, 1982).

According to Thompson and Figueroa (1983), a

comprehensive evaluation of headache activity should

incorporate features of the patientrs head pain complaint,

pain-related behaviours, and psychophysiologicaì correlates

of head pain. To this end, a variety of headache assessment

instruments has been devised or adapted, including

structured interviews, headache history questionnaires,

symptom checkl ists, self-monitoring methods, functional

analyses of headache activity, and psychological tests.
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Lake (1981) conceptualized headache assessment as a

bi-level process" The most elementary (topographic) level

involves description of headache through the response modes

of observable behaviour, physiological activity, and

cognitive activity. Affect comprises an interaction of

physioìogical and cognitive activities. The second ìevel of

assessment involves a functional anaìysis of antecedents and

conseguences of headache related behaviours. Antecedents may

be generated internally (affects, cognitions) or externally

(l i te stresses) . Consequences compr i se rei nforcements,

either positive (e.g,, secondary gain for symptom expression

in the form of attention or sympathy), or negative (e.9.,

continued self-medication fol lowing previous successful

treatments). tne impì ication is that head pain complaints

often appear simi lar at the topographic level, but involve

d i fferent antecedents or consequences. I n most psychol og i cal

studies of headache, antecedents have been examined under

the rubric of personal ity or affect; consequences have been

largely ignored or overìooked (Norton 6 Nielson, 1977) "

The medical diagnostic process in headache was examined

in Chapter I of the present review. Thompson (.l982) outl ined

an analogous process of assessment that extends beyond the

med i cal , topograph i c approach. Assessment beg i ns wi th a

general physicaì or neurological examination, to rule out

head pain secondary to organic pathology. The second step

comprises a clinical interview, through which headache
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history and other pert¡nent data are obtainedn and verbal

symptom profiles are evaluated against diagnostic criteria.

Psychological factors may also be assessed briefly during

the i ntervi ew, and prel imi nary d i agnosti c hypotheses drawn.

Typical ìy, medical diagnosis concludes at this point. The

third step in the process, one critical to individual ized

treatment, involves patient self-monitoring of headache

activity -- symptomatology, intensity, frequency, duration,

pain qual ity, situational triggers or aggravants -- over an

extended period of time. The data obtained can then be used

to confirm or rule out initial diagnoses. These procedures

have been described in detail by Collins and Thompson

(197Ð"

ln addîtion to self-monitoring, the assessment may

incorporate the observations of the cl inician or of

individuals cìose to the patient. These can provide valuable

information about antecedents of headache and pain-related

behaviour. ln addition, psychophysiological measures may aid

in differentiating headache types, and in evaluating

treatment response at a later time. Again, the uti I ity of

these procedures is I imited, and appropriate only in certain

cases .

Assessment in headache research has most often involved

rel iance on indirect measures of headache activity, such as

self-medication rate (Ph¡lips, 1978). ln some cases,

headache frequency, intensity, and duration have been
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combined in a single index, without concern that these

parameters might be differentiaìly responsive to treatment"

ln the absence of specific tests for different headache

types, some researchers have derived idiosyncratic

diagnostic criteria (e.g., Newland, lìlis, Robinson,

Batchelor, ê Waters, 1978), which in turn has compl icated

the task of comparing findings across different studies.

fig headache history. Some form of headache history has

become a more or less routine component of the initial

patient interview. Because the method rel ies on

retrospection, it is subject to errors of memory (Cohen a

l'lcArthur, l98l). Chronic headache patients usually seek

treatment only when their episodes are most severe,

increasing the I ikel ihood of somewhat exaggerated pain

reports. Typical 1y, the history comprises a series of

questions, administered verbal ly or by questionnaire,

concerned with various aspects of the headache experience

(Ryan E Ryan, 1978; Thompson E Collins, 197Ð,

Headache questionnaires a¡d checklists. By far, the most

frequently employed non-medical assessment tool in headache

research is some form of headache symptom questionnaire or

checkl i st (e.g., Bakal E Kaganov , 1977; Kaganov, Bakal , e,

Dunn, l98l; Thompson ê Coll ins, 1979; Thompson å Figueroa,

1983; Thompson, Haber, Figueroa, 6 Adams, 1980). Somewhat

surprising, then, is the paucity of val idity and rel iabi I ity

data bear ing on these instruments genera I 'l y. f'lost are



devised for use in single investigations, and are not

subjected to standardization procedures.

Typical questionnaire items (e.9., Ziegler, Kodanaz, E

Hassanein, 1985) focus on key aspects of the headache

exper i ence, i nc I ud i ng frequency (0n average, how often have

you had these headaches in the past year?); duration (On

average, how long do these headaches usual ly last?) ;

location (Do you have pain on only one side of your head

dur i ng the headache?) ; assoc i ated symptoms and prodromata

(Do you have vomiting during the headache? Do you have

spots, I ines, r¡heat waves" before your eyes before

he.adache?) ; and perce i ved prec i p i tants (Does emot i ona I

stress br i ng on your headache?) . A var i ety of response

formats is used, most often some form of verbal or numerical

rating scale (e.g., Thompson E Coìlins, 197Ð.

The Headache Assessment Questionnaire (Unq; Bakal , 1982),

devised to aid in identifying psychological antecedents and

correlates of headache activity, consists of 48 statements

about thoughts and feel ings experienced at headache onset.

l'lost of these express d i stress i ng cogn i t ions or negat ive

affects that serve to exacerbate or maintain headache. ln a

recent psychometric stuCy, Penzien, Hoìroyd, Holm, and

Hursey (lgg¡) found the HAQ usefuì for discriminating among

head pa i n compl a i nts of vary i ng frequency (h i gh versus

moderate). Factor analysis suggested six dimensions:

nonproductive rumination; self-denigration; i rritation over
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recent events; tension and worry; and two factors that were

not readi ly ¡nterpretable. There were strong associations

among these dimensions and other measures of headache

activity, suggesting that more severe and frequent headache

is generaì ly accompanied by negative thoughts and feel ings

at onset. There was also evidence that headache sufferers

experience these more when headache is attributed to

exogenous factors, and when they perceive themselves as

unsuccessful in preventing headache. Overal ì, the findings

r.rere supportive of Bakal rs (197Ð reports of increments in

negative cognition and affect with increasing headache

sever i ty .

The I'telzack Pain Questionnaire (f4PQ; l'lelzack ' 197Ð has

been shown to be useful, both in assigning patients to

diagnostic groups without access to pain location data

(Ounuisson 6 l'lelzack, 1976), and in discriminating between

responses to cl inical versus experimental (induced) pain

(Crockett, Prkachin, E Craig, 1977). The scale comprises

three classes of qual itative terms used to rate the

subjective experience of pain: sensory (temporal, spatial);

affective (tension, fear, autonomic symptoms); and

evaluative (overall perceived intensity). Using the l'lPQ in

conjunction with a headache questionnaire and symptom data,

Aì len and Weinmann (1982) reported that migraineurs

described head pain in more intense terms than did tension

headache subjects, though the differences were not



signif icant. Pain descriptions alone yielded accurate

d i agnoses: mi gra i neurs tended to descr i be head pa i n i n

vascular terms, whi le tension headache subjects described

pain in muscle-contraction terms.

Headache questionnaires have been employed in several

studies of head pain compìaint, in both cl inical (Ziegler,

1979; Ziegler, Kodanaz, E Hassanein, 1985) and non-cl inical

(Friedman, 1979; Ziegler, Hassanein, ê Couch, 1977)

popuìations. Overal l, the findings of these studies have

suggested the fol lowing: Consistent with epidemiological

studies (e.g., Bi I ìe, 1962; Waters, 197Ð, most populations

examined have evidenced a high prevalence of at least

occasional headache. Headache-prone individuals tend to

report episodes of both mi ld and intense severity at

different times. Severe headache is more often reported by

women than men, while reports of mild headache only are more

common among men. Onset of headache activity typical ìy

occurs within the first two or three decades of I ife.

Psychological factors are often impì icated in severe tension

headache, pâFticularìy when emot¡onal stress is perceived as

a precipitant.

6r

Epidemiologicaì and normative headache data are usual ly

obtained through large scale surveys. I t has been suggested

(Waters, 1978) that discrepancies among prevalence estimates

refìect variations in the questionnaires used. Despite a

clear need, there have been few val idity and rel iabi ì ity
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studies of these measures. lt is therefore not clear whether

they are capabìe, for example, of yielding comparable

severity estimates over repeated administrations. There

appears to be I ittle correspondence between questionnaire

est i mates of sever i ty and those obta i ned through da i I y

headache ratings (Holroyd, Andrasik, E Westbrook, 1977) .

ln a study of headache in a coìlege student

Thompson and Collins (197Ð reported that those

a "problem headache" group were less consistent

the i r repor ts of head pa i n sever i ty, assoc i ated

symptomatology, and attr ibution of headache to tension or

stress. Test-retest rel i abi I i ty was not i nf I uenced by

seìf-monitoring of headache activity during a 3-month period

between admi ni strations.

Andrasik and Holroyd ('l980) examined the test-retest

rel iabi I ity and concurrent val idity of a brief headache

questionnai re administered to both a cl inic and a noncl inic

sampìe. Consistent with earl ier findings (Thompson E

Col I i ns, 197Ð , quest i onna i re reports of headache

symptomatoìogy displayed reasonable test-retest rel iabi ì ity

over a 2-week period. Noncl inic subjects, however, reported

greater headache intensity, frequency, and duration at

re-administration. Little correspondence was noted between

questionnai re reports of headache and dai ly headache

sampl e,

ass i gned

over time in

to

I

recordings; the latter provided the more val id and rel iable

measure. There is evidence that dai ly recordings are Iess
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subject to errors of memory (Ciminero, Nelson, 6 Lipinsky,

1977), suggesting that retrospective items may not yield the

most rel iabìe esrimates of headache activity.

Headache questionnaires are subject to other sources of

error. ln some cases, forced-choice response formats are

employed. General ly, correspondence between forced and

multiple-choice formats is low (Thompson 6 Figueroa, 1980,

.l983); permitting a wider response range may increase the

sensitivity and utility of a measure. llany headache

quest i onna i res have fa i I ed to i ncorporate the assessment of

temporaì features (e.g", pre-headache, concurrent, and

post-headache phenomena) without resorting to memory.

Retrospection may be problematic for those episodes in which

pa i n I ocat i on sh i fts dur i ng the course of the headache.

The extant view of migraine and tension headache as

discrete disorders has greatly influenced questionnaire

development (Bafal 6 Kaganov, 197Ð. lndividual items or

descr i ptors are most often restr i cted to symptoms d i agnost i c

of headache as defined medicaìly (na Hoc Committee, 1962).

Some questionnaires incorporate onìy a I imited number of

non-vascular descriptors, with principal emphasis on

migraine (e.g., Deubner, 1977; Ekbom, Ahlboorg, ê Schele,

1978; Ziegler, Hassanein, 6 Hassanein, 1972). lleasures so

designed largely overlook the occurrence of tension-l ike

symptoms in individual headache profiles.
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Self-rpnitoninç gf headache activity" Assessment of pain

parameters -- intensity, frequency, duration -- usuaì ly

compr i ses some form of sel f-rat i ng measure admi n i stered i n

the form of a rrheadache diaryr'. ltlost often, th¡s consists of

a verbal -numer i cal scal e on wh i ch the descr i pt ive phases of

headache are assigned numerical values. The diary technique

was f irst proposed by Budzynski, Stoyva, Adler, and I'tullaney

(197Ð, who had subjects record bi-hourly ratings of head

pain intensity on a 6-point numerical scale (O: "no headache

activity"; 6z'rextremely intense and incapacitating

headache¡') . Subsequent investigations (e.g., Epstein 6 Abel,

1977) employed fewer dai ly ratings, in part to minimize

retrospect i ve respond i ng "

Cohen and l'lcArthur (198.|) had migraine and tension

headache pat ¡ ents sel f-mon i tor headache act iv i ty da i I y over

l6 consecutive months, comprising pre- and post-treatment

phases of biofeedback training. Activities monitored

included perceived headache type, intensity, duration,

degree of incapacitation, associated symptomatology,

self-medication, and perceived effectiveness of treatment.

Regardless of initial diagnosis, al I pat¡ents reported

occurrences of both vascular and tension headache; the

former were given higher ratings on intensity, duration,

incapacitation, and medication frequency. The findings were

taken as evidence of discrete headache types. Similar

results were obtained by Blanchard, Andrasik, Arena et al.
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(.l984). Vascuìar episodes were associated with a higher

frequency of headache-free days per week, whi le tension

neadache episodes were rated higher on dai ìy average

i ntens i ty.

Bakal and Kaganov (1976) devised a headache diary

instrument with expl icit emphasis on pain location. The

Headache Frequency Record (HFR; see Figure l) incorporates a

6-point intensity scaìe, diagrammatic specification of l9

possible head pain ìocations, and a symptom I ist comprising

vascular (tnro¡¡ing or pulsing pain, nausea, vomiting,

visual disturbances, I ight sensitivity) and tension headache

(aul I and aching pain, sensations of tightness and pressure)

features. Subjects also record seìf-medication. Using HFR

data obtained from migraine and tension headache subjects,

Bakal and Kaganov (lgll) found that aìl were equally

fami I iar with symptoms and head pain locations usual ly

regarded as specific to one or the other disorder.

Headache diaries possess the advantages of relative ease

of use and of yielding reasonably accurate profiles of daily

fìuctuations in headache activity. Overal ì, they appear to

display acceptable sensitivity and rel iabi I ity (Col I ins ê

lvlartin, ,l980; Collins ê Thompson, 197Ð. To their detriment,

headache diaries tend to highl ight the sensory qual ities of

head pain at the expense of the reactive-affective dimension

(Andrasik, Blanchardn Ahìes, Pal lmeyer, E Barron, l98l) .
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Few studies have examined the issue of compl iance with

headache self-monitoring procedures general ly (Thompson 6

Figueroa, 1983), nor have any focused on compliance as ¡t

pertains to the dimensions of symptomatology, intensity,

duration, and medication use. There is some evidence that

the sensitivity of these procedures is enhanced when

subjects are knowingly monitored by an external observer

(Lipinsky, Black, Nelson, 6 Ciminero" 1915; Neìson,

Lipinsky, ê Black, 197Ð.

It is often noted that headache patients, pârticularly

migraineurs, describe past episodes with I ittle precision;

the experience of pain is not well consol idated in memory

(0leson, .|978). Self-report of pain is also compl icated by

the I imitations inherent in our pain vocabulary. Despite

variations in symptomatology across different head pain

compìaints, headache sufferers tend to describe their

episodes in similar terms. lt may be that certain pain

descriptors, such as "severe" or'runbearable", hoìd

different meanings for different individuals and across

different symptonl profi Ies or severities (Blanchard,

Andrasik, Arena, ê Teders, .l982). lt is therefore important

to supplement the headache diary with some measure of the

reactive-affective dimension of head pain.

68

Verbal ratinç ald scal ing rethds. Turskv (1976) devised

a technique for concurrent assessment of both the sensory

and reactive components of pain, comprised of descriptive
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adjective I ists. Subjects reported the relative meanings of

pain-related terms as they corresponded to their own

experiences. Enmore and Tursky (198.|) reported population

scale values for the descriptors, and demonstrated their

uti I ity in assessing biofeedback treatment effects among

mi gra i neurs.

Andrasik, Blanchard, Ahles, Pal lmeyer, and Barron (198.l)

correlated descriptive adjective data with numerical

headache d i ary rat i ngs der i ved from mi gra i ne, tens i on, and

combined headache patients. All recorded four intensity

ratings per day throughout l-month basel ine, 6-week

treatment, and 2-week folìow-up phases. At the end of each

day, adjectives were chosen from rrintensity¡' and "reactive"

I i sts that best descr i bed head pa i n exper i enced dur i ng the

day. Higher correìations were obtained among indexes of

severity from the diary and adjectives I ists than were

obta i ned between sever i ty and the react i ve adj ect i ves,

suggesting dissociation beth,een pain intensity and affective

react i on to pa i n. The f i nd i ngs were cons i stent wi th the

cl i n i ca ì observat i on that pat i ents who present wi th severe

head pain complaint donrt aìways show visible signs of

d i stress.

Blanchard, Andrasik, Arena, and Teders (1982) uti I ized

Turskyrs (1976) adjective I ists to examine response to pain

among migraine, tension, combined, and cluster headache

patients, and headache-free subjects, and found that
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different symptom profi les did not affect the perception of

pain intensity. Those who reported the most intense vascular

headaches consistently scaled the reactive adjectives in the

d i rect i on of severe d i stress.

The visual analogue scale (VAS) is a direct scal ing

technique which, when appl ied to the measurement of head

pain, requires the subject to rate intensity by marking a

point along a straight vertical or horizontal I ine

representative of a pain continuum (Harvey ê Hay, i984;

0hnhaus 6 Adler, 1975; Scott E Huskisson, 1976). Although

clear and simple to administer, the VAS is often associated

with a tendency to interpret responses as though the scale

had true interval or ratio properties, with each scale unit

corresponding to an equal psychological unit of pain.

Further, the VAS has most often been employed as a measure

of pain conceived as a unîdimensional sensory phenomenon,

varying only in perceived intensity (Ohnhaus E Adìer, 1975)

llelzack and Torgerson (197,l) were among the first to

devise multidimensional pain descriptor scales. They

subjectively grouped cl inical pain descriptors along

different dimensions -- sensory (spatial, temporal,

qual i tative) , affective (tension, fear) , and perceived

intensity (mi ld, moderate, severe). To date, the only

notabìe appl ication of this approach has been in the

development of the l'lPQ (lvlelzack, 197Ð. Within the context

of a multimodal assessment, however, it should be possible
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to evaluate the sensory, affective, and perceived severity

dimensions of head pain.

Assessnent ot antecedents and consequences oE headache.

Whi le I ittle attention has been focused on the assessment of

headache-related behaviours (Thompson E Figueroa, .|983),

some authors have advocated the evaìuation of headache from

a f unctional perspective (take, l98l; Norton ê Nielson,

1977). To date, there has been no systematic investigation

of the antecedents and consequences of headache-related

behaviours. Wh¡ le certain events or stimul i may be seen to

precipitate or aggravate headache, the actual sequence of

events appears exceedingly complex and interactive. lt is

not known whether headache is more susceptible to immediate

or remote i nfluences (e.9. , i ngestion of certai n foodstuffs

versus the cumulative effects of psychosocial stress) .

Patient reports suggest a wide array of stimuì i and

behaviours that impact on headache complaint.

ln many cases, recurrent head pain appears to be

maintained by the consequences of its expression, when

headache behaviours -- complaint of pain, bodily expression

of suffering, self-medication -- are reinforced by

envi ronmental circumstances. lnterventiot': should incorporate

some attempt to manipuìate these consequences (Yen g

lilclntyre" 1971). Budzynski, Stoyva, Adler, and lilullaney

(197Ð found that patients who reported some form of

secondary gain for pain complaint were less responsive to

b i ofeedback treatment.
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Psychophysiological assessrcnt gt headache activity. The

overal I findings of psychophysiological studies of headache

were examined in Chapter l. General ly, psychophysiological

measures have proven only moderately useful in either

diagnosis or determination of etiology. In the context of

individual ized headache assessment, however, they may be

useful in evaluating patient suitabi I ity for, or response

to, behavioural ly-based treatments, such as progressive

relaxation or biofeedback.

According to Thompson and Figueroa (1983) research on the

psychophysiological assessment of headache has been subject

to severaì met.hodological problems. Raczynski and Thompson

(.l982) reviewed general assessment practices in several

studies and found that the majority had fai led to account

for rel evant subject var i abì es, such as age, sex,

inclusion-exclusion criteria, neurologicaì or other medical

findings, and self-medication practices. Simi larly, most had

fai led to consider important proceduraì issues, such as the

rationale for selection of measures, measurement sites, or

adequate basel îne periods. Finally, certain quantif ication

problems were evident, including errors in artifact

detection, and the measurement of physiologicaì activities

over t i me and across cond i t i ons .
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Standardized Psychol@ical Tests j¡ Headache Researeh

ln addition to headache questionnaires and other specialized

assessment i nstruments, a var i ety of standard i zed

psychological tests, mainly objective personaì ity

inventories, has been employed in headache research.

General 1y, these studies have focused on the exploration of

etiological or diagnostic hypotheses, rather than on

headache assessment per se. To date, the most frequently

employed tests include the 14innesota l'lultiphasic Personality

lnventory (nt'tpl; Hathaway 6 HcKinìey, 1943), the Beck

Depression lnventory (90 l; Beck, \^lard, l'lendelsohn, llock, 6

Erbaugh, l96l), and the State-Trait Anxiety lnventory (Sfnt;

Spielberger, Gorsuch, E Lushene, l97O; Spielberger, Gorsuch,

Lushene, E Vagg,1977). The findings of recent psychometric

studies are discussed in Chapter J of the present review.

This section briefly examines the descriptive aspects of

various tests, and issues pertinent to their use in headache

research "

The Fll,lP l (Hathaway ê tlcK i n ìey, 1943) i s the most

frequently reported test in psychometric headache research.

Because of its status as the most studied objective test of

personal i ty -- the annual rate of publ ication

international ly currently exceeds 200 reports (Butcher a

Finn, ì983) -- data on its development, standardîzation,

composition, interpretation, and appl ication are avai lable

i n several sources (e.g., Dahl strom, Wel sh, ê Dahl strom,
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1972i Golden, 1979; Graham, 1987), and are discussed here

only briefly. Empirical ly-derived and consisting of 566

true-faìse statements, the l'lftPl yields scores on four

validity and l0 basic clinical scales, which are in turn

converted to standard or rtT-scores't (l,t 5O; S0 l0). T-scores

higher than 70 are regarded as cl inical ly significant.

The rat iona ì e under ly i ng the use of the l'111P I i n headache

research has derived from theoretical formulations examined

in Chapter 3 of this review. These have postulated the

exi stence of a uni que rrheadache prof i ì err, most often

involving traits of obsessive-compulsiveness, rigidity,

hosti I ity, and depressed affect. As such, research to date

has focused on cl inical scales measuring Hypochondriasis

(l) , Depression (2) , Hysteria (3) , and Psychasthenia (7) 
"

The depression (f4f/lPl-D) scale, f or example, contains 60

items that assess symptomatic depression -- poor moraìe,

pessimism about the future, general dissatisfaction with

I ife, psychomotor retardation, physical complaints, woFF/r

tension, and denial of impulses. While highìy elevated

scores (> 80) are suggestive of cl inical depression, more

moderate elevations suggest a general attitude or ì ifestyle

characterized by pessimism and poor morale (Graham, 1987),

The l4l'1P I has demonstrated its advantages as an assessment

device in the study of headache and other physical

complaints. ln addition to its extensive psychiatric

appl ications, normative data are avai labìe on large
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outpatient medical populations (Swenson, Pearsonu ê 0sborne,

197, .

The BD I (Beck, Ward, llendelsohn, flock, & Erbaugh, l96l)

is a clinicalìy derived 2l-item multiple-choice

questionnaire assessing complaints, symptoms' and attitudes

related to ongoing depression. Each item consists of four

self-evaluative statements numbered from 0 to 3, with higher

scores indicating greater severity. The BDI yields total

scores ranging from 0 to 63, associated with four 'rlevelsrl

of depression: normal, non-depressed (0-9); mild (10-15);

moderate (16-2Ð; and severe (zt+-CÐ. Specific scales

include sadness, pessimism, sense of fåi lure,

dissatisfaction, feel ings of gui lt, suicidaì wishes,

irritabi I ity, withdrawaì, and indecisiveness. The BDI has

been shown to ful ìy sample six of nine depression criteria

specified in DSH-l I l-R (American Psychiatric Association,

1986), and partiaìly assess an additional two (Horan e

Lambert, .|983) 
.

Recent meta-ana I yses (Edwards , Lamber t, l'1oran, lvlcCu I I y,

Smi th, E Eì I i ngson, 1984; Lambert, Hatch, Ki ngston, E

Edwards, .l986; lvloran E Lambert, .l983) suggest that the BD I

compares vlel 1 with alternative depression scalesn and

provides a particularly sensitive measure of treatment

response. The BDI has been used to examine a purported

association between headache activity and depressed affect.

Both the I'll"lPl-D and BDI have been criticízed, however, for
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inclusion of somatic and vegetative signs equal ly

characteristic of the non-depressed medical ly i I I and the

elderly (Turk, Rudy, E Stieg, 1987). Classification into

depressed and non-depressed groups is often problematic,

particularly among young and col lege-aged subjects

(Deardorff E Funabiki, 1985; Hatzenbeuhler, Parpat, å

f,latthew, ì983; Zimmerman, 
.l986) . Further, BD I data are

unstable in the mi ld to moderate ranges of depressionn and

should be supplemented by other criteria . A comprehensive

critique of these measures is beyond the scope of this

review, however; the reader is referred to the sources cited

above for further i nformat i on.

The Depress i on Adj ect i ve Check L i st (DACL; Lub i n, 1965,

1967; Lubin 6 Levitt, 197Ð consists of two sets of

descriptive word I ists. The first set comprises four

equivaìent ì ists of 32 non-overlapping adjectives; the

second, three simi lar I ists of 3\ adjectives. Unl ike the

t4l'1Pl-D and BDl, the DACL is designed to measure mainly

transient (state) depressed mood rather than chronic

enduring (trait) depression. The availability of brief

equivaìent forms has made the measure useful in repeated

measurement designs, particularly those involving day-to-day

fluctuations in mood level (Lewinsohn ê Lee, l98l) .

The State-Trai t Anxiety I nventory (STAI ; Spieìberger,

Gorsuch, E Lushene, 1970; Spieìberger, Gorsuch, Lushene, E

Vagg, 1977) is the most carefully deveìoped and rigorously
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examined measure of anxiety, viewed as both an exogenous

state and an endogenous trait (Levitt, 1980). Comprised of

state (Yì) and trait (Y2) forms, the inventory consists of

20 statements of thoughts and feel ings, to which the subject

responds on a lr-point scale. The STAI has been used to

expl ore an hypothes i zed rel at i onsh i p between headache

activity and anxiety (e.g., Andrasik E Holroyd, 1980;

Henryk-Gutt ê Rees, 197Ð .

Issues j¡ pçVehæfeie headache pesearch. Andrasik,

Blanchard, Arena et al. (1982) proposed a set of criteria by

which to evaluate psychometric studies of headache, with

reference to: (a) specification of inclusion-exclusion

criteria to ensure subject assignment to relatively

homogeneous groups; (b) simultaneous investigation of 2 or

more diagnostic types or levels of severity to determine,

for example, the specificity of a proposed psychological

construct; (c) use of appropriate control subjects or groups

(e.g., non-headache or other chronic pain patients); and (d)

use of muìtidimensional tests (e.g., ¡1f4Pl) or test

batteries. To date, few studies have met more than one of

these criteria (Henryk-Gutt ê Rees,1973; Kudrow 6 Sutkus,

1979; Phi I ips E Hunter, l)82; Sternbach, Dalessio, Kunzel, ê

Bowman, 
.l980), and none has satisfied al I criteria. Several

conceptual and methodological problems are evident in the

I i terature general ìy. For the most part, studies to date

have rel íed on subject retrospection, and have therefore
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been subject to errors of memory (Gatchel, Deckel, Weinberg,

6 Smith, 1985). Also evident has been a failure to control

for relevant subject characteristics, such as agee sexo and

durat i on of headache compl a i nt (chron i c i ty) .

There is a growing consensus that subject samples

employed in psychometric studies may be biased in the

direction of psychopathology, if onìy because of the

experience of more frequent and severe head pain (Arena,

Andrasik, ê Blanchard, 1985). For example, headache patients

seen cl inical ly often show significant elevations on a

number of lll'1Pl scales as their symptom prof iles more closely

approximate that associated with tension headache as opposed

to migraine (Sternbach, Dalessio, Kunzel, & Bowman' 1980).

This finding may be more suggestive of the significance of

'rpain density" (Sternbach, 197\) than of differences among

headache groups as typical ly derived. Further, those l'llvlPl

scales of particular interest -- Hypochondriasis (l),

Depression (2), Hysteria (3), and Psychasthenia (7) -- are

often elevated in patients with any chronic physical i I lness

(Harrison, 1975; I'terskey, Brown, Brown, l4alhotra, l'lorrison,

6 Ripìey, 1985; Nal iboff, Cohen, ê Yel len, 1982; Sternbach,

197\; Watson, .l982) . As such, elevations on these scales

among headache patients (e.g., Ajwani E Ajwani, 1984;

Formisano, 1985¡ Roccatagliata, .l984) must be interpreted

wi th caut i on.
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For the most part, psychometric studies of headache are

correlational in nature; firm etiological conclusions cannot

be drawn from associations between test scaìe elevations and

headache activity (Arena, Andrasik, Ë Blanchard, 1985;

Blanchard, Andrasik, å Arena, 1984). The

'rdirection-of-causal ityrr issue is problematic; it cannot be

ascertained whether headache is caused, maintained, or

exacerbated by the kinds of variables accessed through

psychol og i ca I tests, or i ndeed whether these var i ab I es are

altered by chronic head pain (e.g., Sternbach " 197Ð "

Sternbach and Timmermans (197Ð, for exampìe, noted that

psychological test responses were often modified by pain

i ntervent i ons.

Arena, Andrasik, and Blanchard (lgg¡) examined llltlPl, BDl,

and STAI profiles of chronic and non-chronic headache

sufferers, assuming that higher scale elevations among

chronic patients would suggest alterations in psychological

functioning secondary to pain. Alternatively, fai lure to

obtain group differences among subjects showing significant

elevations would suggest the precedence of dysfunctional

traits or predispositions. Chronicity had no discernable

influence on any of the cl inicaì scales. lntercorrelations

among scales, âge, and chronicity, however, suggested that

certai n personal i ty trai ts, i ndependent of head pai n, had

become more ingrained over time. Overall, the findings

i nd i cated that charactero I og i ca I tra i ts , as opposed to
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important etiologi cal roì

Sumnary Çsmruents en ehapten ?

It wouìd appear that, regardless of the orientation of

headache research -- diagnostic, etioìogic, psychometric --

there is a cìear need for either closer adherence to

existing classification guidel ines (e.9., Ad Hoc Committee,

1962), or the development of val id and reì iabìe alternatives

to typological diagnosis. Rel iance on external diagnosis

wi thout adequate va I i d i ty checks, and the pract i ce of

deriving cut-off points (number of symptoms required to

confirm diagnosis) are questionable strategies. This issue

is of principal concern to those who maintain a typological

perspective on headache.

n affect, for example, play

es in chronic headache.

8o

Clearly, researchers cannot regard either self-selected

cl inic or media-recruited sampìes as representative of the

general headache population. Equal ly critical, particularly

where group comparisons are made among different headache

rrtypes", is the select ion of appropÌ'iate control groups or

conditions. ldeaìly, these should include both headache and

headache-free subjects.

Rev i ew of the i ntervent i on I i terature suggests

more rigorous, preferably muìtimodal, pretreatment

assessment. This should comprise a comprehensive

h i story, headache quest i onna i res or symptom check I

a need for

headac he

i sts, and



critical ly, dai ly and systematic self-monitoring

activity over an extended period, with provision

val idi ty and compl iance checks.

Research to date suggests poor correspondence between

questionnaire and self-monitoring data, owing in part to

I imitations in the questionnaires typical ly employed (e.g.,

rel iance on retrospection, forced-choice response formats,

insensitivity to temporal quaìities of head pain). The

assessment of antecedents and consequences of headache would

seem to hold particular promise for enhancing behavioural

i ntervent i ons d i rected at cont i ngency-ma i nta i ned features of

headache, and for determining important maintaining,

exacerbating, and rel ieving factors.

8t

headacheof

for

Standardized psychological tests have proven useful in

clarifying associations among psychological variables and

parameters of headache. The psychometric I iteratureo

however, evidences a number of methodologicaì fIaws, such as

the fai lure to control relevant subject variabìes or

incorporate appropriate control groups. Essential ly, these

are the same types of problems that have limited other areas

of headache research. lvlore critical perhaps is the

observation that subject sampìes may, for reasons that are

not ful Iy understood, be biased in the direction of

psychopathology. Problems of subject selection and

assignment are greatly simpl ified in the severity-continuum

perspective, which effectively precludes rel iance on
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cl inical headache sampìes. Research can then focus, for

example, on associations among test scale elevations and

parameters of head pain in non-clinic headache popuìations.

Psychometric studies of headache have been predominately

retrospective and correlationaì in approach. The problem of

retrospect i on cou ì d be addressed, however , e i ther through

prospective designs or greater rel iance on self-monitoring

of headache. To date, no true prospective psychological

stud¡es of headache have been reported. The correlational

nature of psychometric research is not necessari ly a

ìiability; thus far, the research has been largely

exploratory and prototypical. From this perspective, our

knowledge of psychological factors in headache may be

further enhanced by wel l-designed correlational studies,

even if causal ity cannot be ascertained. Whi le procedures

have been developed by which to manipulate psychological

variables such as mood, these general ly result in phasic

aìterations. Presumabìy, psychoìogicaì factors that impact

on headache complaint in the reaì world are long standing in

nature. Certainly, patient-identif ied stressors are

general ìy tonic rather than phasic. Final ly, designs such as

that reported by Arena, Andrasik, and Blanchard (1985) ,

whi le precluding clear determination of causal ity, do

suggest potentiaì approaches that might al low for reìativeìy

natural istic observation of headache.



Over the years, â wide variety of psychoìogical constructs

has been impl icated in the etiology and expressíon of

headache -- anger, anxiety, confl ict, dependency,

3. PERSONALITY AT'¡D AFFECT IN HEADACHE

depression, ego defenses, fear, guilt, hysteria, inability

to expression emotion, obsessive-compulsiveness, and sexual

dysfunction.One area of particularly intensive study is

that concerned with specific personal ity variables

(Blanchard, Andrasik, ê Arena, 1984). The earl iest such

reports took the form of extended case descriptions and

uncontrol led studies, predominately from the psychoanalytic

perspective (e.S., þJolff , cited in Dalessio, 1972). flore

recent investigations have involved the use of standardized

psychological tests.

Personality Vaniables j¡ Headache

A recent review by Adler, I'lorrissey-Adler, and Friedman

(lg8Z) outì ined historical developments in the

conceptual ization of headache general ly, with particular

reference to migraine. The term "migraine" is derived from

the French "migrein" or "megrimr', in reference to severe

headache (0nions, Friedrichsen, å Burchfield, 1966), and u/as

in turn derived from the late Latin'rhemicrania" or

"half-headed", ref lecting the characteristic uni lateral

-8¡-
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distribution of head pain associated with the disorder.

l4igraine has been known and written about for at least 2000

years, and purely phenomenological accounts in early Greek

and Roman writings, with their expl icit emphasis on rrsickrr

and 'rbI inding" headache, are simi Iar to contemporary

cl inical descriptions (Friedman, 197Ð. The informal

beginnings of headache diagnosis have been accredited to

Aretaeus of Cappadocia, who differentiated among

I'heterocrania" (probably migraine), "cephalgiar' (other acute

forms of headache), and rrcephalear' (chronic headache).

Historical ly, the conceptual ization of migraine has

closeìy paralleled current thinking in medicine generally

(ROler, I'torrissey-Adler, E Friedman, 1987). Early l'liddle

Eastern writings stressed that headache h,as caused by forces

-- often spiritual -- outside of the individual. lt is

interesting to note that the word "painil in fact derives

from the Latin rrpoena", meaning penalty or punishment. The

practice of medicine remained undifferentiated from rel igion

for many centuries. Toward the latter llth Century, a view

of migraine arose in which headache was attributed to

"fauìty habits of life". This in turn gave rise over time to

the concept of a constitution or personal ity unique to

migraine. A stereotype of migraine as arrdisease of the

intel I igent, conscientious professional classesrr (Pearce,

1977, p. 126) gained popul arity, but epidemiological studies

(e.g., þlaters, l97l) have long since discredited this view.
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During the same era, the pÌoneeríng works of Gowers and

others in the field of neurology stressed the purely

biological basis of headache and other physical complaints.

Early psychosffiiatic Ínvestigations. The so-cal led

"personal ity theoryil of headache emerged as a variant of

Aìexander's (e"g., .l950) theory of emotional specificity,

which postulated that specific emotionaì traits, in

conjunction with a genetical ly-l inked "organ weaknessrr -- a

predisposing vulnerabîlity in a specific organ system -- Ied

to the development of specific psychosomatic disorders.

Early psychosomatic investigations of headache were directed

at determ i n i ng psycho I og i ca I antecedents, rather than

psychophysiological components, of chronic headache

disorders, and sought to establ ish the significance of

dysfunct i ona I emot i ons and persona I i ty tra i ts among

mi gra i neurs i n part i cul ar.

Touraine and Draper (.l934) described a consti tutional

personal ity type in migraine, comprised of: "some physical

acromegaloid traits accompanied by retarded emotional

development and superior intel I igence .". migraine appears

when these individuals lose the protection of home,

particularly maternaì dependency, which has helped them

avoid facing the responsibilities of living aloneil

(Alexander ê Flagg, 1965, p.894). Wolff (cited in

Dalessio, 1972) " whose work was inspired by the pioneering
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investigations of Alexander (1950), Dunbar (193Ð,

Fromm-Reichmann (1937), and Knopff (93Ð, described the

rrmigraine personal ityil as ambitious, perfectionistic,

orderìy, inflexible, and excessively reserved. Vascular

episodes were said to be triggered by affective states

marked by feel ings of frustration, self-doubt, fear of

criticism or fai lure, and resentment. Furmanski (1952)

reviewed these and simi lar cl inicaì observationso and

described the typicaì migraineur as anxious, obsessive, and

lacking in the ability to openly confront and express

feel i ngs of hosti I i ty and resentment.

I n recent years, several i nvesti gators (Anderson, 1980;

Bilìe,1962, l98l; llenkes,197\; Ryan ê Ryan,1978; Saper,

.|983) have described the chi ldhood migraineur as alert,

ambitious, anxious, conscientious, courteous, del icate,

dependent, depressed, doci le, easi ly frustrated, fearful,

inflexible, ingratiating, intel I igent, nervous, obstinate,

pol ite, reserved, sensitive, and shy. For the most part,

these characterizations were derived from cl inical

impressions rather than systematic studies.

Spenif ic peruamlt$ variables. A varietv of personality

variables has been impl icated in the chronic headache

profi le. Whi le early psychosomatic investigations focused on

putative intrapsychic confl icts involving the expression of

anger or other negative affect, later studies examined

specific personal ity variables.
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There have been numerous cl inical reports of a higher

prevalence of rrneurotic¡' traits among migraineurs

(Henryk-Gutt E Rees, 197Ð and tension headache patients

(Andrasik, Blanchard, Arena et al., ,l982; Andrasik ê

Holroyd, 1980; Phi I ips, 1976) . Psychometric studies have

reported, f or example, FltlP I prof i les marked by el evat ions on

Scales I and 3, relative to 2 -- the so-calledr¡neurotic

triadrr (Lanyon, 1968) in tension (Andrasik, Blanchard,

Arena et al., 1972i Harper ê Steger,1978; flartin, 1972) and

combined headache (tleeks, Baskin, Rapoport et al., 1983), or

among chronic headache sufferers generally (Kudrow ê Sutkus,

197Ð . 0veral l, however, headache patients have been found

to measure only moderately higher on neuroticism than

headache-free individuals; differences between normals and

neurotics are typically more striking (Cuypers, Altenkirch,

6 Bunge, l98l). There is some evidence of greater somatic

preoccupat i on on the l'11'1P I among tens i on, comb i ned, and

psychogenic headache patients, relative to headache-free

subj ects (Haber , Kuczm i erczyk , E Adams " 1985; lçlathew,

Stubits, E Nigam, 1982; Weeks, Baskin, Rapoport et al.,

1983; Werder, Sargent, 6 Coyne, l98l) .

Over time, the migraine personaì ity came to be thought of

as comprising traits of perfectionism, rigidity, and

obsessive-compulsiveness (Wolff, cited in Dalessio, 1972)

Recent findings do not support this formulation, however.

Kudrow and Sutkus (1979) reported essentially normal t4l4Pl
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profi les among migraineurs. Blaszczynski (1984), êf,ploying

the Hysteroid-Obsessoid Questionnaire (Caine ê Hope, 1971),

found no evidence of greater obsessionality among classic

migraine and tension headache patients, reìative to

headache-free and other chronic pain groups.

The findings on anger and hostiìity have been less

conclusive" l4artin (1972) reported evidence of

poor ìy-control I ed anger and host i I i ty in the llt'lP I protocols

of tension headache patients. Henryk-Gutt and Rees (lgll)

compared classic and common migraine and undifferentiated

non-vascuìar headache patients on responses to the

Buss-Durkee Hosti I i ty-Gui I t I nventory (Buss E Durkèe, 1957) "

Classic migraine patients, and in fact al I female patients

undergoing treatment, displayed higher levels of hosti I ity.

Blaszczynski (1984) reported greater hosti I i ty among classic

migraine and tension headache subjects relative to

headache-free controls, on both the Buss-Durkee and the

Direction of Hosti ì ity Questionnaire (Caine, Foulds, 6 Hope,

1967). Headache subjects, however, did not score

significantly higher on ei ther measure relative to

non-headache chronic pain patients. Finally, Andrasik,

Blanchard, Arena et al. (1982) found no differences between

migraine and tension headache subjects in expressed disì ike

and distrust of others.

Despite numerous cl inical descriptions of migraineurs

perfectionistic and success-oriented, there appear to be

AS

no
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s i gn i f i cant d i fferences among headache types on measures of

achievement motivation (Andrasik, Blanchard, Arena et al.,

1 982) .

Problems jn reseanch on BelsanaÏly variables. Recent

medical research has concentrated on the search for specific

biologi caì precursors of headache, wi th personaì i ty and

emotional factors viewed as less significant (Pearce, 1977).

Neverthel ess, persona I i ty var i abl es are st i I I commonl y

regarded as central to the chronic headache profi le, and

theii potential etiological significance remains a viable

area of enquiry (Friedman, 197Ð. Several conceptual and

methodological problems have been evident in the research

conducted to date, however.

Harrison (197Ð reviewed several psychometric studies of

headache published prior to 1975; virtually none of these

was control led. Al I headache patienEs, regardless of

diagnosis, were characterized as more anxious, hysterical,

and vulnerable than headache-free individuals. As was noted

in Chapter 2, it is difficult to ascertain, in the absence

of control led ìongitudinal research, whether such variables

constitute precursors of headache, or the consequences of

ìiving with chronic pain (Arena, Andrasik, ê Blanchard,

.|985; Bakal, .l982). Apart from the issue of causal ity,

specific procedural errors in these studies have been noted

by several authors (e.g., Andrasik, Bìanchard, Arena et al.,

1982:' Blanchard, Andrasik, ê Arena, .l984; Plartin, 1983;
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Passchier, van der Helm-Hylkema,6 0rlebeke, .l984; 
Weeks,

Baskin, Sheftell et aì., .|983; Williamson, 1981), including

reliance on anecdotal evidence, fai lure to specify

diagnostic groups, prohibi tively smal I sampìe sizes, lack of

control for either unbalanced age or sex distributions, and

the use of i d i osyncrat i c or non-standard i zed assessment

i nstruments.

Affective Variables i¡ Headache

Research an rræd states. contrary to Alexanderrs (1950)

theory of psychosomatic specificity, there has been little

agreement as to whether certain emotional states are more or

less impl icated than others in the development and

maintenance of somatic complaints, or whether there are

identifiable ì inks between emotions and physical symptoms

(Epstein ê Kaplan, .l984). There is also little agreement on

the pathogenic role of the suppression of affect in symptom

format i on.

l'lartin (i983) proposed two strategies for evaìuating

associations among mood states and headache activïty: (a)

subject self-monitoring and reporting of mood (e.g., Lubin,

1967i HcNair, Lorr, E Droppleman, 1971) during headache and

headache-free intervals; and (b) comparison of headache and

non-headache controls on responses to laboratory

manipulations of mood status (e.g., Velten, ì968). Whi le

there are numerous anecdotal reports of mood and headache
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cons i stent uri th e i ther strategy,

Arena, Blanchard, and Andrasik (.l984) reported an

isomorphic relationship between mood and head pain among

migraine, tension, and combined headache patients, such that

i ncrements i n headache act ivi ty were assoc i ated wi th

same-day mood shifts. The correlations were not significant,

however. ln an effort to determine whether mood states were

predictive of headache, Harrigan, Kues, Ricks, and Smith

(.l984) had migraineurs monitor headache and mood over an

extended per i od. Feel i ngs of constra i nt and fat i gue were

consistent predictors of subsequent headache, with mood

generally lowest during headache and throughout the

preceding day. ln a simi lar study, Harvey and Hay (1984)

reported more depressed affect on the DACL (tuU¡n, 1967) on

headache days, but more positive mood status -- reports of

feel ing more alert, attentive, energetic, and clear-headed

-- during the previous day.
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To date, I ittle attention has been focused on situational

affect and headache activity, or on the prospective

investigation of mood change and headache (Arena, Blanchard,

ê Andrasik, 1984; Harvey E Hay, .l984). As such, it is not

yet clear whether mood influences subsequent headache or

vice-versa, or whether the two shouìd properly be regarded

as concomitants of a common process.
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Sternbach (197\, 1976) reviewed the I iterature on

personal ity variables in chronic pain patients, and

concluded thar, as pain status proceeds from acute to

chronic, autonomic signs and symptoms of anxiety (elevated

heart rate, blood pressure, and muscle tension) tend to

habituate out, whiìe vegetative signs of depression and

hypochondriasis (disturbances of sleep, appetite, and sexual

drive, irritabi I ity, somatic preoccupation) take precedence.

It may be the case, then, that changes in mood status are

caused by headache.

Headache and anxiety states" I'tany headache-prone

individuals seen cl inical ly present as anxious (Crisp,

Kalucy, l'lcGuiness, Ralph, ê Harris, 19771 Gianotti,

Cianchetti, ê Taramel li, 1972¡ f'lartin, 1966i llartin, Rome, E

Swenson, 1967; Packard, 1976, 1979; Ziegler, 1979; Ziegler,

Rhodes, 6 Hassanein, .|978). To date, however, there have

been no systematic studies of anxiety in chronic headache

patients; anxiety has simply been assumed to be

characteristic of the head pain profile, particularly among

tens i on headache pat i ents.

A few psychometric investigations have provided some

clarification on the role of anxiety. There is evidence of

h i gher I evel s of anx i ety among tens i on headache pat i ents

relative to migraine and combined headache sufferers, on

both the f4l'1Pl (Andrasik, Blanchard, Arena et al., 1982;

Blanchard, Andrasik, Arena et al., 1984; l'lathew, Stubits, E
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Nigam, 1982) and the STAI (Blanchard, Andrasik, Arena et

ê.|., 1984) . Ziegìer, Kodanaz, and Hassanein (.l985), hourever,

found no assoc i at i on between tens i on headache act i v i ty and

anxiety as assessed by the Bendig-Taylor Anxiety Scale

(Bend i g, I 956) .

Extending Sternbach's (1974" 1976) observations to

chronic headache, it may be that depressive features are

more I ikely to dominate the picture in most headache cases

seen cl inical ly, and therefore, headache treatment samples.

Headache and depression. ln the psychobiological model

of headache examined in Chapter I, depression, anxiety, and

feel ings of helplessness are seen as significant cognitive

components of the chronic headache profi le (Bakal, Demjen, 6

Kaganov, 1984). A recent review of psychological factors in

headache (Blanchard, Andrasik, E Arena, ì984) I isted a total

of 37 studies and reports concerned with headache activity

and depression, most of which comprised unsystematic

cl inical observations, The majority of these concluded that

depression is far more prevalent among tension headache

sufferers than among mi gra i neurs. A comprehens ive

discussion of the phenomenon of depression is beyond the

scope of this review; the reader is referred to several

current sources (e.g., American Psychiatric Association,

1986; Beckham 6 Leber,1985; Cancro,1985; Taska E Sullivan,
.l983) . For the purposes of this discussion, however, some

clarification of basic terms and issues might be useful.
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Depression has been defined generally as, 'rA clinical

syndrome consisting of lowering of mood-tone (feel ings of

painful dejection), difficulty in thinking, and psychomotor

retardation (it) ordinarily refers only to the mood

element, which in psychiatry would more appropriateìy be

labeled dejection, sadness, gloominess, despair,

despondency, etc.rt (Hinsie E Campbell, 1970, p. 200) " The

term is used in reference to a mood, symptom, or disease

entity (Cancro, 1985), and several authors have specified a

di sti nction between the subjective mood and

somatic-vegetative aspects of depression (Pi lowsky, Chapman,

E Bonica, 1977; Garron ê Leavitt, 1983; llaruta, Swanson, E

Swenson, 1976). Not unl ike pain, depression is a

multidimensional construct (Shaw, Vallis, E ltlcCabe, 1985),

comprised of biological, psychological, and psychosocial

components. lt aiso represents a continuum of severity

ranging from mi ìd dysphoria associated with dai ly ì ife

stresses to a major cì i ni caì syndrome i nvolvi ng al terations

in mood, vegetative functions, cognit¡ve and psychomotor

activities, and psychosocial functioning (Turk, Rudy, ê

Stieg, .l987). ln this conceptuaì ization, depressed mood or

affect represents only one aspect of a multicomponent

syndrome (Cancro, 1985; Shaw, Val I is, ê l4cCabe, 1985) .

lndependent of severity, the prevalence of depression in

the generaì populat¡on is estimated at between 8% and 20?ó

(Taska E Sul I ivan, .|983) . Estimates of i ts co-exi stence wi th
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chronic pain have ranged from l0? (Blumer ê Heilbronn, 1982;

Chapman" Sola, E Bonicao 1979; Ward, Bloom, E t riedel, 1979)

to as high as 50? (Large, 1980). Conversely, a high

proportion of cì inical ly depressed patients also report pain

symptoms (Oetaplaine, lffabumuyi, llerskey, E Zarfas, 1978;

von Knorring, Perris, ê Eisemann, .|983).

The association beth,een chronic pain and depression is

highìy complex, and the research evidence to date largely

inconcìusive (Turk, Rudy, E Stieg, 1987). Diagnostic signs

and symptoms of depression -- psychomotor retardation,

fatigue, anorexia and weight ìoss, insomnia, somatic

preoccupation -- are observed in approximately 5OZ to 80? of

general medical inpatients (Cavanaugh, Clark, E Gibbons,

.l983) . Psychiatric inpatients, particularly the depressed,

frequently report vague or specific pain complaints (Baker ¿

I'terskey, 1967; Lindsay E tlyckoff , l98l; von Knorring,

Perris, ê Eisemann, 1983; Ward, Bloom, E Friedel, 197Ð .

Simi larly, chronic pain patients may develop symptoms of

depression in response to pain itself (Sternbach, 197Ð.

Us i ng a structured psych i atr i c i ntervi ew, Kash iwagi ,

I'tcClure, and Wetzel (1972) reported some degree and f orm of

mood disturbance among a high percentage of chronic headache

pat¡ents, but no differences between migraine and tension

headache sufferers. Couch, Ziegìer, and Hassanein (1975)

reported a smal I but significant association between

depression and migraine severity, particularìy striking
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among a subgroup who evidenced neurological symptoms.

Barol in (.|976) reported a higher prevalence of depression

among headache-prone, relative to headache-free, subjects.

Simi larly, Ziegìer, Rhodes, and Hassanein (1978) found

evidence of more severe depression in a non-cl inic sample of

migraineurs relative to headache-free individuals. Higher

levels of depression were associated with more severe and

disabling episodes.

Bìumer and Hei lbronn (1982) reported a high incidence of

self-reported depressed affect among tension headache and

other pain patients; the former were more I ikely, however,

to deny emotional problems or suicidal ideation. Both groups

reported fami ly histories of depression, chronic pain,

alcohol abuse, and physicaì disabi I ity. Drummond (.l985)

compared common and classic migraine, tension, combined, and

cluster headache patients on responses to a variety of

measures. Tension headache subjects reported a higher

incidence of depressive episodes and fami ly or work-related

problems than did the remaining headache groups. Depression

ì^/as negatively correlated with migraine symptomatology, and

was more I ikely when head pain was constant or nearly

constant, and among tension headache subjects who also

exper ienced neurological symptoms.

Diamond (.l983) and Diamond and Dalessio (1978) proposed a

modeì of the association between depression and headache in

which the former is given precedence. Depression is
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associated with a broad spectrum of cognitive, affective,

and somatjc manifestations, only one of which may be

recurrent head pa i n. I n th i s formul at ì on, headache

associated with depression has a number of key features: (a)

episodes tend to occur at regular intervals in close

correspondence with dai ìy I ife events, and often fol low

periods of work or stress; (b) head pain dispìays diurnal

variabi I ity, tending toward greater severity during the

morning hours; and (c) response to standard analgesic

medications is poor. The patient most often presents with a

constel lation of somatic complaints -- chronic general head

or other pain, sleep disturbance, severe insomnia and early

awakening, anorexia and weight loss, decreased sexual drive

-- suggestive of depression. There is also often a history

of severe intermittent headache over a period of years, with

more recent onset of mi 1d-to-moderate dai ìy episodes.

Diagnosis fol lows a careful examination of headache

history, with speciaì reference to long standing habits,

traits, coping methods, personaì and fami ly histories of

mood disturbance, and perceived precipitants of both

headache and depression. Differential diagnosis focuses on

ruling out possibìe organic etiology (Friedman, 197Ð. Where

tension-l ike headache predominates, one might expect

manifestations of a reactive mood disturbance (e.g.,

anxiety). Head pain may comprise the principal or sole

presenting complaint, with depressive symptomatoìogy denied

or masked.
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0ften, the premorbid picture is one of an inadequate or

compulsive personality, though this is not alr^lays the case

(Weatherhead, 1980) . There is some evidence that chi ldren

who exper i ence both headache and depress i on a I so d i spl ay

greater social wi thdrawal, poorer schooì performance, sleep

disturbance, and fatigue, relative to healthy chi ldren (Ryan

E Ryan, 1978) ,

Saper (lgA¡) described'rsomatized depression headacheil as

a psychogenic variant comprising a somatic manifestation of

a mood disturbance of neurotic or even psychotic character.

Head pain may be a depressive equivalent" This is in

contrast to conversion headache, in wh.ich visible signs of

distress are rarely observed. The disorder is usual ly

associated wi th vegetative signs of depression.

Weatherhead (.l980) concurred general I y wi th D i amondrs

(lgg¡) formulation, but argued that recurrent tension

headache is associated only with depressive episodes marked

by anxiety, such that muscìe-contraction pain comprises a

secondary somatization of anxiety. Because not al I

depressive episodes are marked by anxiety, tension headache

is not always part of the cl inicaì picture. ln short,

tension-ì ike headache more commonly occurs in reactive mood

disturbance resulting from either endogenous (e.g., feeì ings

of gui I t) or exogenous (e.g., personal loss) stresses.
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The mechanisms of depressive headache have not yet been

determined. Dalessio (.l968) hypothesized that chronic

tension headache is associated with a functional disorder of

the nervous system, whereby the brain is unable to inhibit,

and is prone to misinterpret, sensory information

originating in normal or minimaì ìy-damaged peripheral

t issues. 1,1 is interpretat ion of input in turn hastens the

development of a chronic functionaì pain syndrome. Whatever

the merits of this hypothesis in accounting for the sensory

aspects of tension headache or the transition from

occasional to chronic headache, it does not directly address

the role of depressed affect in the cl inical picture.

Psychometric studies have provided only mixed support for

the putative association between headache and depression.

Werder, Sargent, and Coyne (1981) reported a fairly high

prevalence of depressive symptomatoìogy among migraine,

tension, and combined headache patients administered the

I'1l4Pl. A few studies (Andrasik, Bìanchard, Arena et aì.,

ì982; Blanchard, Andrasik, Arena et al., .l984; 
Weeks,

Baskin, Rapoport et al., 1983) reported higher depression

scores on the l4l'1P I and BD I among comb ined headache pat ients

relative to migraine and tension headache cases. Blanchard,

Andrasik, Neff et al. (.l982) found depression most evident

among tension headache subjects. Further, depression

correlated negatively with treatment response, ? finding

also reported by Levine (.l984). ln contrast, Ziegler,
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Kodonaz, and Hassanein (lg8¡) found no association between

tension headache frequency and scores on the Zung Depression

Scale (Zung, Richards, 6 Short,197Ð"

The mediating infìuence of headache chronicity is not

clear. Ajwani and Ajwani (1982) reported higher l'lt'lPl-D

scores among more chronic headache sufferers. A longer and

more extensive headache history was associated with greater

life disruption, and a closer link between head pain and

behavioural patterns suggestive of avoidance. Phi I ips and

Jahanshahi (1985), however, found no evidence of greater

depression among more chronic patients. There is some

evidence that ongoing depression is positively related to

headache frequency (Garvey, Schaffer, E Tuason, 1983).

Several studies have yielded indirect evidence of a

headache-depression association. I t has been establ ished,

for examp'l e, that certain tricyclic antidepressants (e.g.,

amitriptyl ine) can effectively al leviate some cases of

migraine and tension headache in the absence of depressive

symptomatology (Blumer E Hei lbronn, 1982; Couch, Ziegler, ê

Hassanein, 1975, 1976; Diamond, 1975; Diamond ê Baì tes,

l97l; Gomersal I ê Stuart, 1973; Sjaastad, 1980; Ward, Bloomo

E Friedeì, 197Ð. The most responsive cases are said to be

those characterized by severe headache without depressive

features" Sjaastad (.l980) identified a subgroup of chronic

headache patients who evidenced a mixture of both vascuìar

and muscìe-contraction features as most responsive to
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ant¡depressant therapy. These fíndings must be interpreted

cautiously, holever. lt may be that amitriptyl ine, for

example, possesses both antidepressant and analgesic-ì ike

properties (F ieìds, l98l; Èlerskey, Brown, Brown, l'lalhotra,

Èlorrison, e Ripìey, 1985; l4onks E f{erskey, 1984). Although

the prec i se mechan i sms of act i on are unc I ear, there i s

evidence that the tricycl ics produce more rapid improvements

in pain than in affective status (Sherwin, 197Ð, suggesting

multiple sites of action.

ln a study of El{G biofeedback, relaxation, and stress

management approaches to treatment, Cox and Thomas (1981)

reported concurrent, though not correspondent, reductions in

headache activity and self-reported depression foì lowing

treatment. Determination of depression was not clarified,

however, and head pain and mood did not display identical

response times.

Problems jn neseanch On affective variables. The

significance of depressed affect in certain headache

profi les has been widely accepted since the assocíation was

first studied by Diamond (.l964), Lance and Curran (1964),

and Dalessio (1968). lt is not possible, however, to infer

a causal connection between the two from observations of

their temporal association. Both Diamcnd (lgg¡) and

Weatherhead (1980) hypothesized that mood disturbances may

be accompanied by headache as a secondary somatization. lt

is important to note that some degree of mood disturbance



might be expected secondary to chronic headache (l'lartin,

1978). From this perspective, Sternbachts (1974, 1976)

observations of a I ink between chronic pain and depression

are particularly important. Specifical ly, there is evidence

that chronic pain per se can lead to anxiety and depression

(l'lerskey, 1978; Woodeforde E f'lerskey, 1972); the view of

depression as secondary to pain is one widely held by both

physicians and patients (Blumer E Hei Ibronn, 1982).

Standardized psychological tests such as the lvlllPl and BDI

may be particularly sensitive to affective involvement where

depress i on i s den i ed or not reported.

ln addition to the issue of causality, there have been a

number of problems evident in studies attempting to I ink

headache and affect. There are at present no rel iabìe

estimates of the prevalence of depression among headache

patients, or vice-versa. There are aìso problems in

attempting to general ize findings obtained from cl inical

samples to the generaì popuìation. Specifical ly, evidence

of multipìe referrals among headache and other chronic pain

groups suggests the poss ¡ b i I i ty that convers i on or
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hypochondriacal features figure prominently in symptom

profi les of those pat¡ents who seek treatment in more

specialized pain clinics (l,lerskey, Brown, Brown, Èlalhotra,

florr ison, ê Ripley, 1985; Woodef orde ê llerskey, 1972) .

It has been noted that severe depression is relatively

rare among chronic pain patients (Pi lowsky, Chapman, 6



Bonica,1977), and that less extreme expressions of

dissatisfaction l.¡ith general functioning are far more common

(Pelz E llerskey, 1982). ln any event, tne typical clinical

presentation of depression (American Psychiatric

Association, 1986) is seldom observed in pain patients.

Further, symptoms of pain and depression may alternate,

rather than appear concurrently, in the cl inical picture

(Blumer, 1975; Blumer 6 Heiìbronn, 1982). Alternat¡vely,

chronic pain may mask depressed affect (Sternbach, 197\,

1976) " The role of denial in the overal 1 psychological

make-up of the chronic pain patient is not wel I understood

at this time.

It does appear, then, that headache and depression

co-exist in some fashion in certain individuals, though the

precise nature of this relationship is not known. There are

as yet I ittle reì iable data bearing on the competing

hypotheses of headache as a secondary somatic manifestation

of depression (Diamond, 1983; Diamond 6 Dalessio, 1978;

Weatherhead, .l980) and mood disturbance as a secondary

consequence of chronic pain (Flartin, 1978; Sternbach, 197\,

1976) .

t03

Sursnary Cøsnents on ehapter 3

The research examined in this chapter has provided support

general ly for the role of personal ity and affective

variables in headache, but ì ittle conclusive evidence. Early
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characterizations of the rrheadache personal ityrr were derived

from cl inical observations on select headache populations.

Later psychometric studies focused on evaluating specific

personaì ity variables, such as neuroticism, anger,

hosti I ity, obsessive-compulsiveness, and rigidity. The

f i nd i ngs of these stud i es were somewhat i ncons i stent,

however.

There is some evidence of fluctuations in mood coincident

with headache activity. The significance of depressed affect

in certain chronic headache sufferers is suggested by

cl inical observations, psychometric data, and findings on

both ant i depressant and rel axat i on-based treatments. I t i s

not clear, however, whether headache in these individuals is

secondary to underlying depression, or represents a

precursor to mood disturbance. These competing views have

yet to be tested empirically in a single study.

Several conceptual and methodological problems have

I imited the progress of research on psychologicaì variables

in headache. Because of the correìational nature of

virtually every study reported to date, and in the absence

of control led prospective research, nei ther causal i ty nor

direction of causal ity can be ascertained. Specific

procedural probìems evident in these studies have included

the use of self-referred clinica'l samples, unspecif ied or

inadequate inclusion-exclusion criteria, lack of appropriate

control groups or conditions, and the use of idiosyncratic
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or non-standardized assessment instruments. These problems

notwithstanding, the bulk of the evidence to date is at the

very least suggestive of an association between headache

activity and certain personal ity and affective variables"



Chapters I through J provide an overview of the current

headache I iterature, with special reference to issues of

classification, assessment, and the significance of

4. SYNTHESIS t)F CHAPTERS 1"3

psychological factors in headache. The bulk of the evidence

on classification suggests that the typological perspective,

as exempl ified in the Ad Hoc Committeers (1962)

classification system, is inadequate, and has met with

i ncreas i ng res i stance i n recent years (Anderson E F ranks ,

l98l; Bakal, 1975, .1980, 1982¡ Lance, 1978; 0lron ê

Noonberg, I 980; Ph ¡ I i ps, 1977 , 1978; waters 6 0r connor ,

l97l; Zi esì er, 197Ð .

To date, the principal chal ìenge to typological

classification has come frorn proponents of the

severity-continuum perspective (Bakal, 1975, i980, 1982",

Bakal 6 Kaganov, 1977, 1979; Bakaì, Demjen, ê Kaganov, 1984¡

Bakal, Kaganov, 6 Demjen, 1983; Featherstone, .l985; 
Kaganov,

Bakal, ê Dunn, l98l), which holds that the essential

d i fferences among headache compl a i nts are quant i tat ive

rather than qualitative. Several lines of evidence appear to

support this perspective, though not in any particular

formulation.

- t06 -
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The severity-continuum perspective appears to offer a

variety of research alternatives. To the extent that head

pain is viewed as a continuous variable, with more extensive

and multisystemic symptomatology associated with greater

severity, the need for discrete headache types is precluded.

Consequently, problems of subject seìection and assignment

-- nonrepresentativeness of cl inical samples, adherence to

rigid diagnostic criteria, selection of appropriate control

subjects -- are largely mitigated. f'lore specif ically, the

severity-continuum perspective invites research on noncl inic

populations. ln recent years, several nonclinic studies have

been reported (Andrasik ê Holroyd, 1980; Andrasik, Holroyd,

E Abel, 19791 Crisp, Kalucy, lilcGuiness, Ralph, 6 Harris,

1977i Featherstone, 1985; Kaganov, Bakal, ê Dunn, l98l;

Korczyn, Carel, E Pereg, 1980; Passchier, van der

Helm-Hylkema, ê 0rlebeke, .l984; Penzein, Holroyd, Holm, ê

Hursey, i985; Thompson 6 Collins, 1979; Thompson, Haber,

Figueroa, E Adams, ì980; Ziegler, Hassanein, ê Couch, 1977;

Ziegler, Rhodes, ê Hassanein, ì978), many of which have

employed col lege student samples.

Andrasik, Hoìroyd, and Abel (197Ð reported a relatively

high prevalence of headache compìaint in a large col lege

student sampìe; approximately 20% of a sample of l, l6l

reported experiencing at least three headache episodes per

week, and vi rtual ly al I reported at least occasional

headache. The majority of those with headache attributed



their episodes to muscle tension rather than vascular

causes. Overall, the findîngs suggested a sufficiently high

prevalence to warrant further investigation of headache

activity among coì lege students. From the

severity-continuum perspective, ¡t is perhaps less critical

that the findings would not be immediately general izable to

headache cì inic patients (í.e., who would, on average, fal I

higher on the severity continuum) than it is to note that

cl inic populations, from which the bul k of our understanding

of headache is derived, are not bel ieved to be

representative of the headache population general ìy"

Revieui of the headache assessment I iterature suggests a

need for concurrent self-recording of both the sensory

(qual ity, intensity, Iocation) and reactive aspects

(affective responses, pai n-motivated behaviour) of headache,

over extended periods of time under natural conditions. This

end might best be met through a strategy combining both

headache history data and daily self-monitoring of headache

using some form of diary. The HFR (galaì ê Kaganov, 1916)

described in Chapter 2 focuses on the sensory (intensity)

aspect and associated headache symptomatology. Dai ìy HFR

data might be supplemented by some variation on Tursky's

(1976) descriptive adjectives procedure, such as that

reported by Bìanchard, Andrasik, Arena, and Teders (.l982),

providi ng some measure of the reactive dimension.

t08
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There are few clear guidel ines as to appropr¡ate length

of the self-monitoring process, though this might be

estimated through reference to expected frequency of

headache. ln a college student population, for example,

prevalence data (e.g., Andrasik, Holroyd E Abel, 197Ð would

suggest a self-monitoring phase of 2 to 6 weeks to

adequately sample headache activi ty. I ntervention studies

(Chesney E Shelton, 1976¡ Cox, Freundlich, 6 ileyer, 1975e

Haynes, Griffin, l,looney, E Parise, 1975; Hoìroyd, Andrasikn

E Westbrook, 1977) often report shorter baseì ine periods.

Although the findings on personality factors in headache

have so far been inconsistent, there does appear to be an

assoc i at i on between headache and certa i n affect ive

variables. There is some evidence, for example, of mood

shifts prior to or during headache (Arena, Blanchard, E

Andrasik, 1984; Harrigan, Kuesn Ricks, E Smith, 1984; Harvey

E Hay, 1984), suggesting the value of incorporating a mood

measure (e.g., DACL) i nto the sel f-moni tor i ng process

(,\artin, 1983).

Anxiety has been impl icated in headache, in both cl ínical

reports (Crisp, Kalucy, t'lcGuiness, Ralph, ê Harris, 1977l'

Gianotti, Cianchetti, E Taramel I i, 1972; llartin, 1966¡

Hartin, Rome, 6 Swenson, 1967; Packard, 1979; Ziegler, 1979;

Ziegler, Rhodes, ê Hassanein, 1978) and psychometric studies

(Andrasik, Blanchard, Arena et al., .l984; f'lathew, Stubits, E

N i gam, 1982) . Extrapol at i ng from Sternbachrs (197|+, 1976)
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observations on chronic pain, one might expect symptoms of

anxiety to be more pronounced during the earìy stages of an

individuaì's headache disorder, later giving u,ay to

vegetative and other signs of depression as the disorder

progresses or is maintained.

Several authors have examined the association between

headache and depressed affect (Barolin, 1976:' Blumer ê

Heilbronn, 1982i Couch, Ziegler, E Hassanein, 1976; Diamond,

1983; Diamond 6 Dalessio, 1978; Drummond, .|985; Kashiwagi,

llcClure, E Wetzel, 1972i Saper, 1983; þJeatherhead, .l980;

Ziegler, Rhodes, ê Hassanein, 1978). ln Diamondrs (.l983)

formulation, headache is seen as a possible manifestation of

depression, occurring in close association with a variety of

predominately somatic complaints suggestive of mood

disturbance. l'lost of ten, these episodes are descr ibed in

tension-l ike terms. Weatherhead (.l980) noted that the

occurrence of tension headache symptomatology is most often

associated with a reactive depression, marked by anxiety.

lf Diamond's (igg¡) view is correct, then one would

expect close association among headache activity, mood

status, and perhaps perceived dai ly I ife stress over the

course of an extended period of self-monitoring. Furthero

these associations might be most evident among individuals

who score higher on psychological test scales measuring

depression (BDl, ¡î,tlPl-D). Alternatively, and in view of a

documented interaction between affect and pain chronicity
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some measure of anxiety (Weatherhead, I980). tlithin a

noncl inic sample, one would expect a proportionately smal ler

number of "chronic¡r cases.

From the sever i ty-conti nuum perspective, one would al so

expect depressed affect to be more prevalent among those who

report a mixture of headache symptoms -- a profile of

periodic vascular episodes over a tonic background of

tension headache, for example -- and somatic complaints

cons ì stent wi th depress i on. l{ood status and headache

activity wouìd covary, pâFticuìarly during more severe

episodes. To the extent that headache complaint is. more

often associated with reactive depression, anxiety might

dom i nate the presentat i on. Wi th reference to Sternbach I s

097q notion of pain density, however, and despite a

conceptuaì I ink between anxiety and muscle tension, one

might alternativeìy expect greater evidence of depressed

affect among those who report frequent tension-l ike or

combined headache; vascular episodes are reportedly less

frequent, and therefore associated with lower pain density.

To date, no study has attempted to examine these

associations in either cl inic or noncl inic populations.

il

on

ln conclusion, there seems to be ampìe justification for

further appì i cat i on of the sever i ty-cont i nuum model i n

headache research, as a viable aì ternative to the

typoìogical perspective. ln this view, research need not be
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I imited to cl inical studies. A variety of assessment

instruments is avai lable by whích one may study headache and

its correlates under relatively natural istic conditions,

precluding rel iance on laboratory analogue or simulation

procedures. Among the largeìy unexplored and potential ly

fruitful areas of investigation is that I inking headache and

mood status. This area seems particularly suited to a

severity-continuum analysis, in which critical variables are

conce i ved as cont i nuous i n nature.



PART II
A STUDY I]F HEADACHE AND DEPRESSED AFFEET



The present investigation examined the association between

headache activity and depressed affect in an undergraduate

college student population. The first of two studies

reported surveyed headache history and current depression in

a large sample of students, and provided the basis of

selection for a second, intensive study of ongoing headache

act i v i ty and depressed affect.

5. THE PRESENT INVESTTGATION

Methd

Subjects. The subjects consisted of 3O5 university

students (.l36 males; l6! females) between the ages of l8 and

35 ( I 19.50; SD 2.80) enrolled in introductory level

psychology courses at the University of f'lanitoba during the

fal I semester, 1987. These were recruited by means of

standard experimental sign-up booklets distributed during

class meetings. ln order to minimize rel iance on memory for

headache pain, and to ensure a purely non-cl inic sampìe,

only those volunteers who met the requirements of no fewer

than two headache episodes per month and no current

Study I

treatment for headache or depression were empìoyed. Subjects

signed up for one of seven avai lable appointment hours

-il4-



scheduled during a 2-week period, with a maximum of 40

subjects permitted to sign up for each appointment time.

Matenials. Al ì mater ial s employed are contai ned i n

Appendixes A, B, and E.r lndividual headache history was

assessed through a 26- i tem headache h ¡ story quest i onna i re

(HHq¡ adapted from Thompson and Collins (197Ð. The HHQ

conta i ns s i x i tems concerned wi th durat i on of headache

complaint (chronicity), frequency, perceived severity,

associated symptoms, and fami ly prevalence of headache, and

20 rating scale (5-point) itéms by which to record the

frequencies of specific headache features -- pain qual ity,

I ocat i on, I atera I i ty, accompany i ng mood and symptoms ,

prec i pi tants and aggravants, degree of assoc i ated

incapacitation, and rel ieving factors. These are scored by

record i ng raw numer i ca I rat i ngs; no compos i te HHQ score i s

computed. lndividual items were derived with reference to

cl inical studies of headache. The original normative sample

consisted of l0l undergraduate coì lege students between the

ages of l8 and 23. ltem by item test-retest reliability at

J months ranged from.l4 to.90; coefficients for the 20

symptomatology items in isolation ranged from .14 to .8.l.

Self-moni toring of headache activity between administrations

of the HHQ was shown to have no appreciable effect on

reliabiìity (Thompson E Collins, 197Ð"

I l5

r To conform wi th thes i s b i nd i ng requ i

contained in Appendixes A through F

rements, materials
are reduced by 252.
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Consistent with a purported relationship between headache

and depressed affeet, and in order to identify individuals

who experienced depressive episodes of cl inical severityn

al I subjects were administered the BDI (Beck, Ward,

Hendelsohn, I'lock, E Erbaugh,196l). tne rationale and basic

structure of the BDI are discussed in Chapter 2 of the

preceding review. Concurrent val idity coefficients range

from .62 to .77 against cì inicaì ratings (Beck, Ward,

l'lendelsohn, f{ock, 6 Erbaugh, 1961; Bumberry, 0liver, E

l'lcCìure, 1978; Strober, Green, E Car lson,l98l) ; correlations

with the HFIPI-D and other depression measures range from .4.l

to.8O (Burkhart, Gynther,6 Fromuth, .l980; Schwab, Bialow,

E Holzer, 1967; Seitz, 1970; Shaw, Vallis, E HcCabe, 1985).

Test-retest reliability ranges from .69 to .90 (Gallagher,

Nies, 6 Thompson, 1982¡ Strober, Green, E Carlson, .l981),

with coefficients of internal consistency in the range of

.58 to ,93 (Reynoìds 6 Gould, l98l).

PfocedUfe. At the time of recruitment, the procedures of

Studies I and 2 were made explicit in a brief spoken

presentation, and in written form on the sign-up booklets.

Subjects met with the investigator on a single occasion in

groups of approximately 30 to 40 in a controlled cìassroom

sett i ng (seat i nE capac i ty 60) . After presentat i on of

questionnai re instructions, al I were administered the HHQ

and BDI in a single packet, in counterbaìanced order.

lnstructions were given to compìete al I items in serial
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order, without returning to any item or measure once it had

been compl eted. The quest i onna i re packet was compì eted wh i I e

seated at individual desks, and subjects were requested not

to sit in close proximity to one another or speak during

test completion. lt was thought that group administration

in an "examination-l ike¡r atmosphere might faci I itate

compl iance, whi le the relative privacy of the seating

arrangement might help minimize interpersonaì infìuences on

subject response set.

All materials were coded numerically to faciìitate both

subject confidential ity and contact of volunteers for the

second study. Subjects were assigned a number between I and

312 which they maintained throughout the entire

investigation. Upon completion of the HHQ and BDI, subjects

r^rere requested to ind icate whether they were interested in

participating further for experimental credit by printing

their name, telephone number, and hours avaiìable for

contact on a consent form attached to the questionnaire

packet. Those interested were asked to compìete the form,

detach it from the packet, and submit it separately.

Subjects were not informed of the basis of selection for

Study 2, but were told that a totaì of five experimental

credits would be awarded for full participation" A single

experimental credit was awarded for participation in Study

l, which took between 30 and 40 minutes to complete.
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Subjects who scored in the moderate to severe range (25

to 60) on the BDI were contacted by telephone to meet with

the investigator during scheduled office hours. Two subjects

who openìy acknowledged current depressed affect when asked

about BDI responses were advised discreetly of the

availability of counseling services on campus. Neither

presented as cl inicaì ìy depressed, nor did they report past

or current histories of treatment for depression or headache

complaint. The decision whether or not to seek counsel ing

was therefore left to individual discretion. Both expressed

strong interest in continuing their participation in the

study, and were permitted to do so.

Hypotheses and Data Analysis

The fol lowing hypothesis was evaluated:

l. Current depression (total BDI score) would be

positiveìy associated with reported duration of

headache complaint or chronicity (HHQ item 2),

frequency (item 3), and severity (item 4) of

headache. This prediction was derived from: (a)

research I inking chronic pain and vegetative signs

depression (l,lartin, 1978i Saper, 1983; Sternbach,

1974, 1976) ; (b) D i amond's (l gA¡) observat i on that

chronic patients often evidence histories of both

depression and severe intermittent headache, with

more recent onset of dai ly mi ld headache episodes¡

of



densi ty (frequency) as i t might relate to depression

and the perception or pain severity" This association

was expected to hold regardless of whether headache

b/as secondary to (Diamond, .|983; Saper, 1983;

Weatherhead, 1980), or predictive of (i'lartin, 1978;

Sternbach 197\, 1976), depression. In Diamond's

(.l983) analysis, co-existence of severe headache and

depression is more characteristic of periodic or

rrnon-chron i crr headache sufferers; presumab I y o the

sampìe employed in the present study conformed

generally to this profile.

The above hypothesis was evaluated through separate

multiple regression analyses, €ffiploying chronicity,

and (c) Sternbachrs (lglt+, 1976) notion of pain

I t9

frequency, and sever i ty as pred i ctors of depress i on scores.

Because the HHQ yields data on other criticaì headache

attributes -- pain locations, associated symptoms,

exacerbating and rel ieving factors -- group data were

subjected to principal axis factoring (PAF) to determine the

minimum number of dimensions that would account for variance

in HHQ item scores. These factors were then employed as

predictors of depression (BDl score) in a stepwise multiple

regress i on.
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Chanacteristics gt fhe sarple. Group means and standard

deviations for the 26 items of the HHQ are reported in Table

2, as are data derived from the normative sample of the HHQ

(Thompson E Col I ins, 197Ð; frequencies of the six symptoms

noted in HHQ item I are ìisted in Table 3. Severe or

recurrent headache was reported by 35.\Z of the sample.

Average duration of headache complaint (chronicity) ranged

from 6 months to ! years, with an average frequency of

between one and four episodes per month. These urere most

often rated as sufficiently intense to be both noticeable

and moderately disruptive of concentration.0n average, at

least one immediate fami ly member or relative was reported

to experience recurrent headache. The most commonly noted

symptom associated with headache was need to avoid bright

I ight (62.32); the ìeast frequently noted, nausea or

vomiting (17 "\Z). The most frequent features of headache

included exacerbation by noise or bright light (HHQ item 9),

throbbing or pulsing pain (item l0), bi lateral pain (item

17), improvement upon lying down (item 22), and perceived

cause in tension or stress (item 25). Based on relative

frequencies of these features, the sampìe endorsed a common

headache profile comprised of bilateral throbbing head pain

-- perceived as triggered by tension or stress, exacerbated

by noise or bright ì ight, and rel ieved by rest. Scores on

the BDI ranged from O to 49 ( ¡1 10.528; SD l.O9Ð.
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Tabl e 2

llean Ratings on the Headache Historv
Questionnaire UËq) from Studv I

Variabìe

HHQ r

2

3
4

Thompson E

Col I i ns (l 979)

l'1

2.6
2"1
3"5
3"5
t.8
2.7
1.6
2"1
1.9
2"3
3.i
2:5
3" r

2"0
1.3
3.6
2"5
2.1
3.3
2.2

5
6

7
I
9

l0

Study I
(n=J0!)

14 sD

ll
12
ì3
l4
15
l6
17
l8
r9
20

1.65
1 .66
2.72
2.69
0.90
I .69
o"7t+
I .20
0.89
1.32
2 "09
| "79
2 "35
1.35
0.53
2 "29
| "65
0.82
2.69
1.55
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1 .12
I " lt+
r "04
r .04
0"77
ì .06
0"9t
l.l0
0.89
.il
.12
"12
"17

0"90
0.75
0.99
I .09
0.87
0.99
0 "95



Tabl e 3

Reported Freguencies
Symptoms (ru) f rom Study l

Symptom

of Headache

Dizziness

Nausea/Vomiting

Vi sual Probl ems

Loss of Appetite

Avoid Light

llood Changes

Thompson 6
Col I ins (1979)

F requency (Z)

2.7

1.0

t 6.8

12.9

20 .8

81.7

122

Study I
(¡=10!)

\3.3

17 "\

31 .5

26 "9

62.3

37 .7
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Main findings. Contrary to Hypotheses l, total BDI score

was not predicted by either chronicity, F (1,199) =.138, p

>.05, or frequency of headache, F (1,303) = 3.668, p >.05.

Severity was, however, predictive of BDI score, F (1,303) =

13.865, p <.0002. Chronici ty correlated negativeìy, but not

significantly, with frequency ( ! = -..l05, p >.05); ìow

positive correlations were obtained among severity and both

chronicity ( r = ".l90, p <.007) and frequency ( r = .0ì7, p

>.05).

Principaì axis factoring of the HHQ yielded four stable

dimensions, comprising: (a) a generaì factor stressing long

standing incapacitating head pain consistent with vascular

headache (ttHQ ¡tems l, 2, \,7,8, 15, 16, 19,20,21,23,

26) i (b) a general factor suggesting long standing

unilateral or biìateral head pain (items l, 2, 7,8, 1Ð;

(c) uni lateral or bi lateral head pain associated with loss

of appetite (items 5-4, 7,8, 16,17); and (d) head pain

associated with sadness or depression (item l2). Criteria

for setting the number of factors extracted were derived

with reference to Comreyrs (.l978) cautionary notes on the

eigen value-one procedure, and Loehl inrs (1987) discussion

of the scree test. Following varimax rotation, new

var i ab I es were created f rom the factors obta i ned by add i ng

the scores of their respective items" When entered in a

stepwise regression (Table 8) , Factor (a) was predictive of

BDI score, F (1,.l96) = 23.063, p <.0000, as were Factors
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(d), F (2,19Ð = .|5.097, p <.0000, and Factors (b) and (c)

taken together, F (À,193) = 8"347, p <.0000.

ln order to examine a purported relationship between

headache and depression, volunteers from Study I who

reported frequent headache episodes were employed in an

extended self-monitoring study of headache activity --

occurrence, severity, associated symptomatoìogy, perceived

cause -- and depressed affect.

Study å

Methd

Subjects. Subjects consisted of 36 volunteers (18 males;

l8 females) from Study I who met the basic criterion of at

least one headache episode per week (HHq item 3). Data from

five subjects who reported fewer than l0 episodes during

Study 2 were excluded from anaìysis. The mean age of the

final sample of Jl (14 males; l7 females) was 19.60 ( S0

2.2O).

hïaterials. All materials employed are contained in

Appendixes C, D, and F. Headache activity was assessed

using a modified version of the HFR (Bakaì 6 Kaganov, 1976),

the rationaìe and basic structure of which are discussed in

Chapter 2 of the preceding review" For the purposes of the

present study, onìy the intensity scale and symptoms I ist of

the original HFR were retained. To faci I itate
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multidimensional assessment of head pain, the modified HFR

incorporated items from the Numerical and,Adjectival Pain

Descr i ptors I i sts (B I anchard, Andras i k, Arena, E Teders,

1982) , a non-standardized measure derived from Tursky¡s

(1976) descriptive pain lists. The intensity measures were

arranged in three I ists, one of which provided verbal

equivalents for a 6-point numerical peak intensity scaìe

comparable to that of the HFR. The remaining I ists were

compr i sed of verba ì pa i n descr i ptors: one assess i ng the

sensory (intensity) dimension of pain; the other, the

reactive (affective) dimension. The procedure'also

incorporated a l2-item perceived cause checkl ist as a

measure of I'daily life events'¡ (Diamond, 1983) inf luencing

headache activity. lt was assumed that the inclusion of

verbal intensity measures would clarify and standardize

intended meanings of scale values for each subject, and

mitigate problems associated with the use of visual analogue

measures discussed in Chapter 2 of the preceding review,

Also administered were two measures assessing depression

and depressed af f ect, respect ive I y: the l4l,1P I -D sca I e

(Hathaway E llcKinley, l9\Ð; and three forms (4, B, C) of

the DACL (lu¡in,1967). The former was administered as a

supplementary depression measure to the BDI (Study l), and

was not employed in the evaluation of hypotheses. The

purpose and structure of each of the measures is examined in

Chapter 2 of the preceding review. The HllPl-D has been
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shown to correlate with other cl inical measures (e.g.,

interview data) in the range of ,29 to .38. Test-retest

rel iabi I ity varies according to population, ranging from .60

to.80 for short intervals (< 2 weeks) to between .35 and

.60 for longer periods (> I year). lnternal consistency

ranges from .60 to .!0 over most populations (Dahlstrom,

Weìsh, ê Dahìstrom, 1972; Golden, 1979; Graham, .|987). 
Tne

DACL has demonstrated low to moderate concurrent val idity

wi th rhe ¡11'1P I -D {.25 to .5Ð and BD r (.38 ro .66)

(Christenfeld, Lubin, ê Satin, ì978; Lubin, 1965; Lubin ê

Himelstein, 1976; Lubin 6 Levitt, 197Ð. Test-retest

reliability is predictably low (.19 to .2\), as the measure

was designed to assess changes or fluctuations in mood.

Aìternate forms reliabiìity ranges from .80 to .931' internal

consistency ranges from .82 to .93. Hean scores on the DACL

range from between / and ì0 for normal individuals (maìes

and females) to between l4 and 20 for depressed patients

(tu¡in, 1967).

The DACL was embedded within the modified HFR, such that

each HFR form comprised seven items, assessing: associated

symptoms (throbUing or pulsating pain, tightness and

pressure in the head, visual disturbances, dul I and aching

pain, nausea or stomach pain, vomiting, I ight sensitivity);

responses to verbal sensory and reactive pain descriptorsi

perceived cause or causes (al ìergies, hunger, fatigue,

alcohol or drugs, food or drink, stressr pooF sleep, anger,



depression or sadness, anxiety or tension, physical

illness); verbal peak intensity; head pain intensity (VAS)

self-medication; and depressed affect.

PnOcedUfe. The study was conducted in two phases.

first of these, subjects met with the investigator as

group on a single occasion in a controìled cìassroom

setting. They were then given a brief spoken introduction to

the materials and general procedures of the study, fol lowing

which they were administered the l'1F1Pl-D while seated as in

Study l. Al I forms were coded numerical ly, with subjects

retaining numbers assigned previously.

Comp I et i on of the l'114P I -D took between l0 and 20 m i nutes ,

fol lowing which subjects were introduced to the

sel f-mon i tor i ng procedure, requ i r i ng compì et i on of three

dai ly recordings of headache activity and mood over 28

consecutive days via the modified HFR. Forms A, B, and C of

the DACL were presented randomly within each subject's

packet of 84 HFR forms" Ratings were completed at or near

three specified times -- l0:00 â.fi., 4:00 p"m., and l0:00

p.m. -- during each of the measurement days. 0n those
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In

a

the

occasions in which headache was absent, subjects completed

only items 4 and / of the HFR. Thus, mood ratings were to be

completed for al I measurement times, independent of headache

occurrence. Subjects were required to complete one HFR form

for each measurement period of the study, and to maintain

the sequence assigned; al ì forms were pre-dated with times
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specified. The procedure was estimated to take no longer

than 20 to 30 minutes per day, or approximately l0 to 15

hours over the course of the study. Each subject's

materials were presented in mani ìa folders, on the front of

wh i ch were attached i nstruct i ons for se I f-mon i tor i ng .

Compì iance with the procedure u/as monitored on a weekly

basis through periodic telephone and in-person contacts w¡th

each subject. Experimental credits were awarded at the rate

of one per each completed week of the study, with an

additional credit awarded for completion of the final week.

Subjects were required to return completed HFR forms once

weekly during office hours, at which time they received

credi ts due. Al I 36 subjects compl eted the enti re study, and

general compliance with procedures was not problematic.

Upon completion of the final week of self-monitoring, and

at the time of awarding finaì credits for participation,

subjects l^,ere given verbal and wr itten descr iptions of the

basic rationale and aims of Studies I and 2, and were

encouraged to contact the investigator at the end of the

academic year about individual findings on headache and

mood. Alì were provided information on an independently-run

headache treatment study that h,as currently recruiting

subjects. No subject was requested to make enquiries about

the treatment study; contact was at the discretion of the

individual.



Hlpotheses and Data Analysis

The fol lowing hypotheses were examined:

l. Association was predicted among: (a) ratíngs on the

sensory (HHQ item 2-l) and reactive (item 2-2) paín

descr i ptors I i sts; (b) peak i ntens i ty or sever i ty

(item 4); and (c) the visual analogue intensity scale

(item 5). These were conceived as alternative

intensity or severity scales that would yield

comparable ratings in practice. lt was reasoned that

the provision of expl icit verbal labels for numerical

scale values would resuìt in basic equivalency of

measures "

2"
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Assuming the val idity of Hypothesis l, a computed

sever i ty i ndex compr i sed of the mean of these four

measures was predicted to associate positively with

scores on the DACL. This hypothesis was derived from

previous reports of a headache-mood association

(Arena, Andrasik, ê Blanchard, 1984; Harrigan, Kues,

Ricks, 6 Smith, ì984; Harvey 6 Hay, 1984).

Positive associations were predicted among: (a) the

severity index; (b) DACL scores; and (c) a symptom

profi le suggestive of tension-l ike or combined

headache (item l). Association between depressed

affect and tension-l ike or combined headache was

predicted by Diamond (lg8¡) and Weatherhead (lg8O).

That these episodes would be perceived as more severe

3.



and incapacitating

severity-continuum

and from Sternbachl

dens i ty.

ln addition, temporal associations between headache

intensity (severity index) and mood status (DACL) were

examined. lf headache were secondary to depression

(Diamond, 1983; Saper, 1983i l,Jearherhead, 1980), rhen one

might expect evidence of depressed affect prior to headache

onset (Harrigan, Kues, Ricks, E Smith, ì984; Harvey 6 Hay,

1984). lf depression were secondary to headache, however,

then one might expect either a near-constant depression of

affect among the most chronic cases (i.e., high freguency

headaches), or evidence of depressed affect at or fol lowing

headache onset (l'lart in, 1978i Sternbach , 197\, 1976) ,

Hypotheses I and J were evaluated through Pearson

correlations computed among variables specified. ln the

I atter case, the procedure i nvolved f i rst comput i ng i ndexes

to comprise headache profi les based on ratings of symptoms

suggestive of migraine (throbbing or puìsating pain, visual

disturbances, nausea or stomach pain, vomiting, I ight

sensitivity), tension (tightness and pressure in the head,

duìl and aching pain), and combined headache (any or alì

symptoms). The obtained indexes were then correlated with

raw DACL scores. Hypothesis 2 was evaluated through

multiple regression of the severity index defined above on

was derÍved from the

perspective (Bakal, 1975, 1982) ,

s (i974, 1976) concept of pain

t30
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raw DACL scores. Temporal associations between headache

severity and mood status were evaìuated through cross-lagged

panel correlations (e.g., Cook E Campbell, lg7Ð computed

among the severity index and DACL scores obtained at lags of

one and two measurement times, within and across days.

Resu I ts

Characteristics Of the sarlple. i{ean HHQ data for the 3l

subjects retained in Study 2 are reported in Table 4.

Frequencies of the six symptoms noted in HHQ item g are

I isted in Tabìe 5. Severe or recurrent headache was reported

by 90 .3Z.of the subsample. Chronici ty ranged from 6 months

to ! years, with an average frequency of between one and

seven episodes per week. These were rated as sufficientìy

intense to be both noticeable and moderately disruptive of

concentration. 0n average, at ìeast one immediate fami ly

member or relative was reported to experience recurrent

headache. The most commonly noted symptoms, endorsed by

7\"22 of the group, were mood changes and need to avoid

bright ì ight; the least frequent was nausea or vomiting

(12.92). The most frequent features of headache episodes

included exacerbation by noise or bright light (HHQ item l),
throbbing or puìsing pain (item l0), bi ìateraì head pain

(item l7), exacerbation by head movements (item l9),

improvement upon lying down (item 22), head pain beginning

in the morning and h/orsening through the day (item 23), and



Table 4

l'lean Rat inqs on the Headache H istorv
Questionnaire (HHq) from Study f

Thompson 6
Collins (1979)

Var i ab I e È1

HHQ I

2

3
4

5
6

7
I
9

i0
il

2.6
2"1
3.5
3.5
1.8
2"7
1.6
2.1
r.9
2"3
3.r
2"5
3.l
2.O
r "3
3.6
2.5
2"1
3.3
2"2

Study 2

1n=l I )

132

1 .97
i "8r
2 "71
2 .81
ì "07
I .90
0.87

l2
r3
r4
t5
t6
17
t8
r9
20

SD

0"95

"65
"07
.\5

.17

.10

.01

2 "36
| .97
2 "52
I .84
I .00
2.10
2.,l0
ì .03
2 "90
1.7\

0.89
r .08
I .05
I .28
o.77
1.18
r. t4
1"25
I "06
r .04
0"97
t.il
I .01
o "75
r .04
I .06



Table 5

Reported Frequencies
Symptoms (!!A) from Study !

symptom

of Headache

Dizziness

Nausea/Vomiting

Vi sual Probl ems

Loss of Appetite

Avoid Light

Flood Changes

Thompson E

Coìlins (1979)

F requency (Z)

27 .7

1.0

t6.8

12 "9

20.8

8l .7

133

Study 2
(¡=J I )

54"8

12.9

l+8.4

38.7

74.2

7\ "2



perceived cause in tension or stress (item 25). Based on

relative frequencies of these features, subjects endorsed

common headache profi le comprised of bi lateral throbbing

head pain, beginning in the morning and increasing in

severity through the day, perceived as triggered by tension

or stress, exacerbated by noise, bright I ight, or head

movements, and rel ieved by rest. Scores on the BDI ranged

f rom 0 to 49 ( I I1.806; SD l0.l l7) ; scores on the ¡{llPl-Dz

ranged from ìÀ to 4o ( ð 24.258; SD 5.508).

Group means and standard deviations for the seven HFR

i tems (i .e., across al I measurement per iods) are reported

Table 6. Frequencíes of the severì symptoms and ìl causes

specified in HFR items I and J are listed in Tables 7 and

Self-medication through non-prescription analgesics (lSl,

acetaminophen, ibuprofen) was reported for 79.62 of all

headaches noted. The mean DACL score for the group uras

g.\g\ ( so t.192) "
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the

a

Main findings. For the purposes of comparíson, the main

analyses performed in Study I were repeated on the Study 2

subsampìe. Total BDI score was predicted by both headache

frequency, F (t,29¡ = 7"99], p <.008, and severity, F (1,29)

= 5.675, p <.02\; as in Study l, chronicity was not

predictive of BDI score, F (1,26) = .870, p >"05. Tabìe 9

2 Raw values were transformed to T-scores. Butcher and
Teììegren (.l978) have recommended the use of standardized
test scores in research only when such scores have cìear
interpretive value, as is the case with scores on the
Flf,lP I .

tn

8.



lable 6

f'lean Rat i ngs on the l{od i f i ed Headache
Frequency Record (HFR) from Study ! (n=3.l)

Variable

Symptom Total

Sever i ty I

Sever ily 2

Cause Total

Peak Sever i ty

Sever i ty 3

DAC L

tl

1.5ì

I .46

1 .36

| .71

2 "22

I "8t

9 "\9

135

SD

0"79

| .32

ì "39

I .58

1 "20

1 .39

4.t9



Tabl e 7

Reported Frequencies of Headache
Symptoms (l,lodif ied HFR) from Study ! (n=31)

Symptom

Throbbing/Pulsing

Tightness,/Pressure

Visual Disturbances

Dull/Aching Pain

Nausea/Stomach Pa i n

Vomiting

Light Sensitivity

F requency (Z)

30. I

\7 .6

7"\

44 .0

5.0

0.2

I6.8

136



Table I

Reported Freouencies of Perceived Causes
of Headache (Hodif ied HFR) from Study ! (n=3'l)

Cause

(¡tot Sure)

Al lergy

Hunger

Fatigue

Alcohol or Drugs

Food or Dr i nk

Stress

Poor S ì eep

Anger

Depress ion,/Sadness

Anxiety/Tension

lllness

F requency (Z)

32"5

1.2

9.5

34 "9

8.9

2"5

30 "2

23.2

6"8

9"6

2\.9

13.9

137



Table 9

I ntercorre I at i ons

ljleasure

Severity I --

Sever i ty 2

Peak Sever i ty

Sever i ty 3

Severity lndex

DAC L

fieasures

"917

p<.000, two-tai led test

t38

.8gg

.880

.882

.890

.923

.969

.966

.957

.9t+9

.29\

.316

.271

.266

.2914
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reports Pearson correlations among: (a) the four severity

measures of the modified HFR, which ranged from "880 to.9Z3

( p <.000) with a mean of .899; (b) the severity index; and

(c) DACL scores. The h i gh i ntercorrel at i ons among sever i ty

measures conf irmed Hypothesis l. l'lultiple regression yielded

an association between the severity index and DACL scores, F

(1 ,781) = 73.827 , p <.0ooo, conf i rmi ng Hypothes i s 2.

Correl at i ons among the sever i ty i ndex, headache prof i I e

indexes, and DACL scores are ìisted in Table 'l0. Contrary to

Hypothesis 3, no association was found among headache

severity, mood status, and tension-l ike symptomatology. The

highest correlations were obtained between the combined

profile index and those of migraine ( r = .663, p <.000) and

tension headache ( r = .655, p <.000). The combined index

was negatively related to severity ( r = -.556, p <.000).

Figure 2 depicts correlations among the severity index

and DACL. These were computed concurrently and at lags of

one or two measurement times. Al I associations were positive

but weak; correl at i ons at lag 2 h,ere non-s i gn i f i cant.

Associations were strongest among successive recordings of

the same measure (test-retest or lagged autocorrelations):

The DACL correìated positively with DACL-I ( ! = .299, p.

<.000); the severity index similarìy correlated with prior

ratings ( r = .339, p <.000). Correlations for simultaneous

recordings of the severity index and DACL were in the range

of "293 to .29\ ( p <.000). Group findings did not suggest



Table l0

I ntercorrel at i ons Amo

Severitv lndex,

itleasure

Among Headache Profiìe lndexes,
and DACL from Studv ! (n=31)

Hi gra i ne

Tens i on

Comb i ned

Severity lndex

DAC L

- .132

p<.001, two-tai led test

r40

.661

.655

-.257

-.\78

-.556

-.100

- .117

-.165

.29\



F iqure !.
Cross-Lagged

SEVNDX: Study

Panel Correlation of DACL

2 (n=Jl)

SE VN DX- 2

"02

"2929*
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SEVNDX-i "2999*

r41

"1678*

DACL-2

"o242

*p< 
" o5

.2935*
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DACL 9.494

SEVNDX L.7L7

S EVN DX

1403 *

)

SD

4.l-93

I"326

.3454*

3g*

r24æ,

DAC L



headache-mood association. To test for possible sex

differences in association, lag correlations were performed

separately on data obtained from males and females (see

Figures 3 and 4) . Females evidenced a more consistent

pattern of association between headache severity and mood

status than did males, for whom low negative correìations

were obtained for the severity index and DACL at lags I ( r

= -.O35, p >.05) and 2 ( r = -.134¡ p <.031). Again, group

findings by sex did not suggest headache-mood association.

Neither the DACL nor the severity index showed any

systematic variation secondary to either time of day, E
(2,2520) = 1.717, p >.05; F (2,781) = .885, p >.05, or to

repeated measurement over successive days of

self -monitoring, !. (27,2\9Ð = 2.292r p <.00023 F (1,26) =

1.3\2, p >.05.

Individual findings gn headache-rmd association.

Because Eroup data rvere not suggestive of a headache-mood

association, cross-lagged panel correlations were computed

by subject, to examine individual differences in degree of

assoc i at i on between headache sever i ty and depressed affect.

Setting a minimum criterion of at least one significant

correlation of .\5 or greater between either or both

1\2

3 l,/hi le the reported t value was
actua I l y ref l ect the effects of
entered in sequential order.

significant, it did not
day of study wi th days



Figure å. Cross-Lagged Panel Correlation of DACL and

SEVNDX: Fema I es (n=l 7) .

SE VN DX- 2

.0548*

3645*

SEVNDX-I .2634*

1\3

2l_81*

"I704*
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\
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Fioure å. Cross-Lagged Panel Correlation of DACL and

SEVNDX: lla I es (n=l4) 
"

SE VN DX- 2

" 3004*

stvNDX-i .2634*

t44

"0932*

DACL-2

\

oI49

opq-os

M

DACL 9.586

SEVNDX 1.107

S EVN DX

SD

3 -964

o.832

3098*

. oB93

-.2497
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concurrent (synchronous cross correlations) and rrlagged"

scores on the severity !ndex and DACL, i2 subjects (6 males;

6 f emales) with a mean age of 20.58 ( SD l.l7l) ì^/ere

selected for closer examination. lndividual findings (see

Figures 5 to 17) were as follows:

t. Nine subjects (53, 79, 134, l4t, t48, l6l, 168, 266,

30Ð showed posi tive associations among concurrent

sever i ty i ndex rat i ngs and DACL scores -- i . e. ,

significant synchronous cross-correlations in the

range of ,\67 ( p <.000) to .819 ( p ..00.l) . ln most

cases, stationarity4 was evident. These findings

suggest association between concurrent headache

severity and mood status in some, but not all,

subj ects .

Three subjects (134, i4l, .l68) 
showed a positive

assoc i at i on between current headache sever i ty and

mood status at the previous (lag 1) measurement time,

with correlations in the range of "\\6 ( p <.002)

2"

a An index of the stabil
time, as suggested by
success i ve measurement

ity of the measures correlated over
stable synchronous correlations over
periods (Cook E Campbell, 197Ð.
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(n= I 2)

t46

Cross-Lagged Panel Correlation of DACL and

Subj ects Showi ng Headache-lvlood Assoc i at ion
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q# 79 (M)
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\
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" correl-ation could not
be computed
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to .653 ( p ..015) .

One subject (Z+l) showed a negative association ( r =

- "335, p <.044) between current mooo status and

headache severity at lag 1.

One subject (.l68) showed a positive association ( r =

.283, p <.045) between current headache severity and

mood status th/o measurement periods earl ier (lag 2).

Three subjects (2\7, 257, 30Ð showed a negative

assoc i at i on between current headache sever i ty and

mood status at lag 2, with correlations in the range

of -.409 ( p <.052) to -"5\2 ( p ..022) .

Two subjects (l\5, 2\7) showed a positive associatîon

between current mood status and headache severity at

lag I ( r = .357, p <.O37; I = .621, p <.O37) .

One subject (5Ð showed a positive association ( r =

,\76, p <.050) between current mood status and

headache severity at lag 2.

4.

5.

6.

t60

7.

ln order to determine whether observed headache-mood

associations might be attributable to identifiable factors, s

separate 2-way AN0VA's were conducted employing variables

from the HHQ. Subjects who evidenced a headache-mood

association were not differentiated from the rest of the

Study 2 subsample by sex, | (1,22) = 0.028, p >.05, ãgê,

0,22) = 1.042, p >.05, chroniciry, | (4,21) = 1"959, p.

s A bas i c assumpt i on of the cross- I agged panel correl at i on
method is that the variabìes correlated should be regarded
âs,rrsymptoms of a common or third variable rather than as
specific causesr' (Cook & Campbelì, 1979, p. 310).

!
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>.05, f requency, F (2,21) = 0.368, p >"05, or sever ity, F

3,2Ð = O.\62, E >.05, but were differentiated on famlly

prevalence of headache, | (3,zil = 3.104, p <.046, with the

l2 subjects examined above showing more extensive fami ly

preva I ence.

The research reported in Study 2 was inspired initially by

Diamondrs (lg8¡) interpretation of a cl inical ìy-observed

association between headache and depression, particularly in

ìight of Sternbachts (lg7t+, 1976) view of mood disturbance

in such cases as a secondary consequence of chronic pain.

Whiìe undertaken ostensibìy as a screening procedure, Study

I did yield data beyond its ì imited intentions. 0ver one

third of those who completed the HHQ reported being prone to

severe or recurrent headache, on a weekìy or more frequent

basis, for no less than 6 months prior to the study. These

episodes, though not severe on average, were characterized

by bi lateral throbbing head pain, perceived as triggered by

stress, exacerbated by noise or bright I ight, and rel ieved

by rest -- a profile most consistent with a non-specific

vascular or combined form of headache (lO Hoc Committee,

1962) .

Di scussion

Consistent with earl ier reports, no subject, irrespective

of chronicity, frequency, or severity, had formally

undergone medical or other treatment for headache in the



recent past (Andrasik, Holroyd, & Abel, 1979; Banks,

Beresford, l4orrel ì o !{aller, & Watkins, 1975; !{aters &

0'Connor, 197Ð. This f inding couìd not be taken as further

evidence of the under-reporting of headache complaint,

however, since current treatment bras an exclusionary

criterion. That nearly two thirds of the sample did not

answer the severe or recurrent headache item positively

suggests that i t may have been i nterpreted as assess i ng

whether or not they perceived themselves as "troubled" or

rrbotheredrrby headache -- i.e., whether headache interfered

with routine activities on an at least occasional basis.

Clearly, most subjects experienced relatively frequent

headache, but did not view typical episodes as particuìarly

bothersome.
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Contrary to predictions derived from both Diamond (.l983)

and Sternbach (1974, 1976) , ne i ther headache chron i c i ty nor

frequency were predictive of depression on the BDl. Factor

analysis of HHQ data did, however, suggest the predominance

of duration of headache compìaint in two of four derived

dimensions. These in turn were predictive of BDI scores. lt

could be argued that the HHQ and BDI presented different

task demands, with the former relying on memory for pain

phenomena, which is typical ly poor (0leson, .|978) , and the

latter involving evaluation of current or recent feel ings

and events. This cannot, however, adequateìy account for the

association between headache severity and mood status



documented in Study l; severity emerged as a consistent

predictor of mood status in both studies.

Greater than !02 of the subsample who completed Study 2

reported being prone to severe/recurrent headache on the

HHQ, up to severaì times weekly -- some, on a daily or

near-daiìy basis -- for no fewer than 6 months prior to the

study. General ly, their headaches approximated closely the

col lective profi le of the larger Study I sample, wi th

particular emphasis on headache of possibly longer duration

(i.e., beginning in the morning and worsening through the

d"y). Among this group, both severity and frequency, but not

chronicity, \^/ere predictive of depression scores on the BDl.

By selecting on the basis of reported frequency, Study 2

sought to focus on those subjects who were more likely to

perceive headache as troublesome or problematic. The finding

of a severity-mood association was consistent with

Sternbachrs (197l.,1976) notion of pain density as it might

apply to affective response to pain. Both Sternbach and

Diamond (1983) would, however, predict a greater role for

headache chronicity.
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Consistent with the first hypothesis of Study 2, the four

i ntens i ty or sever i ty measures on the mod i f i ed HFR were

highly întercorrelated. Andrasik et al. (.l981) argued for

the inclusion of some measure of the reactive dimension of

pain experience during headache assessment. The findings of

Study 2 suggest that, în practice, subjects may simply



regard I ike-scaled intensity or severity measures as

equivalent. The inclusion of verbal definitions for

numerical points on the visual analogue intensity scale (Hfn

item 5) may have served in the present case to standardize

interpretation of scale values across subjects, leading to

some attenuation of systematic di fferences that might have

otherwise been obtained among measures of perceived

intensity and affective response. Additionally, the use of

identical ly-scaled (6-point) measures may have influenced

response in the direction of treating these as more or less

identical or interchangeable. ln any event, it appears that

headache severity can be adequately assessed through a

relatively simple rating procedure comprising both visual

analogue and verbal scale features,

Computed as a simple mathematical index, headache
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severity on the modified HFR was predictive of mood status

on the DACL, confirming the second hypothesis of Study 2.

Consistent with the findings of Study ì and earìier

investigations (Arena, Andrasik, ê Blanchard, l98i+;

Harrigan, Kues, Ricks, ê Smith, 1984; Harvey E Hay, 1984),

perceived pain severity emerged as a critical variable in

influencing -- or being influenced by -- mood status. No

association was found beth,een severity and total number of

symptoms reported on the modified HFR, contrary to one

prediction derived from Featherstonets (lg8¡)

severity-continuum model. lt may be that headaches were, on
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average, not sufficiently intense to comprise the expected

range of assoc iated syrnptoms.

Contrary to predictions derived from Diamond (lg8¡) and

Weatherhead (1980), no association was found among the

severity index, DACL scores, and a symptom profi le

suggestive of tension-l ike or combined headache. This

finding may in part be attributable to the relatively brief

duration of headache compìaint among the sample. lt may be

that the expected association holds only among more long

stand i ng cases, such as those who typ i ca I I y present i n

special ized pain cì inics. Certainly, there is evidence that

chronic headache and other pain patients differ from other

cl inic and non-cl inic groups along severaì dimensions

(Arena, Andrasik, ê Blanchard, 1985; Belar, 1979; Crook,

Rideout, E Browne, 1984; Friedman, 1979; f'lerskey, 1980;

Sternbach 6 Timmermans, 19751' Woodef orde E l'lerskey, 1972) .

lf one regards a strong pain-mood association as indicative

of an increasing predominance of functionaì control over

pain experience, then the role of chronicity in the

association seems clear. The psychobiological model (Bakal,

1975, 1980), on the other hand, would predict greater

autonomy of the physiological mechanisms underlying headache

over time, with a consequent reduction in perceived

headache-mood association. Further research is needed to

establ ish the temporal course of this relationship.
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The basic rationale of Study 2 concerned the temporal

association between headache and mood status, and posed two

rel ated quest i ons: (a) i s there an assoc i at i on between

headache (sever i ty i ndex) and depressed affect (DACL

scores)?; and (b) if so, is one more "predictive" of the

other? There is ample evidence of a pain-mood association

among patients who present cl inical ly (Diamond, 1983; Harvey

6 Hay, ì 984; f'lart i n, 1978l' Sternbach , 197\, 1976) , but

I ittle data bearing on this phenomenon in non-cl inic pain

groups, or among those in earl ier stages of pain complaint.

With respect to directionaì ity, Diamondrs (1983) formulation

would predict some degree of mood disturbance as a precursor

or part¡al determinant of perceived pain severity; Sternbach

(197\, 1976) and others might expect depressed affect

secondary to the experience of pain.

The findings of Study 2 were somewhat equivocal: Some

patients showed evidence of a severity-mood association, but

no consistent directionaI pattern emerged. llhere association

was evident, i t was not strong. These f i ndi ngs may i n part

reflect a restricted range of scores on both the severity

index and the DACL, though this was not determined

statistically" There is some evidence that the magnitude of

the correlation among two or more measures can be attenuated

somewhat by a restricted range of scores (Barnes, ì984).

The question natural ly arises as to what factors might have

differentiated among those who did and did not evidence the
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association. The present investigation attempted to evaluate

this question through reference to key HHQ variables -- sex,

âgê, headache chronicity, frequency, severity, and fami ly

prevalence, only the last of which differentiated subjects.

It may be that those who reported more extensive famiìy

prevalence of headache had r'learned", over time and through

repeated i nteract i ons wi th parents, s i bl i ngs, or reì at ives

with histories of probìem headache, to perceive their own

developing headache disorder in terms of antecedents and

consequences of pain complaint. Yen and l'lclntyre (1971)

argued for the assessment of behavioural antecedents and

con'sequences in the study of headache. There is mounting

evidence of shared i l lness "patterns" within fami l ies that

cannot be readi ly explained in terms of biological

vulnerabilities (Coyne E Holroyd, 1982). lf, as Andrasik et

al . (1981) have suggested, affective response to pai n i s a

critical factor in individual headache presentation, then

greater attention wilì need to be directed at clarifying the

influence of fami ly and other interpersonaì dynamics on pain

expression (e.g., Roy, .|987) 
.

As is suggested above, present findings on headache-mood

association may be in part attributable to the relativeìy

low chronicity of headache within the sampìe studied"

Chronicity alone, however, cannot ful ly account for

individual differences in directional ity of association.

Beyond fami ìy dynamics, more immediate differentiating
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factors might be identified through, for example, more

êytêheirro ncvchnlnnical ch¡ra¡iarizatinn nf crrhio¡le

Completion of the full tll¡lPl (Hathaway E l4cKinley, ì943)

might have yielded more potential var iables or patterns of

interest, some of which -- the relative elevations of Scales

I to 3, for example -- might then serve to differentiate

among those who did and did not evidence association between

headache severity and depressed affect.

Review of recent I iterature on headache and depression

revealed only two intensive studies to date (Harrigan, Kues,

Ricks, 6 Smith, 1984; Harvey E Hay, 1984), only the latter

of which employed a research design comparabìe to that of

the present investigation. Harvey and Hay (.l984) had l0

migraineurs monitor headache intensity, frequency, and mood

status using the DACL and a visual analogue mood scale,

twice dai ly (morning, evening) over JO consecutive days.

Subjects averaged a total of ì3.1 'rheadache daysrr during the

study, with DACL scores in the range of 9.65 to 13.50 --

somewhat higher than r¡normal", but within the range of a

normative sample (tu¡in, 1967) of non-depressed psychiatric

patients. Hood was not significantly more depressed on

headache than on headache-free days, with the exceptîon of

days immediately preceding headache occurrence, for which

DACL scores were lowest -- subjects reported feel ing I'less

depressed¡r on days prior to headache.
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These findings were not repl icated in the present

invest!gation. 0n average, DACL scores in Study 2 were lorver

than those reported by Harvey and Hay (.1984), and wel'l

within the normal non-depressed range. As such, the

headache-mood association observed among the l2 subjects

examined in Study 2 could not be taken as evidence of a link

between headache and depression per se, at least not with

regard to how the latter is conceived cl inical ly. The

present investigation defined depression operational ly in

terms of scores on both trait (t'1f4Pl-0, BDI) and state6

(DACL) measures of depression or depressed affect. As was

noted in Chapter 3 of the preceding review, depression is a

multidimensional construct (Cancro, .|985; Shaw, Vallis, ê

l,lcCabe, 1985; Turk, Rudy, & Steig, 1987), comprised not only

of depressed af fect or r¡mood-tonerr (Hinsie 6 Campbell,

1970), but of biologicaì and psychosocial factors as wel l.

It was reasoned that the most sensitive and appropriate

measure of the construct as a whole -- irrespective of

severity -- would be afforded by some measure of depressed

mood. The DACL was employed because of its brevity, ease of

compìetion, availabiìity of multiple forms, and extensive

normative data base. Nevertheless, even a more extensive

6 The use of the terms "traitrrand'rstate" in this context
is not meant to imply that the former cìass of measure is
impervious to change over time or as a consequence of
i nterven i ng processes (e. g. , treatment, spontaneous
remission), but rather that test-retest rel iabi I ity is
general ly better for such measures than it is for those
des i gned to eva I uate trans i ent or phas i c changes .

GeneraI Iy speaking, the BDI can be regarded as a more
appropr i ate measure of chron i c endur i ng depress i on than
the DACL.
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headache-mood association would need to be interpreted with

caution, as obtained scores on the DA.CL were not, on

average, in the depressed range. This finding was not

surprising, howevero in that the sample employed was

selected in part on the basis of at least moderate headache

frequency, with no current history of treatment for e¡ther

headache cr depress i on.

Further comments are warranted on the general adequacies

and inadequacies of the measures selected. Among headache

questionnaires general ly, the HHQ is wel I standardized

(Thompson E Col ì ins, 197Ð " and, whi le somewhat weighted

towardrrmigrainousil items, seemingly well-su.i ted to the task

of screening and subject selection. Normative data are

available for those items rating the frequencies of various

headache features (items 7 to 26). 0n average, HHQ ratings

in Study I were somewhat Iower than those of the normative

group which, demographical ly at least, cìosely resembled

that of the present investigation. Lower ratings in Study I

may in part reflect the effects of co-adm¡nistration of the

HHQ and BDl. Low average severity ratings and DACL scores

could not be attributed to either diurnaì effects (e.g.,

attenuation of dai ìy average DACL by low morning scores, for

example), or habituation over repeated measurements (day of

study) .

The range of scores on the BDI was considerable (0 to

\9), but on average, within the low end of the miìd range of
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depression ( [ 10.528; SD 1.093) . Similarly, average t'11'1Pl-D

were within normal ranges Whiìe the BDI and l4l,1Pl-D were

moderately correlated, simi lar associations did not hold

among the BD I or l'11{P I -D and the DACL, perhaps ref I ect i ng the

conceptual distinction between the former as trait measures,

and the latter as a state measure. There is some evidence

that the BDI yields unstable findings in the mi ld to

moderate ranges of depression, particularly among young and

college-aged respondents (Deardorff E Funabiki, 1985;

Hatzenbeuh I er , Parpat, E l'lathew, ì 983; Z immerman, 1986) .

Desp i te the numerous advantages of the llf'lP I noted i n Chapter

2 of the preceding review, there are problems in

admi ni ster i ng scal es i ndependentl y (Graham, 1987) , most

notably the loss of individual val idity data. Further,

there is evidence that individual cl inical scales may be

elevated among subjects or patients with a variety of

medical i I lnesses or complaints (Harrison, 197Ð . ln the

present investigation, the llllPl-D was intended mainly as a

supplementary measure to the BDl, and was not employed in

the evaluation of major hypotheses.

Andrasik, Holroyd, and Abel (197Ð reported a relatively

high prevalence of recurrent headache in a large college

student sampìe. Whi le i t was not feasible to estimate

prevalence in the present investigation, subject recruitment

was faci I itated by high student interest in the topic, and
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the response to requests for qual ified subjects was

generally positive" A college student sample cannot, of

course, be assumed representative of the larger population

of headache sufferers. At the same time, the problems of

extrapolatìng from cì inical headache samples, outl ined in

Chapter 2 of the preceding review, suggest the need for more

extensive study of headache symptom patterns in a variety of

groups, pâFticuìarly those in earl ier stages of headache

complaint"

lf the notion of a progressive predominance of functional

control in chronic pain is valid, then it would seem wise to

i dent i fy such factors ear ì y i n the devel opment of pa i n

complaint. lf, for exampìe, headache were rel iabìy predicted

by depressed mood, then individuals could be ¡nstructed to

identify mood 'rpredictors" of oncoming headache, and perhaps

apply preventive self-controì measures (e.g., relaxation) .

Chronicity data in the present investigation suggested that

the sample more or less conformed to the profile of the

"pre-chron i cil headache sufferer.

eonclusions and Suggestions fgc Further Study

The present investigation demonstrated the importance of

headache severity as a potential determinant of mood status

in recurrent or severe headache. A temporaì association was

observed among headache sever i ty and mood status i n some

subjects, typical ly those reporting higher fami ly prevalence
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of headache. llost often, episodes resembled combined

headache. Consistent with earl ier reports (Anderson E

Franks, ll8ì; Bakal E Kaganov, 1979; Cohen, 1978; Kaganov,

Bakal, 6 Dunn, l98l), the majority of subjects reported both

vascular and tension-l ike features at one time or another

dur i ng the course of headache sel f-mon i tor i ng. llood scores

and headache symptom ratings were uniformly low throughout

the study.

Future research on the headache-mood association appears

war ranted, and shou I d address the fo I I ow i ng:

The present investigation would have benefitted from

a selection procedure comprising both headache

frequency and general ì evel of depress i on (i .e. , BD I

score). This would have permitted the tracking of

headache and mood status in individuals who displayed

both frequent or severe headache and mood disturbance

-- a group perhaps more I ikeìy to evidence rel iable

association between headache and depression.

2. The investigation þrould further have benefitted from

a simpler, briefer mood measure, such as a visual

anaìogue mood scale (e.g., Harvey E Hay, .l984), and a

singìe, simple measure of headache severity,

incorporating visual analogue and verbal scale

properties.

Some measure of headache duration might have proven

useful. lt is not clear to what extent mood status

3"
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might be affected by length of headache episode.

Study 2 treated each instance of reported head pain

at a particular measurement time as a discrete event.

One potential influence on headache-mood covariation

is menstrual cycle. l'lany female headache patients

perce i ve some prec i p i tat i ng, aggravat i ng, or

rel ieving role of their cycle. Future studies

employing female subjects should control for, or

co-monitor, menstrual period during extended

self-monitoring of headache. This could have been

achieved in the present evaluation through addition

of r¡menstrua I cyc I err to the perce ived cause I i st of

the modified HFR.

4.

5. Further identification is needed of demographic,

personal ity, and other factors that might serve to

differentiate among subjects who do and do not

evidence headache-mood association. This end might

have been achieved in the present investigation by

incorporating a more extensive psychological (e"g.,

full l4¡4Pl) and health (e.g., general health

quest i onna i re) character i zat i on of subj ects.

Because anxiety is frequentìy cited as co-symptomatic

of certa i n fcrms of headache compl a i nt (Cr i sp,

Kalucy, l4cGuinness, Ralph, E Harris, 19771 Ziegler,

1979i Ziegler, Rhodes, 6 Hassanein, 1978), and is

relatively simple to assess empiricalìy (e.9., STAI),

a design incorporating concurrent evaìuation of
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anxiety and depression or other affective disturbance

warrl¿{ hc rrcafrrl

7" The present i nvest i gat i on demonstrated the ut i I i ty of

a sel f-moni tor i ng strategy i nvolvi ng the track i ng of

headache and mood status under relativeìy

natural istíc conditions. Further study is needed to

aid in determining appropriate frequency and duration

of recording, which may in turn be derived from

reported frequency and duration of headache"

8. Given the relatively high prevalence of headache

reported i n col I ege student sampl es (Andras i k,

Holroyd, 6 Abel, 197Ð, it would seem that these and

simi Iar groups could be empìoyed more extensively i n

the study of non-chronic headache, the development of

the chronic pain profi le among headache sufferers,

and the covariation of head pain and mood status or

some other variable(s). As was noted in Chapter 2 of

the preced i ng revi ew, the sever i ty-cont i nuum modeì of

headache (Bakal, 1975. Featherstone, 1985) both

permits and invites further research on non-cì inic

groups .
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Appendix B Beck Depression lnventory (BDl)

BECK DEPRESSION INVENTORY (BDI)

lëIlu{ll(xÞ, Or thlr scitionn.ire eæ groupr of 3t¿tæñti.
P.lcàSC æôd cEh 9r@p of 5tòtænt5 <.rcfullt. lhff ptck outtlE oñe it¡t@nt iñ.àch group rhlch bert Oeicriber itre uy
tou hàye been leellng ttrc p¿st *el, lncludinq tod¡v! €irclã
th{ nmber beslde rhe st¿ræ;î-to¡-jl-l;G¡l-t? ò¡ st¡re-Ènts in the group re6 to appìy €qo¿lly el¡, then circìe
ê¿ch one. Be 3ure to reòd àlì the stàt@entg ln e¿ch orôuo
beforen¿kffi

HH/DI

l. 0
I
?
3

2- O

¡

do not feel s¿d
feeì sôd
èe 3¡d ¿¡¡ tha ti@.nd ¡ càn't sn¿p out of it
ôã lo s¡d or unh¿ppy th¡t ¡ can,t stànd it
& ñot pàrticulðrlt dlscør¿ged àbout the fúture
feeì discoùr¡ged aboút the future
feel I hàvc ñothlng to look fonàrd to
fecl th¿t the futurc ls hopêle3r Ànd thlng9 còn,t lDprove

do ñot feel lile . fãlture

Su bject #

3.

4. 0
I
2
1

5. 0
I
2
3

6. 0
I
?

3

feel I hàvc f¡iÌed ere than the àyeràge person
As I lool b¡cl on ÞJ' lifc, ¡¡¡ I see is ã lot of f¡ilures
I feel I ¡¡ à (oEplete f¿llure à5 ¿ ærron

get ¡3 luch 
'¡tfsåfàctlon out of thlngs às ¡ lsed to

doñ't enjoJ' thlngs the y¡y ¡ u3ed to '
don't 9€t reàl sàtlsf¡ctlon oút of ¿njrthlng Àn)aore
ÀÁ dlrs.tlsfied or bored rlth everylhln9

don't feel pårticulârly guJt ty
feel guiìty ô good pàrt of the tiæ
feel qulte gullt, mst of the tiñe
feel guilty àl¡ of the tlne

don't feeì I ðo b€jng punished
feel I È)r b€ punlsh¿d
e¡pect to be punished
feêl ¡ ¿ñ b€ing punished

don't fæl dis¿ppointed lr Eyseìf
¿E dis¿pæinted in myseì f
Àh disgusted ri th Eyseì f
h¿tê ryseì f

don't feel I òÐ åny rcrse thðn ànybody else
¿e critic¡ì of orself for ny ye¿tneises or ølstàkes
bìæ .)'sclf .lì th€ tlæ for ey f.ultr
blðæ È.)'!clf for êverythl¡g bâd th.t h¡pp€ns

dd't h.ye ¡ny thoughtJ of tilling Ày3.lf
h¡yc thsght3 of tilling !y9elf. but wld rct c¡rry

Date:
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7. o
I
2
3

8.0
t
2
l

9.0
I

t4. 0 I don't feaì I løt any Þase th¿n ¡ used to
I añ úrried thàt I àÁ løllng old or uñ¡ttr¡ctlvc
¡ feel th¡t thert ¿re p€ñåneñt ch¡ngca lñ ñy àppc¡raÉe
thèt ãðte æ l@¡ un¿ttrôCtlve
¡ bêlieve thàt I loot ugly

I c¡n srl ¿bout .s Rl I ¡s bcfor.
It_ tàles e¡tr¿ effort to 9e! stàrtcd ¡È doing s@thlñg
I hòve to push oylelf yert hård to do ânythl;g
¡ cÀn't do ¿ny þrl åt ðll

¡ c¿o 3ìeep ¿3 Ell as usual
¡ don't s¡eep às Éìl âs I us€d to
I Hðle up I-2 hours e¿r¡ler th¡ñ lsuàt ¿nd flnd lt h¿rdto get bðct to sleep
I yàtc up geyerôl hourt eòrllcr thàn I used to ðnd
cànnot grt b¡cl to s¡eep

t don't get þore tired thån usuaf
¡ get tired mre .aflly th¡n I ured to
I get ti¡ed fr6 dôlng .lÞtt ¡ñythlñg
¡ òñ t@ tlred to do ¡nythlñg

I'ty appatitê ii no yor* th¡n u3u¡l
l{y ¿ppetite if not ås qood ¡t lt u3cd to b¿

?
l

10. 0

16. 0
I
2

l

17. 0

rculd like to lilì myseìf
muld til'l ntsel f i f I h¿d the chance

don't cry an, mre thôn usuàì
cry mre nor th¿n I used to
cry ðlì the tift noF
used to bc ¿ble to cr)', but nor I cðn't even if I

r¿nt to

I ¿n no nore irritôted nor thÀn I ever an
I 9et ¿nnoyed or irritdted mre e¿sily tlÈn I used to
¡ feel irrir¿ted àìl the tine nd
I don't 9ct irritèted àt ¿ll by the things thòt used
to irrit¡te æ

t?. 0

19. 0
I
2
l

_

?0. 0
I

hàve not lolt interest in other æople
¿fr les3 interested in peopìe th¿n I uted to be
h¿ve lost @st of fiy interest in other peoplc
h¿ve logt ¿ìì of ny interert in other people

¡ly ðppetite is nuch rorse nox
b¿ve no àpEtite ât àll òny @re

h¿ven't l05t ech Élght, i f anj,. ¡¿tely
hÀve tort rcre thòñ 5 pounds
h¿Ye lost 6ore thàñ l0 munds
hôve lort Ðre th¿n 15 pounds

hàye purposely been trying to los. Ëlght (checll
hðye not been trying to losc Élght (chcck)

ðm no @re yorried àboùt Fy he¡lth tb¡n usu¿l

n¿le decirions Àbout ¡r Ëll ù! I ever could
pur off nôlin9 decisionr mre th¿n f used to
h¿ve 9rr¡ter dlfllculty ln dtiñ9 dêcisions thàn before
c¿n't ràle decisions àt àìl àny ære

¡ ¿n yorrteo ¿ñul pnyJtc¡l probl6s tuch ès ¿cheg
¿nd pðinr, or upset stm¿ch. or constlÞ¡¡lon

¡ñ Yorried ¿bout phyJlc¡l ;robl6s
I an very rcr¡jed àbout phyilcrl probl;s rnd lt'r
hðrd to think of mch els!
¡ ¿n so Horried ¡bout try physic¿l problds th¿t I
cànnot thinl ¡bout ðny¿hl¡g etse

¡ hàve not noticed ¿ny recent ch¡ñge ln Dy lnterest

I ¿n less iñterested in sex tÞn I ured to b€I ¿E ouch lesr interested in sex ¡ot
¡ h¿ve lost interest in ser cøpìctely
th¿t is your: A9e _, Sex _

?t. 0

I
2
l



$!$-9!]j$[:8.rldc c¿ch-of the fotìortn9 t16. plê¡* ch€têlth.r -T- (tru¡ ¡¡.¡ (faì:c). rccordlng to ràcit*r or notyou feel th¿t the tt¡tæñt ¿ppl les to yoú qe¡eràllv. ple¡sê
¿nsrer ¿ll itens, but do not 3ptnd tæ ftch-Uæ on'ony on"-lto.
ff

Append ix C i'11'1P I -D Sca I e

MDI

MMPi-D (DTPRESST0N) sCALE

Subject #

l.

z.
l.

- - 
4. I ¿D åbout òs ¿ble to mrk ò! I evêr.r¿s

- - 
5. I rcrl under ¡ gre¡t deàl of tenrion

_ _ 6. ¡ òÀ very seld@ troubled by coîstlÞôtloñ

- - 
l. ¡ àE troubled b, .ttàcls of nâuse¡ ¡nd v6lfing

_ _ 8. Át tiEi t feel llle sÉarlng
_ _ 9. I find lt hàrd to teep ny øind on ¡ tòsk or Job

_ _ 10. I seld@ þrrj, ¿bout ny h€àlth

_ _ ll- At tlæi f feeì üte s@rhtng thing3
_ _ 12- ¡ h¡ve h¡d periods of dàys. Ee¡s. or rcnth¡ ÉhcnI couìdn't tòke c¿rc of thlngr b<¡uge t couldn.t

'9et 90Jn9.

- - 
13. Hy sleep ls fi tful .nd dlstu.bed

_ _ 14. l,ly judgeæñt is better thàn lt ever Èg
_ _ t5. I ùñ in just às good phyric.l h€alth as ø5t of

Ãy friendi

¡ h¿ve å good ¿ppetite
I an earily âr¿lened by noire
Hy dàily ìife ls fuìl of thiogs thðt leep æ

Date:

20I+

IF

__ 24

I prefer to pàss by sch@Ì frfends, o. people Ilnor but hèye not leen for a long tiñe, únless
they speðl to æ f¡rit
I on a good nixer
I h¿ve o ften had to tòle order: ¡¡6 t*on"
xho did not lnor às ñuch òs I did
I r@tlRs keep on ò1 a thing uñtjl others
ìose their Dòtience yith m

17.

18.

It t¡les à lot of ¡rguftnt to (onvince rc9t
æopìe of th€ truth
¡ 90 to chúrch òlnost every yect

¡ belleve in the recond cding of Christ
I don't iefl to cÀrc rhôt hÀppeô5 to æ
¡ àE h¿ppy æ5t of thc tiæ
I ses to b€ àboùt òs cðp¿ble ànd s¿rt àt
tust others ¿round E
I håyc never v6lted bl@d or coughed up bìood
I do not rc.ry ¿bout catching dlreò5es

Crlticls or 3coldlng hurtr ñe ter.ibly
I cert¡lnlJ' feel u5eìesl ¡t tlñ3
At tl4s ¡ feel llte Þlcll¡9 ¡ fi3r flght
rl th sæoñê
t{oit nlghts ¡ 90 to tlêep Hlth@t thoughti or
ldeås botherlng re

25.

26.

28.

29.

30,

3¡.

32.

33.

34-

20. I rish I couìd be ¿! h¿ppy às others se6 to be

?1. I s@tiæs teðse ànid¿ls
22. I an certùinly làcting ln se¡ f-coîfidencc
23. I uluà¡lt fcel th.t lifc t3 rc.tHtlle

35.

37.

39.

40.

D{rl¡g the pàst feH yc.ri I hâve been Ëlì
æit ol th. tlre

håYe ñever hðd ù flt or cøyulgion
d nelthrr grlnlng nor lo!ln9 Flgh¿
cry e.slly
cà¡not uñdcrtt¡nd thàt ¡ rcÀd ¡! xeìl ¿s
used to
h¡Ye never felt b.tter ln ny lif¿ th¿n ¡ do nov4t.

42.

43.

44.

45.

fiy ñ@ry se6s to b€ ¿lì rlght
f àE ¿fr¡id of losing Ey niñd
I feel reat ¿ll over nuch of the tine
Sætiæs, then db¿rassed, I breàl oùt in ð
sEàt rhlch ¡nnots æ 9r€.tlt
I do 

^ot 
h¡v. rpcllg of h¡t feve. or ¡sttr¡¿

I eãjoy nny dlfferent liñds of plày ¿nd recre¡tion
I lite to fl'lrt
¡ hðve at tfres stood ln the v¡y of people rho
EE tryfng to do Sæethln9, not becèuse it
¿æunted to @ch but bÊc¡uge of the principle
of the thing
I bræd.9r.¡l dc.l

I dreàn f¡equently ¿bout thlngs th¿t àre b€st
rept to nyseìf
I beìieve ¡ ¿m no ñore nervour th¿ñ most otherJ
5@tiæi Hì thout any reason or even rhen things
Àre 90i¡g vrong ¡ fee¡ ercitedly h¿ppy, -on top
of the Ðrld'
I hàve difficulty in itå.tin9 to do things
I r*eat very e¿iiìy even on cool dàys

Yhen I ìeàve ho@ I do not rcrry ôbout rhether
or not the door is ìocled ðnd thc rindoHs ðre cìosed
I do not bì¿ne ¿ person for taking àdv¡ntðge of
i@eone rho låys hinself open to it
At tiæs ¡ àn full of energy

once ln à vhi le I l¿ugh ¿r ¿ di rry joke
I hàve periods in Hhich ¡ feeì unusuaììy cheerfulrithout ðny speciål re¡ioñ

46.

41.
48.

49.

__ 50-

_ _ 51.

54.

55-

56.

51 .

58.

59.

ó0.



MODIFIED HEADACHE FREQUENCY RECORD (HFR)
INCORPORATING DEPRESSIVE ADJECTIVES
CHECKLTST (0ncl) ronN R

HFR.l

Date:

Please complete this form at the

Su bjec t #

10:00 am

l. otrring FÌ he¿dà(he, ¡ ê¡perienccd the folloHing sFptoñr(chect one or ¡orc):

_ throbbiñg or puìrðting p¿ln _ dul¡ ¡ñd ¡chtôg pðin
_ tighlness ànd prer3ure in - nàureà or sto@ch p¡iñ

ñy he¿d _ vdl tlng
_ viruðl dirtu.bànce! - llght sensltivlty

2. frh ech of thÊ 2 lists belov, circlr tlE ñurb€r thàt you
fæl Eit describer the severlty of Jóur he¡dàche Þàln:

4:00 pm

205

I
0 juit notlce¿b¡e
I Þlld, Eât
2 3trong, tudcrðte
3 Severe, intenre
4 ertrftly strong
5 e¡cruciàting

time circled below:

10:00 pm

3. ¡ beìieve thàt Ey heàdòche r¿s probãbly cðused by (checl
one or nore):

¡'h not sure stress
] an aìlergy or àllergies ] pær sleep
_ hunger ¿nger
_ f¿tigue or tiredness - depresslon or iàdness
_ ðlcohoì or d.ug use - ônxlety or tenslon
_ s@thing I àte/dr¿nt - òn ilìness (e.9-, cold)

l. Hhen it y¿l àt it5 3trongest peðk, Fy headòche xas (checl one):
0 I hàd no heàd¿ch€
I ver)r hild; I r¡s hardly even ¡yàre of it
2 øild; it could be ìgnored àt tifts
3 @derðtei the pÀin xðS ñotlce¡bìy present ðlì the tiæA severe¡ it eàs h¿rd to wrk or concentr¿te rith the paln
5 e¡treæly iñtenie: I couldn,t do ¿¡tthing because of it

5. l'ìeðse r¿te the reverity or lntensity of jour he¡d¿ctE p¿ln
ãlong the sc¿¡e beloy by circ¡ ing the ¡ppropriàte nuEb€r:
0t2345
;itiii

?
b€à rà bl e
uñc@fortðbl e
digtrâctln9
ål 5eràb¡e
i ntol erôbl e
ð90ni ¡ i ng

6- 0id yoù use ¡ñ) medic¿tionr to control your h€àdðche?

_ ño _ rþli ideñtlf,

7. lHSlRUClloflS: Selor 
'ou 

viìl find *ords rhich describe
differeñt linds of ñoods ¿nd fecl ings. ChecÌ the Hords
rhich describe hov you fecl riqht nor. Soñe of mrds
ó¿y round ¿ìike, but pìc¿sc checl ¡lì the mrds thrt
deicribe your feeìinqs. vort-ã;-pi?T-y ano cleci-ãlTir
the mrds rhrch describe hr you feeì right noP.

riìted såfc Aloomy niser¿bìe
- du¡l _,r"y - í¿¿ ' - r""-rpi.ìt"¿
_ ùny¿nted fine - do*n-(òst - broken-¡e¿rte¿
_- ràiture - ¿frìicrcd '- 

"iri"o--- 
- 

",ii"rt"ìiiì'_ strong _ tortured - tistless - sunny
_ detlroyed _ Fretched hroten - I ighi_hcrrted
-__ crilicired _ Srie"c¿ 

.. (t.erfry - opi."rruU
_ hopeìess joyous ._ Heòry - o.åooy

tuder¿te severe --
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MODTFiED HEADACHE FREQUENCy RECORD (HFR)
INCORPORATING DEPRISSTVE ADJECTIVES
cHECKLTST (DACL) F0RM B

HFR-2

Date:

Pìease complete this form at the time circled below:

10:00 am 4:00 pm 10:00

Su bject #

l. ûrrlñ9 ny heàdècha, ¡ c¡Ërlcncêd
(chect one or nore):

_ throbbiñ9 or p!liðtf¡9 pôln
_ tlghtners and pressure ln

ñy he¡d
_ vlsuòl diiturbènccs

2. l.o! gg!¡ of the 2 ìlstr b€lov. circìe th€ nwb.r th¡t you
fæl be3t dcscrlbes the severlty of )þ!r heðdàch¿ påiñ:

I
0 Just mtlce¡btc
I Elld, *.t
2 strorg, Hder¡te
J severc, lntênç
4 cxtræìy rtrong
5 crcrucl¿tlng

207

l. I b€¡levc that Þy heòd¿che r¿5 prob¿bly côured by (chect

the folìoHi¡9 r)óptms

_ duì I àDd àchirg p¿ in
_ ¡àúse¿ o. sto&ch pèin
_ v6itiî9
_ ìight ren3itlylty

one or rcrc):
¡'É not 5ure

- an allergy or àllergles
_ hungcr
_ fàtlguc o. tlredness
_ ¡lcohol or drug usc
_ 3@thiig I åte/dranl

4. Hh€n lt y¡i ¿t lts strongest pe¡t, ñy h€adôche rð3 (check one)
0 ¡ h¿d no lEadðch€
I very ¡ild; I yas h¿rdly even ¿ròre of lt
2 Elld; lt could be lgnored ¡t tiæs
3 mder¿tc: th€ piln v¿s notlceèbl, prescñt ¿ll the tiDe
4 seyere; lt Hs hàrd to rcrl or coñce¡tràte rith th€ pâin
5 e¡trælt htensei I couìdr't do ànything becàuse of it

5. Please ràta the leyerlty or intenrity of your heâd¿Che pùin
ð¡ong lh€ lcðlc b€lor bt clrcling th€ ¿mroDri¿te nunber:

?
0 beàrðbl.
I uñcdfort¿bìe
2 dlst.åctln9
3 ñl¡crðblc
4 lñtol€r¡bt"
5 ågonr¿ln9

pm

0¡23

strest
] pær slceo
_ àng€r
_ dcprcssion or sâdne3i
_ ðn¡letY or tenslon
_ àn lllnei3 (e.9., cold)

-- ñlìd Þderàte

6. Did you ui€ a¡y ædlcatloñt to cstro¡ your heôdàche?

_ no yest ldatlf),:

7. lxSlRUCIIoilS: Eeloi yd yiìl find þrdr rhich de3cribe
dlffereñt tlnds of n@d! .ñd fceltngs- Chec|( the uordsyhlch deicribê hoy you feel riqht n@. S@e of rcrdeey souñd ðlite. but pìase EEiïiTT the rcrds thàt
dcsc r i bg you r f eel i nq s. vort-?a p-fiIìl-ãn-ð- cïecFiT[i f
tha ñ¡ds Hhich desc.lb. hoB yæ feeì right nor-

_ cheerless àniñðt€d
_ dejected _ heal thy
_ despondent free
_ peàceful _ grin

bouy¡nt Råt
- ìox - deserted

crush€d søber
- ìucky - ch¿iñed

45

severe --

_ blue lost
_ b¿d _ dilc@ràged
_ uneasy despàlring
_ vhoìe distreried
_ opt iñi st ic tomented
_ burdened _ rcnderfuì
_ joylees _ interested
_ crest f¿l'lcn_ æssihi5tic



MODIFIED HTADAcHE.FREQUENcY REcORD (HTn¡
rNcoRpoRATrNG DEpRrssivr no;ecrivrs
cHEcKLiST (DA0L) FORM c

HFR-3

Date:

Please complete this form at the time circled below:

10:00 am 4:0C pn 10:00

Su bjec t #

During ñy heàd¿che. I c¡friÊnccd the
(chect one or more):

_ throbbing or pulsåtiñ9 p.ln
_ tightnass ànd pressure in _

sY heàd
vlsuàl disturbànces

2. Fræ g!{ ol the 2 lists beìor, circle the nunber thàt you
feel b€st dcacrlbe3 the sêverlty of your heàdèche tBl¡:

L2

208

jurt ootlcêàble
Þlld, É.t
3trong, rcdêràle
ievere, lntense
cxtrftìJ,5troñ9
ê¡cruc l¡ t in9

l_

folloring sFptmf

dull ðnd ¿ching pàin
nàuseò or gtomch p¿in
v@l tlng
light sensitivlty

øe or nore):

l'Ã not Sure
-.n àl'lcrgy or Àllergies
_ hunger
_ f¡tigue or tirêdne!s
_ ¡ìcohol or drug use

_ s@thing I ¡te/drànt

beìleve th¿t ñy hcðdðche vò3

4. t{h.n lt xðs ¡t lts 3trong€st peðÌ, hy heÀdèche w¿s (ckck one)l
0 I h¡d no h.àdach€
I verl Áild; I yðs hàrdly even ¿rðre of it
2 .f ld; lt c@ìd be igñored åt tiæs
3 rcder¿te; the pål¡ eàs noticeàbly present ô¡ì the tiñe¡l seyere¡ it ras h¿rd to þrk or conceñtròte rith the pàln
5 e¡træly inte¡se; ¡ couìdn't do ðnything becàuse of i t

5. Ple¡se r¿te the Severlty or intcnsity of tour he¿dòch€ p¿in
¿ìong the sc¿le b€ìor by ci.cl íng the àppropriate nuEber:

0 b¿àr¿bl e
¡ unc@fortòble
2 di!tràctlñ9
3 Fiseràbìe
4 intolerâble
5 ð9oñi¡ing

probàbìy c¿used by (check

s trest
- pær sleep
_ anger
_ depression or sòdnesr

¿nxiety or teñrion
_ òn iìlne3s (e-9-. cold)

pm

-_ ølìd æderàte severe __

6. 0id you uie ¿ny ædlcùtlon3 lo controì your headache?

_ no _ yest ldeñtlfy:

L IilSIRUCT¡oHS: Eelor rou rill f¡nd rcrds Hhich describe
dlf ferent tinds of @di ànd feel ¡ngs- Check thc Hords
ñich dcrc.ibe hoH you feel rigl! no*. Sme of þrds
Èt tound ¿ìite, but please ileilìTi the Hords rh¿t
dercribe rcur f êel inls. uert-iafioTy-nõrclEfTir
tt* ûd;-6iõ'ìãiãTbÊ ho' you feãt rigrt no,- -

_ ì ivcl, _ unfeel ìng
_ unhôppy _ àl ivê

forlorñ àlert
- bright _ Slu"

cle¿n _ ñoody
deåd ble¿l

- rcrbid _ Srel
_ hopefuì _ unlucly

àlone doinhêàrted
- terribìc _ poo.

e¡h¿usted heartsicl
- de5oì¡te 

* 
coflrposed

_ ple¿sed _ dispirited
_, light _ sorrorfuì
_ hàshcd 

- 
hc¿vy-heôrted

_ æìðncholy -_ e¡sy-90jnq



Experfment
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SUBJECT INSTRUCTIONS: STUDY 1

InstrucÈLons Eo SlrbJects ln Study I

Hello, It¡¡ RoberÈ Woods. I would.llke to thank you allfor showlng fnr.eresÈ ln thls sÈudy. WhaÈ I would llke you Èo dofs to complere Èhe quesÈlonnãl-re fn fronÈ of you. It cãntalns 4$
l-Èems, and should Èake you no urore Èhan 60 mlnuÈes at the mosÈ to
conpleÈe. Please reâd the fnsÈructLons carefully before sÈerÈLng.
Anshrer each LÈen carefully, and do noÈ go back Co any lEerû once
you have conpleÈed lt, unless you are cerÈaln you have ¡oade anerror. llhen you'have conpleted Èhe questlonnalre, please leave the
bookleÈ on your desk. you Eay Èhen leave ff you wfåh. yourll
notice 1n the lnsErucËÍons Èhat r wf1l be conducÈing a second sÈudy
on headache, and if you rhlnk you mfghÈ be fncerestãd, Ëhen please
Print your name and telephone number on the front sheeÈ, and deÈachft fro¡n Èhe resÈ of the questÍonnalre. Are Èhere any questfons?
Please noÈe Èhât your responses Èo arr- iÈe¡ns rn this questfonnafre
v111 be kepÈ complerely confldenÈ1a1.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETTON

HH/DI Subject#

INSTBUCTI0NS: The attached questionnaire is divided into two

read the instructions for each section carefuliy before
answering the items, and be sure to ansurer all óf the items
to the best of your ability. Some of the itõ3 may seem
personal or unusual to you, but please attempt to respond
hongstlt to each one. The use of the pre-assigned subject
number (above) will ensure that your answers are kept
confi denti aì .

If after having comp'ieted the questionnaire you feel that
you would be interested in participatÍng further in the
study for more experimental credits, thèn please print your
name and telephone number in the space provided bõTõw. 

-Do

not sign unless you think that you wou'ld like to participate
further. Then, detaih this sheet from the others and returnit to me separaîeÇfT-þTãFeìigibte to participate in
the second part of the study, then I will contact you at
the_number you leave with further details. The secônd part
would be more involved, but simiìar1y would invoìve completing
qu es tÍ onna i res .

Please turn this page and complete the questionnaire. you wi.ll
receive a total of lexperimentaì credit , for your partic.i-
p.ation in this part of the study.

OF HHQ/BDI PACKAGE
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Date:

I would like to participate in the second part of the study,
and agree to being contacted by telephone by the experimenler.
I understand that all questionnaire materials wiì'l be kept
confidential, and are coded by subject number onìy.

Name (please print):

Teìephone number:

Best time to reach me at this number is:



SUBJECT iNSTRUCTIONS: STUDY 2

InsÈrucEions t.o Subjects Ln SÈudv 2

llel1o, I'n pleased Èo see you all here. I would llke tothank you once again for your inÈeresÈ 1n thls study. Ttris parÈ ofthe sÈudy wirl begfn r.n much the same eray as Èhe rasc. I.rhac rrd rikeyou Eo do to begln ls _compleÈe the questlonnaire f.n front of you.ïhls conÈalns 60 crue/false iÈems, and should Eake no oore Èhån anhour to compleËe. Followlng Èhis, aÈ (tlne), ,e'll tãke aI5-ninuÈe break. If you finlsh qutckfi however, please feel freeto starÈ Èhe break earlier. After the break, aÈ (tture) I
wanÈ to explaLn ro you whar you'Ìl be dofng a"rf.Ç-îIã resÈ of Èhestudy. As I mentl.oned earlLer, it r¡ftt also lnvolve completlngquesrionnaires' but Èhe acÈuar procedure wrll be a llrtie ¡norË
complicated Èhan lÈ has been up to nou. AlÈhough I certainly hopeyou'll $rant to complete the enÈire study, you are of course noÈobllgaÈed Èo do so. If you do decLde tlurln! today's break not tocontlnue, please leÈ me know. you wtll st.tll r."à1.r" I experimenEalcredic for completfng the quesÈionnaire, and 5 nore if you decfdeto complete the entLre study. Agaln, all of yo.r....por,"es to ÈhequesÈionnafre lEems wirl be kept compleEery confldentlal. Are thereåny quescrons? Let's begin- please go Èhrough rhe 60 iÈems sequen-Èially, and don't reÈurn to earlier iEems_

(MMPI-D adminlsrered, then l5 mlnuÈe break)
Welcome back. I'm glad you've declded to cont.inue in Èhescudy. Thls part will involve whaÈrs called ,'home self-monft.orlng".In other words, I'Il be givtng you materials to complete at horneac specified tlmes,3 Eimes a day for 2g consecutive days beginnrng

on _ (dare). l.Ihar you see on rop of rhe flle foldei ln ãronrof you is a slngle day's questlonnalre package. There are 4 for¡nsln eacl¡ package, and 7 packages in each of 4 ¡nanlla envelopes ln
che file folder. The package in fronÈ of you ls for "practice".

FirsÈ, ret's go over Ehe instruôitons on the r.nsrde coverof your flle folder.
(curn on overhead dlagram of HFR, and read rrlnsÈrucÈLons
for HFR-DACL package)

Keep Ehese lnscrucÈLons handy for reference, and nake sureyou fulry undersÈand t.hem. rn fact, keep a1r of the uraÈerrars rn thlsfolder. Each of the 4 raanr.ra enveropes in the folder conÈar.ns l week's
worÈh of quesÈionnafres. Â,È the end of each week, please reÈurn Èheseln the envelope to _ (departmenÈal mallbox). Iluring thefirsc week of setf-*"ntiãrl.tg, I'lI be callfng you aE home once a day
Eo see how things are going and answer any questfons you have abouEthe procedure. Durtng Èhe second co fourtÍr weeks, Irli be calllngyou Èwice a seek.

If you complete the entire self-noniÈoring phase, you'llrecelve a total of 5 experlmenÈal. credlÈs. The longér you parrlclpateo
Èhe nore credits you can receive. you'l1 recel.ve I per weel for eachof the flrst 3, weeks you compleÈe, and 2 for conpleÈing the final
week of self-monicorlng.

If you wtsh, I wlll rnall to your home address a brlefIetEer explainlng the purpose of che study a few s¡eeks after yourve
compleÈed. In order to recelve rhis, please compleÈe and sign theaddress card lncluded fn Èhe manila envelope for the last wãek ofche study, and return ic. with Èhe questlonnalre maÈerlals for thac
week.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR MODIFIED HEADACHE FREQUENCY RECORD

INSTRUCTIONS: The enclosed questionnaire materiaìs are to
b-e cõmpTeTé? as foltows: Eaih page ðontains 7 items, f,uuing
to do with headache severity, symptoms, and any medícationi
used to control headache pain. Þlàase begìn by-recording
the.date ín the space provided. Below thís, yóu wi.ll noiethat one of 3 times is circ'led: 10:00 am,4:öO pm, or lO:00
pm. Complete the form at the time specified- you áre askedto c B å;;,:'präliã-
do these at the times specified; do not attempt to comolete
forms,þI Tgmory.. Your folder contm
Iou wìil ltnd that these become very easy to comp.lete withpractice, and will never take you móre tñan a few minutesto do.

I.f yo, are not experiencing headache at a particular time,
then completing the form wÍll be very easy. In such cases,you need only note in item 4 that yotr had-no headache at
the specified time. Even if you do not have a heádache,
plgase comp.lete item '

matter whether_you experience a headache or not, pìease
complete item 7 at the specified time,3 times á äay.

I will be contacting you periodically by teìephone to see
how you're doing with the forms, and to ans\{er any questìons
you may have about the procedure, you will receivã j totulof 5 experimental credits for full participation in thispart of the study, at a rate of I credit per week for thefirst 3 weeks, with 2 credits given for completion of the
fourth and finaì week of the study.
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TELEPHONE CONTACTS BEFORE

Telephone Contâct of Sublects for Studv 2

Hel1o(Hr./M".)-,Ëh1slsRobertfJoodscaIlingo
from the Psycho).ogy Deprrtrent. Itr calllng abouc Èhe headache sÈudy
thaE yourve expressed inÈeresE Ln. WhaÈ Ehe study l¡fll involve r¿111
malnly be completlng a small number of bitef questionnalres dally
at home over 28 consecuÈ1ve days. Each dayrs uork ¡¿l.ll never t.ake
you nore than 20-30 minuÈes Èo complete, and you r¡ill receive a
total of sfx experlmental crediÈs lf you successfully complete Èhe
enÈire scudy. If you are fnÈeresÈed ln partlcipatlng I rrusÈ first.
get. your answer Eo Èhe followlng quesrlon: Are you currenÈly under_
going any medlcal or ocher supervlsed treaÈment for your headaches?(1f yes then)
I'm very sorry, but I can onLy ask people Èo parÈicipâÈe who are
noÈ belng treaÈed for thelr headaches. Thank you very nuch for your
tlne and cooperaÈLon.
(lf no rhen)
I wt1l be rneetlng slth all of che subJects as a group on (date)
at _ (tfme) , in _ (locatlon). I.lould you be "ble-to roa-ke
this time? Thank, I'll see you Èhen.

AND DURING STUDY 2
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Telephone Contact of Subects DuÌing Setf-Monftorlns

Hello (Mr. /H.. ) 

--, 

thl.s ls Roberr lloods. r,mcalllng to see how chings ha"" been g"fng wlth t.he self_nonitortng.
?o-Io" have any quesÈions about Èhe procãa,rre? please retrenber Èofollow Èhe lnstrucEions carefully. tilt calk to you agaln(cÍme).



POST-STUDY DEBRIEFING LETTER

Dear (Mr,/M".) _,

Let ¡ue ffrsÈ take thls opporÈuniÈy Èo thank you once agafn
for your cooperaÈlon ln my docÈoral dlsserÈatlon research project on
headache. As pronLsed, I an vriÈLng Èo you to brtefly descrlbe whar
Èhe sÈudy tras aLl about.

Baslcally, t.he study was desl.gned Eo compare tero competl.ng
Èheories in the headache lfteraÈure. Many researchers have reported
a correlatl.on, in soroe people, beÈween headache and noods, parEicularly
depressed ¡nood. One theory says EhaÈ headache ls a physfcal expresslon
of depressfon tn Èhese. people. The other theory, based on observatlons
of chronlc pain patfents, says thac depresslon 1s slmply a natural
consequence of llving wLÈh Èhe chronlc pain of recurrent headache. The
ouÈco¡ne of ny sLudy has cerÈaln pracÈLcal inpllcations. If Èhe second
theory ls true, Èhen Èhe study really doesnr È Èell us anythl.ng ne\r.
But, lf the firsE theory ls true, Ehen lÈ might be possible to help
people learn the warnlng sLgns of headache by noting changes in cheir
moods, and caking prevenÈive measures before headache begins_

If you are stlll troubled by headache, I would suggesÈ Èhat
you first see your family docÈor for a complete physlcal examlnaÈion,
Just. Èo make sure Èhere's no medLcal problen. you rnlght lhen consider
conÈactlng soneone who specializes in the behavfoural treatruenÈ of
headache or oÈher pain usfng relaxaÈlon or biofeedback. These approaches
have been shorrn Co be safe and effecÈive ÈreatmenÈs- There are pro-
fesslonals here aÈ Èhe universLÈy aÈ the psychological Service CenÈre
and DeparÈnent of Soclal Ìlork, and aÈ boÈh SÈ. Bonlface Hospftal and
Èhe RehabtllÈaÈLon Hospltal at Èhe Healrh Sciences CenEre.

Thank you once again for your Eime and cooperaÈlon.

Slncerely,

Roberc B. I.loods
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s# 33 (M)

SEVNDX-2 SEVNDX-I "0397

2t8

-.1156

*p<-05

. Correlation
computed

M

DACL IO.L]7

SEVNDX

SEVNDX

could not be

SD

r.364
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s# 42 (F)

SEVN DX- Z

100

.4078*

SEVNDX-I - 2809*

220

"235L*

DACL_2

\

*p<-05

M

DACL 4.263

SEVNDX 1.411

SEVNDX

DAcL-l .6614*

SD

I.7 4L

o .634

" 3889*

" 4658*



q# 46 (F)

SE VN DX- 2

.2979

SEVN DX- 1

221

op < "05

- Correlation could not be
computed

MSD

DAC], 8.798 3.722

SEVNDX L.L42 0.636

"2979

-.3L92



s# s6 (F)

S IVN DX- 2

- "5218

" 3549

SEVNDX-I -.1294

222

DACL-2

/"3334

*p <.05

" Correlation could not be
computed

MSD

DACL 7 -397 4.708
SEVNDX 1"304 0.676

S EVN DX

/2544

DACL-]

"28LL



q# 67 (M)

S EVN DX- 2

-"0

" 4802*

I8I

SEVNDX-I "4594*

223

"o)-22

DACL-2

\

*p<"05

SEVN DX

DACL

SE\¡NDX

M

9-013

1. 063

SD

6.24A

0.883

" 4424*

"o25'l

-. 0139



q# 80 (F)

S EVN DX- 2

-l

- "L402

srvNDX_i " 0904

22\

" 0656

DACL_2

*p< "05

M

DACL B.863

SEVNDX 1.170

SEVN DX

-.27rL

- " 1403

SD

a ôA1

o.876

"2L59



s# 81 (r{)

-.0521\

SEVN DX- 2

"0246

-.3510

SEVNDX_i .1490

225

DACL - 2

*p< "05

M

DACL LI.679
SEVNDX I"086

S IVNDX

DACL-1 -.3142

"1140

SD

2.396

0. 71r

"o37 4



s# 107 (M)

SEVN DX- 2

.3910

SEVNDX-I "1447

226

" 0711

"2723

DACL-2

*p<"05

M

DACL 8.212

SEVNDX 2.47L

SD

2.555

1. 896

"4L62*

.2765

.4725



s# lls (M)

SEVN DX- 2

-" 1199

.0520

SEVNDX-1 " 3801*

227

" 1358

" 0918

DACL-2

*p<"05

" Correlation coul-d not be
computed

}4 SD

DACL 9.4L7 6.634

SEVNDX 1.021 0-793

SEVNDX

DACL-1

-.19r5

1')tro



s# 118 (F)

SEVNDX-2

- "0206

-.2302

SEVNDX_I " 2500*

- " 0181

228

DACL-2

*p<-05

M

DACL 9.955

SEVNDX 3.524

SEVN DX

DAC L- 1 - " 0043

" 0502

SD

3.653

2.623

/

"4370

DAC L



s# 135 (M)

SEVN DX- 2

" 5L77

stvNDX-1 - " 1215

229

"LO49

DAC 1.2

*p< -05

" Correlation could not be
computed

MSD

DACL 9.202 2-LO4

SEVNDX f. f8l_ 0.511

S EVN DX

/.5s62*

DAC L- 1

"5L77



s# 146 (F)

SE VN DX- 2

-.1186

.3088*

SEVNDX-I .2917*

230

"2390*

DACL-2

\

*p<-05

SEVNDX

DACL

SEVNDX

M

10.000

2-O90

DACL-I

SD

3 .953

L.246

2902x

I

DACL-.L7I4

" IIIO



s# 159 (r',r)

SEVN DX- 2

"l-232

"2763

SEVNDX-I .1253

231

-.0813

DACL-2

./

\

"227A

*p<-05

. Correl-ation
computed

M

DACL LO.O24

SEVNDX 1.048

S IVNDX

.L4I9

DACL-1

could not be

SD

2.5I3
o.7r2

- .4IA9

"4412*

/

DACt



s# 162 (F)

SEVNDX-2

"3497*

SEVNDX - i

232

-"0350

DACL-2

\
" 0571

*p < .05

M

DACL 9.643

SEVNDX O.957

SEVNDX

SD

4.I93
o.637

"2904*

- -2718



s# ]e] (M)

SEVN DX- 2

" 1535

-.2L29

SEVNDX-I "1282

233

.0101

-.o756

DACL - 2

. 1559

*p<"05

" Correlation
computed

¡4

DACL II.OL2
SEVNDX 3.000

153 5

l^l/
DACL-1

SEVNDX

904*

could not be

SD

6.300

L.954

"L762



s# 196 (F)

S EVN DX- 2

" r935

"0260

stvNDx-l .2782*

23\

.2490*

DACL-2

]

.0483

*p<"05

M

DACL 8.936

SEVNDX 2.417

SEVI'IDX

DACL-1

SD

2 -362

2 -325

" 1301

"LT44

-.1776



s# 2o4 (F)

SEVNDX- 2

-. 06

" 0790

SEVNDX-I "6063*

235

"5528x

.006

DACL-2

*p< "05

M

DACL 6.605

SEVNDX 1.130

S EVN DX

- /1O11*

SD

3.347

0.828

" 0858



s# 258 (F)

SEVN DX- 2

.2157

- " 1698

SEVNDX_] "2937*

236

"o6L2

-.3951*

DACL-2

0009

"p< "05

14

DACL 9.94L

SE\¡NDX 1. 013

DAC L- ]

SD

2-283

o.'753

" 3L49*

-.l-205

-.L268



s# 312 (F)

SE VN DX- 2

" 1695

" 0196

SEVNDX-I "0519

237

-.2265*

.390

DACL-2

\

*p< -05

r695

M

DACL 13.305

SEVNDX ]-.998

S IVI'IDX

.0025

DACL- 1

SD

7 .277

I.270

-1695

.2552

- q.ol t*


